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Kinetics Code for Gas-









A general chemical kinetics code for complex, homoge-
neous ideal-gas reactions is described. The code.
GCKP84, is designed for flexibility, convenience, and
speed of computation in treating a variety of reaction
:onditions. These conditions include (I) general reaction
in a hatch system or one-dimensional frictionless flow;
(2) combustion in a well-stirred (highly backmixed)
reactor; (3) reaction behind a shock wave; (41 ignition
and combustion reactions in a hatch or flowing system;
and (5) nozzle ,:.xpan_,ion reactions.
1he ne_ or;de replaces the GCKP code developed
previously and has the follov.'ing new capabilities and
convenience features:
(I) Heat transfer between any reacting system and its
surroundings may be considered.
(2) The well-stirred-reactor model is included.
(31 A new implicit numerical integration technique is
u_cd for greatly increased speed in integrating "stiff"
differential equations. Integration speed is increased by a
factor of 10 to 20, compared to GCKP, while main-
raining the same accuracy.
141 rile ability to use several additional types of
reaction processes, including photochemical reactions,
ha_ bccn added.
15) Input for combustion problems is simplified.
(6) Rocket performance parameters may be computed
for any flow expansion problem.
17) A well-stirred reactor followed by a normal flow
reaction may be computed as a single case.
This report describes the theoretical equations for all
problems and the numerical procedures used in their
solutions. The code is described in detail, including
preparation of input data, control of accuracy, sample
input data, and examples of test case results.
Introduction
This report describes a new general chemical kinetics
coml, urer code that replaces the GCKP chemical kinetics
prog_:,., developed by Bittker and Scullin and described
in tel '_ent:e I. The new program provides several added
,:apatrrhties including considelatlon of heat transfer
eft ec, ,. It al,o incorporates a greatly improved numerical
integration technique that uses the latest algorithms for
implicit integration of "stiff" ,.fferential equation
systems.
The original GCKP computes the progress of a general
complex, homogeneous, gas-phase reacting system. The
system is assumeJ to be adiabatic and the reaction may be
batch or in one-dimensional frictiortless flow. Shock-tube
kinetics and equilibrium combustion models are also
included in the code. Any chemical system may be used if
thermodynamic data for the species and the chemical
reaction mechanism (including rate constants) are
known.
Tile new code, GCKP84, has three major improve-
ments: (I) the ability to conside_ nonadiabatic systems by
including heat transfer terms in the fundamental
equations, (2) a mathematical model of a well-stirred
(highly backmixed) combustion reaction, and (3) a state-
of-the-art implicit predictor-corrector numerical
integration procedure (ref. 2) for systems of "stiff"
differential equations, which replaces the original
implicit technique described in reference 1. The
integration procedure uses an algorithm that selects the
largest possible step size ccn_!stent with accuracy
requirements. In addition, several new convenience
features have been added, including (1) the ability to use
several additional types of chemical processes, including
photochemical and activated species reactions; (2)
simplified iv,put for combustion problems; (3) the
computation of rocket performance parameters; and (4)
the ability to compute a combined well-stirred reaction
followed by further flow reaction of the products in a
single case.
This report describes the new chemical kinetics
computer code in detail and derives all of the theoretical
equations (differential and algebraic) solved. The code
can be used for the following homogeneous gas-phase
reaction problems:
(I) Chemical reaction in any batch system
121 Chemical reaction in one-dimensional (no
backmixing) flow with optional rocket performance
parameter computation. (Either an assigned area or a
pressure profile may be specified.)
(3) Well-stirred-reactor (highly backmixed)
combustion
(4) Chemical reaction in one-dimensional flow behind
a shock wave with boundary layer corrections
(5) Constant-pre._sure equilibrium reaction I'or batch
or one-dimensional flow ',ystems
(6) Well-stirred-reactor combustiot_ followed by
continued reaction of the products in one-dimensional
t'I,ow
]n :ill problems the ',.v,itent may be adiabatic or
nonadiabalic. Moreover batch reactions may be either at
_:ort,,lant _ohxme or with an assigned-pressure profile.
Rcad::r,, interested primarily in using this code should
read the ',ection General Description of Program Use for
a description of all of the available option.. A detailed
u,,er,_ manual, computed le_,l case results, and other
useful user information are given in appendixes. The
code is written in Fortran IV and was developed on the
IBM 370. it can easily be adapted for many other
systems.
Further information on the code can be obtained from
the authors. (Contact COSMIC. The University of















thermodynamic coefficients in eqs. (98)
to (101)
species pr_ d',:,:'ion function, defined by
cq. (47). s¢.'-i
A:V
c,thalpy prodt,,:tion function, defined
by eq. (48), sec- i
B/V
internal combustion engine cylinder
diameter (bore) used in eq. (32), length
units
coefficients in eq. (77) for assigned
variable
heat capacity of gas mixture at constant
composition, defined by eq. (46),
energy/(mass-deg)
diameter of cylindrical tube cross section
(eq. (30)), length units
enthalpy loss functions, defined by eqs.





















internal combustion engine speed used in
eq. (32a), rpm
fuel-oxidant mass ratio of unburned
combustible mixture
heat transfer coefficient (eqs. (26) and
(30)), heat units/(length2-sec-deg)
static enthalpy of gas mixture per unit
mass. energy/mass
total enthalpy per unit mass of flowing
mixture (eq. (54)), energy/mass
characteristic shock-tube reaction length
for boundary layer correction of eq.
(97), length units
perimeter of flow cross section used in
eq. (26), length units
total number of chemical reactions
internal combustion engine cylinder
length (stroke) used in eq. (32), length
units
general collisional third-body species
mixture molecular weight, g/mole
mixture Math number, defined by ¢q.
(60)
shock Math number
total mixture mass for batch reaction,
mass units
mixture mass flow rate, mass/see
number of reacting species in mixture,
not including inerts
total number of species in reacting
mixture, including inerts
number of iteration steps
oxidant-fuel mole ratio
stoichiometric oxidant-fuel mole ratio
of unburned combustible mixture
static pressure, force/area or atm
positive heat loss rate from reacting
system, heat units/see (eqs. (38) and
(76)) or heat umts/(length-sec) (eq. (55))
independent variable, either t or x
(eq. (77)); heat absorbed per unit mass





universal gas constant, energy/(moL:-K)
entropy per unit mass of mixture,
defined by eq. (102), energy/(mass-d¢_:i
gas mixture temperature, K or "R
film temperature for heat transfer
computations, K
wall temperature, K
reference temperature for enthalpy
computations, K
time, sec
total internal energy per unit mass (_f
mixture, energy/mass
linear flow velocity, length/time
assigned variable (eq. (77)), either
pressure or area
shock velocity (eqs. (78) to (80)),
length/time
volume of well-stirred reactor, volume
units
t+tal energy exchange rate, defined by
eq. (103)
distance, length units
density, o, if q = t; or mass flux, p It, if
q=x
specific heat ratio, defined by eq. (45)
exponent in shock-tube boundary layer
correction of eq. (97)
thermal conductivity of gas mixture,
heat units/(deg-length-sec)
gas mixture viscosity, g/(cm-sec)
gas mixture density, mass/volume
average residence time in a well-stirred
reactor, defined by eq. (74), sec
equivalence ratio of unburned com-
bustible mixture, defined by eq. 414)
internal combustion engine cranking
velocity used in eq. 432), rad/sec
Subscripted Thermoehemical Symbols
In general, subscript i refers to a species and j to a
chemical reaction. In the appendixes other subscripts
sometimes be used '.o avoid confusion, but their
















preexponential factor in reaction rate-
constant equations (eqs. (3) and (4)),
cgs units for all code input unit options
molar heat capacity of species i,
energy/(mole-deg)
constant in exponential factor of special
rate.constant equation (eq. (4)), K-t
activation energy in standard rate-
constant equation (eq. (3)), cal/mole
for all code input unit options
equilibration factor for reaction j,
defined by eq. 03)
Gibbs free energy of species i, energy/
mole
static enthalpy of species i, energy/mole
forward-direction equilibrium constant
for reaction j, cgs units
forward-direction reaction rate constant
for reaction j, cgs units
reverse-direction reaction rate constant
for reaction j 4eq. 45)), cgs units
third-body collisional efficiency factor of
reaction j, defined by eq. (Al4)
relative collisional efficiency of species i
in reaction j, defined by eq. 4A15)
temperature exponent in rate-constant
equations (eqs. (3) and (4))
forward-direction rate of reaction j,
moles/(volume-sec)
reverse-direction rate of reaction j,
moles/(volume-sec)
Rj-R _j, moles/(volume-sec)
molar entropy of species i,
energy/(mole-deg)
symbols for species names in general
reaction (eq. 42)) and in eqs. (Al, _.
(All), and (A23)
net production rate of species i,
moies/(volume-sec)
net energy conversion rate of reaction j,











in reactionj (eq.(2)and appendix A)
concentrationof speciesi,moles/mass
of mixture
net rateof production of speciesiin
reactionj,moles/(volume-sec)
Chemical and Fluid Dynamic Equations
Species Production Rates and Chemical
Reaction Equations
Species production rate$.--The total molar species
formation rate Wi per unit volume for species i in any
reactivesystem is computed from
I
Wi= _ oJii (1)
j=!
where I is the number of reactions occurring and _oiiis the
rate of formation of species i by reaction j in moles per
unit volume per second. The jth chemical reaction is
written in the general form
NS ks NS
E .:,- (2)
Because NS is the total number of species, reacting plus
inert, this form includes third-body collisional reactions.
Here Si representsspeciesiand viiand vi'jare theforward
and reversestoichiometricoefficientsofSiinreactionj.
The kjand k_j arethe forward and reverserateconstants
for the reaction.Eac.hkj isa function of temperature
usuallygiven by the modified Arrhenius expression
kj = ,4jTnie - E/RT (3)
The temperature dependence for some rate constants is
given in the form
kj = AjTnjec_ r (4)
The GCKP84 code allowseithertype of expressionto
be used. Most reactionsare consideredto be reversible
and the reverse-directionrateconstant k_j iscalculated
from kjand theequilibriumconstantKj (inconcentration
units)by the law of microscopic reversibility:
k_j= kj






where Rj and R _j are :he forward and rev,'rse molar rates
of reaction j as given by the law of mass action. We shall








For convenience in the computation and for ease off
comparison of net reactionrates,Xj isused insteadof"
Rj- R _jsinceXj valuesare of largermagnitude than the
net molar rates,In problems where heat releaseisan
important consideration,we have previouslydefined the i
net energy conversion rate(ref.I)for reactionj as x,
x.j= X/ LH 9s), (9)
Here (_J'/29s)_ isthe molar heat of reactionat 298 K for !
reaction j in the forward direction.The temperature'
298 K isthe standardreferencetemperatureused formost
thermodynamic computations. General formulas for Xj
and itsderivativesare giveninappendix A.
Equilibrationfactor.--For any chemical reaction it
is often important to know how far it is from its
equilibriumconditionatany time.We can derivea simple "
equilibrationfactorto determine _hisfrom the net rate
expressionfor reactionj:
(Rnc0j=Rj-R-j (I0)
The factor(Rne0jwillbe positiveor negativedepending
on the magnitudes of Rj and R_j. IfRj isgreaterthan
R _j,we divideby Rj to get
(11)
)If the reaction is far from equilibrium, Rj is much larger
than R / and the right side of equation (11) is a positive
number very close to 1. If the reaction is near
equilibrium, Rj -=R _j and the right side of equation (1 I)
is a positive number close to 0. Therefore the ratio
(Rnet),/R j varies between 0 and 1 for the extreme
situations of equilibrium (Rj=R_j) and irreversibility
(R _j = 0). likewise, if R _j is greater than Rj0 we divide
by R _j to get
(Rnct), _ R/ _ 1 (12}
R_ R
J -1
and the ratio (Rnet),/R _j varies between 0 and - I for the
extreme conditions of equilibrium (Rj=R_j) and
irreversibility (Rj =0). The two ratios on the left sides of
equations (11) and (12) can be combined into a single
equilibration factor F) as
(13)
where (Rpo0,isthe largerof Rj and R _iand 0 < Fj _ I.
The equilibrationfactorisvery usefulindeterminingthe
effectof a singlereactionon theentirecomplex process.
Types of Chemical Reactions
The GCKP84 code allows the consideration of many
different types of chemical reaction. In addition, any
reaction may be made either reversible or irreversible, at
the user's option. Any reaction of the general type
ulS I + u2S2-" u3S 3 + v4S 4
may be used. The stoichiometric coefficients vi may be
any single-digit positive integer or a two- or three-digit
decimal with one decimal place, if desired. Either species
Si or $4 or both may be omitted or replaced by the
general third-body collision partner M. The following
types of reaction may therefore be considered:
aA + bB:dD+eE (I)
bB-'dD + eE (II)
aA + bB-'dD (Ill)
bB - dD (IV)
M + bB--_dD + eE + M (V)
M+ bB'-dD+M (VI)
M+aA +O_-'dD+M (Vll)
Therefore ar,y collisional process, including spontaneous
ac:ivaiion and deact.;vation of excited species, may be
considered. In addition, photochemical reactions of the
type
hv + bB-dD + eE (VIII)
may also be used. This reaction is an irreversible
decomposition.
Input for Hydrocarbon Combustion Problems
In the original general chemical kinetics code, gas
composition was required to be in either mole or mass
fractions in the input da i. The new program allows gas
composition to be gi,, "1 initially as either equivalence
ratio ,a or mass fuel-o,,i mt ratiof/o for combustion in
an oxidant contair._:,g .,tygen, nitrogen, argon, and
carbon dioxide in ::,' i,r" ,_ortion. A "standard air"
oxidant has been bun , .., .he program. The user may
change this, however, in ,he input data. The standard dry
air composition used is given in table 1. The molecular
_,eight of this standard air is 28.9644.
To obtain the relations between species mole fractions
and ,a, we start with the stoichiometric reaction for the
oxidation of the general fuel CmHnOp:
4m + n- 2P )02 nCmHnOp + 4 2 H20 + mCO2 (IX)
This stoichiometry is valid for any fuel having
(4m +n) >2p.
Next, we let xi be the mole fraction of species i and use




where O/F is the actual molar oxidant-fuel ratio of the
mixture and (O/F) s is the stoichiometric value.



















_here y(): is the mole fraction of oxygen in the oxidant
and i', 0.2095 for the "standard air."
Substituting equations (15) and (16) into (14) and
rearranging give
_2 - 4¢ (17)
x(), 4m + n - 2p
We now use the following relations:
xt+ x()., +XN., +XAt +x_.o: = I (18)
x._: = rtxo. (19)
.X'Ar= r2.r(), (20)
xc(). = r_ro: (21 )
where rl, r2, and r 3 are, of course, known, to obtain from
equation (17):
4m + n - 2p (22)
x° = 4¢+(i+r I+r2+rJ)(4m+n-2p)
Equations (17) and (19) to (22) allow the computation of
all mole fractions from the value of _ and the given fuel
and oxidant stoichiometry.
To compute the gas composition from a specified fuel-




(O/F), = 4m + n - 2p (24)
47Oz
When f/o is specified, equations (23) and (24) are used to
compute ¢ from its definition, and mole fractions are
then computed from the equations just derived.
Ileal Transfer
In general the heat transfer rate between a reacting
system and its surroundings is a function of the reacting
gas and ambient temperatures, as well as flow rate and
geometry, it is most likely that exact heat exchange rates
will nor be known when GCKP84 is used to model an
experimental reactil,g system. Therefore the main
usefulness of GCKP84 will be in determining the effect of
various assumed heat exchange rates. We hm, e used the
idea of Pratt (ref. 3) and assumed that the most useful
way of expressing the heat loss !s in the form of a
polynomial function of the reaction temperature T.
Therefore the standard option for specifying heat
transfer rate Q for flow or batch reactions is to gise
values of coefficients ao, at, and a2 in the formula
Q=ao + al T+ a,._ (25l
In this expression Q is expressed as heat units per second
for a bat_.h or well-stirred-reactor problem and heat units
per length-s.econd for a one-dimensional flow problem.
Note that Q can be made negative to simulate a heat
source for an ignition problem.
For one-dimensional flow Q can be computed by using
the heat transfer coefficient .'_: and the ambient ot wall
t.:mperature T,. from the expression
Q.= 3CL,.(T- T,,.) (26)
where
3C heat transfer coefficient, heat units/(length2-sec-
deg)
L,..perimeterof flow crosssection
We shall derive a formula for Q in cylindrical tube flow
and give a useful correlation for computing _. This
information is incorporated as an option for heat transfer
computation in GCKP84. For a cylindrical tube
A = xD2/4, so that
L w = _rD = 2V-_-
where A is the flow cross-sectional area, which is either
assigned or computed at each step of the integration.
Using this Lw expression in equation (26) and dividing by
m give
= 2"vf_3C(T - T.,)
m m
%
l-ora flo_mg ",y',l_Ill,it'cllail_e_,whh conditions.There
arc mdlt_ ct_rrk'lation% thai el.Ill hc (Ised tO estimate ,'K.'.
()m: c,f the most us¢l'ul l'or lurbult.'nt Ilow i_,
.',. I)
(1.U23 Re" _Pr" 4 (28)
.%
In thr, formula Re and Pr arc the Reynolds and Prandtl






_.hcre _ is the mixture viscosity and _ is its thermal
conducti,,ity. The,,e two properties are evaluated at the
"filn£' temperature
The correlation of equation (28) is valid for tubes with a
length-diameter ratio greater than 60, for Pr values from
0.7 to I(X) and Re values greater than 10 000.
A modification of the correlation given in equation
(2_) can be used to compute Q/m for one special batch
reaction application. This is the assigned-pressure,
variable-volume reaction in the cylinder of an internal
combu,,tion or Otto-cycle engine. We assume the cylinder
ha,, diameter # (bore) and length I+(stroke) and that heat
is Io,_t only through the curved cylindrical surface. If we
as,,ume that the lez|gth of the cylinder varies with time
from 0 to I_, it can be shown that
Q _ ,'1C(T- T.,,.)
m bp (30)
To compute .'k:, we use the correlation of equation (28),
with D replaced by b (ref. 2)
3Cb = 0.023 ReO.Hpr o.4 (31 )
K
I-he Prandtl number is computed in the same way as for a
flowing system, but the Reynolds number is now given by
Re = hi,lip.... (32a:
xp
In this formula fl is the cranking angular velocity in
radians per second and is calculated from the engine
,,peed f, in revolutions per minute, by
{1= rf__ (32b)
30
The use of these formulas for an Otto-cycle computation
is included as an option in the GCKP84 code.
Differential Equations for Batch Reaction
The general differential equations for complex chemi-
cal reactions will first be derived for a batch reaction. The
gas mixture is assumed to be homogeneoas and viscosity
effects are neglected. All species and energy variables are
written for unit mass of mixture. If ai is the number of
moles of species i per unit mass at time t, the molar rate
of change of species i in mass m of gas is
d(oim) = Wi(_) (33)
where t1,'_ is the molar formation rate per unit volume
given by equation (1) and p is the gas mixture density.
Differentiating for assumed constant mass gives the
species differential equations for the N reacting species
dot _'l
dl p
i = 1,2 ..... N (34)
To obtain the temperature differential equation, we start
with the first law of thermodynamics for a unit mass of
gas:
du + pdv = dq (35)
where
u internal energy per unit mass
o specific volume
q heat absorbed per unit mass
Using the relation
h = u +pv (36)
between enthalpy and internal energy and replacing v by







dh - dp = dq (37)
p
We differentiate with respect to time and replace q by
-Q, where Q is the positive heat lost from mass m of
gas. The resulting enthalpy differential equation is
dh l dp = l d(2=_ O.
dt p dt m dt m
(38)
This equation can now be transformed into a temperature
differential equation for two different situations.
Variable-volume reaction.--For this situation the
pressure-versus-time profile is assigned and the depen-
dent variables are 7", o, and the oi's. The following
formulas, given in reference I, are used here: the specific
enthalpy is
NS
h= _ o_i (39)
ill
where Hi is the molar enthalpy of species i given by
Hi= Ht(To) + I _/Cp),dT (4O)






a,_d the ideal equation of state is assumed:
pRT
p = _ (42)
We combine equation (38) with the logarithmically
differentiated form of equation (42) and with equations
(34), (39), and (41) to give the temperature equation
dT_dt= TI _/_71 p dtlp B-D) (43)
Equation (43) can then be combined with the logarith-
mically differentiated equation (42) to give the density
equation
do A+ D / (44)






Cp= _, olCp), (46)
i=i
A = uRT _ Wi_ B (47)
P i=l
D= R---_
where A can be described as a species production func-
tion and B is an enthalpy production function. The term
D is an enthalpy loss function. All three have units of
seconds-1. The quantity cp is the specific heat of the _
mixture at constant composition, and 7 is the specific !
heat ratio at constant composition.
Equations (34), (43), and (44) are a system of N+2
equations in °i (i = 1, 2 ..... N), 7", and ,o.
Constant-volume reaction.--For this situation the'
dependent variables in the differential equation system
are the ol's and 7", since p is a constant. The temperature !
differential equation is obtained by combining equation
(38) with equation (42), differentiated with constant
density. Using the definitions of equations (39), (41), and
(45) to (49) gives the temperature differential equation
dr T[(7- I)A- B-TD]
_-/-= (50)
This equation is solved with the species equations (eqs.
(34)) and p is determined from the ideal-gas law.
Differential Equations for General Oue-Dimeusioual
Flow Reactions
These equations can be derived for two different situa-
tions. Either we may assign an area profile for the flow
and let the pressure profile be determined by the ideal-gas
law, or we may assign a desired pressure profile and let
tl
®
the area profile be determined by mass continuity. In
either case we now have N+ _. variables, the N species
concentrations plus p, 7", and velocity V. We assume,
as before, a homogeneous, frictionless gas in one-
dimensional flow with linear velocity V and constant
mass flow rate m. Global mass continuity is then
represented by the equation
d d,n
_7(p,4 V)= _ =0 (51)
where A is the flow cross-sectional area at any point. The
individual species continuity equations are now written as
d(aim) = W_AV (52)
Performing the indicated differentiation and using equa-
tion (51) give the species equations (eqs. (34)) already
obtained for batch reaction. We need only derive new
differential equations for V, p, and T. These are obtained
from the momentum and energy conservation equations
(see, e.g., the book by Penner, ref. 3).
dV I dp =0 (53)
P'_ + _/ d"t
and, from the definition of total enthalpy,
V2
h + -_ = hT- (54)
where h T is the total enthalpy of the flowing gas per unit




where Q is now defined as the (positive) instantaneous
heat loss rat.• per unit length of flow (heat units lost per
unit length and time). The resulting enthalpy differential
equation is
dh vdV _.V
_-+ _- + . =0 (55)
m
Note that if (_ is negative, heat flows into the reacting
system. The dependence of Q on temperature, mass flow
rate, and flow geometry has been discussed in a previous
s_tion.
Assigned area proflle.--For this situation we use the
logarithmically differentiated form of the ideal-gas law
(eq. (42)) to eliminate dp/dt from equation (53). Then, by
using the definitions of h, Mw, % A, and B along with
equation (51), we obtain the following differential
equations:
dV._=____T__IV (IdAdt A+Dv) (56)
[.,d-T=-'' _ dt- ---A+Dv)+A-Dv 1 (57)
dT
w _ m y
dt _Z-[" ,;1 _ A+D +B+D.
(58)
In these equations the flow heat loss function Dv is
defined by
VM'_(_71 ) (59)Dr= R--T-
and the Mach number 0g is defined by
_Z2= I/2M_. (60)
"7RT
Equations (34) and (56) to (58) constitute a system of
N+3 equations in the N+3 unknowns V, p, 7", and the
ai's.
The reacting gas can also be described by equations
that use distance x as the independent variable. The
relationship dZ/dxffi(l/V) dZ/dt is used to rewrite
equations (34) and (56) to (58), where Z represents any of
the dependent variables V, p, 7', or the oi's. The distance
equations are
i xI,2 .... ,N (61)
dx pV
< 0 :.1
_/._= -p (_K--y= i) --_ - A" + D +A'-D
.,,$
(63)
_-_= - L =_l _ -d-_--A'+D_, +B'+D;
(64)
_,'h,:re
A" = A/V (65)
B"= B/V (66)
D:, = Du/V (67)
Assigned pressure proflles.--For engine modeling it is
often more useful to assign a flow pressure profile and
compute the area profile that satisfies mass continuity
after each numerical integration step. A new set of
equations for the V, p, and T derivatives can be derived
that use p and dp/dt instead of A and dA/dt. The
momentum equation (eq. (53)) then becomes the velocity
differential equation, and equation (51) is used to
eliminate dA  dr and A. The resulting equations are
Equations for Well-Stirred Reactor
We now consider the problem of highly backmixed
reacting flow. The limiting case of zero-dimensional flow
or instantaneous backmixing of the reacted gases with the
cold unreacted mixture is assumed. This is the "well-
stirred reactor." for which the theoretical equations are
given in references 4 and 5. Although this model is a great
simplification of highly turbulent reacting flow, it is a
very useful first-order approximation to some practical
reacting-flow systems.
A gas mixture with constant mass flow rate rn enters a
reactor of volume v and instantaneously mixes with the
reacted mixture in a constant-pressure process. The




where p is the reacting gas density, and then exits at flow
rate m. Because no mass accumulates in the reactor, we
can write the following species continuity equation for
each reacting species:
!lOW rate of] l'Flow rate Of] rNet rate of destruction']
pecies i into[-Ispecies i out I=lof species i per unit |
eactor per / I °f reactor [ [.reactor volume .J
nit volume.J iper unit l
[.volume .]
dV ! dp
dt p V dt
(68)
d--t 7-p --dr- A + D v (69)
d--t = r _ _- - B - D v (70)
The right side of this equation is just the negative of the
species formation rate H'/in equation (8). Therefore we
can write the set of conservation equations for each
reacting species
• I
m(o:_o,)=-p2 E (  j-vii)x )=1
or
The last two equations are the same as equations (44) and
(43) for a batch reaction, except for the definition of the
enthalpy loss function. If distance is the integration
variable, the assigned pressure equations become
dV 1 dp
= ov dx (71)
p 1
dP=dx (_x -A'+D_) (72)
_-_ = T _ _-_ - B" - D_, (73)
|o
I
O m(o,-o,)=O i= 1,2,3 ..... N
(75)
where oi is the ith species concentration within and leaving
the reactor. Here the asterisk indicates the unreacted gas
mixture and r, is the reactor volume. The reactor
temperature T is also unknown, so we need the energy
conservation ¢q,,atio:_
Ns 0
.__j ("iHi- o_'I7) + -= = 0 (76)
I=| /_
where Q is the (positive) heat loss rate from the reactor
and the summation is over the total number of species NS
including inerts. Equations (75) and (76) constitute a
_ystem of N+ I nonlinear algebraic equations in the
variables cq, oz ..... oN and T. They are solved by a
Newton-Raphson iterative procedure using logarithmic
increments in the variables :o avoid numerical problems.
Details of the derivation of the system of linear equations
for the logarithmic variables and computation of the
Jacobian for this system are given in appendix B.
Numerical Integration Procedure
GCKP84 uses a new implicit numerical integration
procedure for sets of "stiff" differential equations
developed by Zeleznik (ref. 2). This property of stiffness
often arises in the differential equations of chemical
kinetics because of widely varying rates of relaxation of
the fluid dynamic and chemical processes toward the
equilibrium conditions. This can cause an integration
algorithm to take excessively small steps, out of
proportion to the rate of change of the dependent
variables. Reference 2 develops a generalized theory of
implicit numerical integration that includes the m_hods
of Gear and Nordsieck (refs. 6 and 7) as special cases. It
also describes a practical computer code applying the
theory to the solution of equations very similar to those
presented in this report. This variable-order, predictor-
corrector method selects the largest step size consistent
with the gradients of the unknowns and with the accuracy
requirements. See A_:pendix C for derivation of the
partial derivatives needed in u_ing this method.
Comparison tests have shown the new integration
method to be anywhere from 10 to 20 times faster than
the method in the original GCKP while maintaining the
same accuracy. The coding for the control and use of the
integration routine uses the method of Hindmatsh as
described in reference 7.
General Description of Program Use
The GCKP84 code can compute the progress of many
different types of batch and flow reactions, as already
described. Computations can be performed for any
homogeneous gas mixture containing up to 50 species
that participate in a maximum of 150 chemical reactions.
Of these reactions, no more than 35 may be of the
catalytic third-body recombination-dissociation type.
Any species may be used for which thermodynamic data
are available in the form described below. This includes
ionic and excited-state species. A maximum of 20 differ-
ent species may be specified as third-body species. For
these species, coilisional efficiency ratios different from !
may be specified for any third-body reaction.
For all problems the user must provide chemical
reaction and rate-constant data and also initial values of
the mixture composition and fluid variables. Nonzero
initial time and position values may be given, if desired.
Otherwise, these variables are initialized to zero. Heat
transfer data for any problem may be given if the logical
variable HTRAN is set equal to TRUE. if coefficients for
Q in equation (25) are not given, the variable QMREAD
must be set to FALSE and a separate dataset containing
viscosity and thermal conductivity data must be
provided. This dataset, which will be provided with the
GCKP84 code, contains coefficients for curve-fitted
equations giving viscosity (in g/(cm-sec)x 106) and
thermal conductivity (in cal/(cm-sec-K)xl06) as a
function of temperature for 20 species. The code reads in
these coefficients and uses them with the mixture rules of
reference 2 to compute the heat transfer coefficient _ in
either equation (27) or (30). If equation (27) is being used
for a flow reaction, a value of the wall temperature Tw
must also be given. If equation (30) for a batch reaction
Otto-cycle model is used, the variable OTTO must be set
to TRUE and values of Tw, engine speed (in revolutions
per minute), and cylinder bore and stroke (in centimeters)
mus*. also be given. Note that the total mass must be given
for a batch reaction if Q is read in by equation (25).
However, the mass does not have to be given if the Otto-
cycle option (eq. (30)) is used to compute the enthalpy
loss.
Figure 1 gives a flow diagram of the necessary input
and all of the options available. The input data prepara-
tion for all types of problem is described in detail in
appendix D. Appendix E gives a discussion of some
computational problems. In appendix F we list the
complete input data for several test cases and also give
selected results for these cases.
Problem Types
Batch reactlon.--Batch reaction can be carried out
either for constant volume or with an assigned pressure-
versus-time profile. The method of specifying the profile
is given in the next section. For a constant-volume case
the variable RHOCON is set equal to TRUE. Initial
values of 7", p, and the oi's must be given. When an
assigned pressure profile is given, only initial temperature
and composition must be given. Either of these problems
can be computed with temperature held constant by
setting the logical variable TCON equal to TRUE.
However, for an assigned pressure case only, the
additional variable PCON must also be set equal to
TRUE. This is to make the code skip the computation of
dp/dt. If T and p are assigned, # is determined by the
ideal-gas law, and the only variables in the differential
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Figure l.--Flow than for inputs and options.
One-dimensional flow reaction._As previously
described, one-dimensional flow reaction can be done
with either an assign,.d area or an assigned pressure
profile. The user has a choice of either time or distance as
the integration variable. The choice is made by using the
word TIME or DISTANCE in the appropriate line or the
input dataset. The assigned variable profile can be g_ven
as a function of time or distance independently of the
choice of integration variable. The profile is given in
either of the following ways:
(1) A table of the assigned variable as a function of
time or distance
(2) Polynomial coefficients for the equation
Vzss = Co + Clq + C2q 2+ C3q3 (77)
where V_s is either pressure or area and q represents
either t or x. A constant area or pressure is easily
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specified by setting Ci, Cz, and C3 = 0 and Co equal to the
desired constant value. Note that these two methods also
apply to specifying the pressure profile for an assigned-
pressure batch reaction. A flow reaction may also be run
at constant temperature by setting TCON equal to
TRUE.
The GCKP84 code permits the computation of several
rocket performance parameters during a nozzle
expansion process. For these computations the rocket
combustion chamber pressure Pc and nozzle throat area
A t are specified as input.
The following variables are then computed:
V
(1) Specific impulse: Isp =







(3) Area ratio: A,= A--t
(4) Characteristic velocity: c" - PeAtg
m
V
(5) Thrust coefficient: c/= --
c,,
In these equations g is a units conversion factor. The
computation of the rocket performance parameters is
triggered by setting the logical variable ROCKET equal
to TRUE. Starting conditions must be obtained by
performing equilibrium combustion and nozzle flow
computations with a code such as the one described in
reference 8. The assumption can be made that the
equilibrium nozzle pressure profile is the same as the
kinetically limited pressure profile. This assumption is
needed to a point just downstream of the throat where
the flow just becomes supersonic and the Mach number
exceeds 1.05. The validity of this approximation is quite
good, except for very low chamber pressure (e.g., below
414 kPa (60 psia)). The rate-limited computation is done
in two steps. The first part is started with all equilibrium
conditions at a convenient point in the subsonic flow
upstream of the nozzlethroat.The equilibriumpressure
profileisassignedand the computation carriedthrough
the throatuntilthe Mach number justexceeds 1.05.The
conditionsatthe end ofthiscomputation arethen used to
startthe second part of the computation, which assigns
the desiredarea profileof the expanding nozzle.For
higher chamber pressures one can speed up this proce-
dure by doing only the supersonic _,low computation. The
starting conditions are all the equilibrium data at a Mach
number just larger than 1.05. T'ae nozzle position where
the kinetically limited fluid dynamic and composition
data begin to differ significantly from tile equilibrium
results has to be determined for each particular situation.
Well.stirred reactor.--Tc, solve the well-stirred-reactor
(WSR) problem, the logical variable WELSTR must be
set equal to TRUE. The code then solves the previously
derived nonlinear algebraic equations by the method
described in appendix B. The dependent variables are the
N concentration values and either temperature or mass
flow rate. The standard option is computing T as the
(N+ I)th variable and assigning increments in rn. The
initial value of m is then given along with the desired rn
increment. If a temperature increment is to be assigned
and m computed, the logical variable TASS is set equal to
TRUE and the initial m and the temperature increment
are given as input. For all WSR problems the unreacted-
gas temperature and composition and the constant
pressure for the reactions also must be specified. The
code uses these data to compute the assigned-enthalpy
and -pressure equilibri,_m reaction in order to obtain the
initial estimates of the Newton-Raphson iterative solu-
tion for the first increment of m or T.
Shock-tube reacaon.--The shock tube is one of the
most frequently used instruments for generating a high-
temperature environment for the study of rapid chemical
reactions. The assumption is made that the shock wave
ir'.stantaneously creates a high-temperature and high-
pressure flowing system without changing the gas
composition. Then the increased temperature and
pressure behind the shock start a chemical reaction that
can continue toward some new equilibrium conditions of
temperature, pressure, and composition. The conserva-
tion equations for the change in conditions across the
shock are
(78)
P! +P! I'_s=P + P _ (79)
v
ht+ T =h+ T (80)
In theseequations the coordinatesystem isattached to
the shock, which isconsidered to be stationary.The
unshocked gas atconditionsPt, Pl,and Tlflowspast the
shock with the experimental shock velocity Vs. Gas
propertiesimmediatelyafterthe shock passesarep, 11,p,
and T. The staticenthalpy per gram of gas mixture is
changed from h ttoh by theshock.Sincegas composition
isunchanged, h iscalculatedfortheinitialcomposition at
the new temperature T. These conditionsare calledthe
no-reactionor frozenshock conditions.
Itisalsopossibletosolveequations(78)to(SO)forthe
equilibrium postshock conditions of particlevelocity,
temperature,pressure,and composition.
The preceding shock equations are solved by an
iterativemethod for both frozen and equilibrium
conditions.Estimatesare made of the finaltemperature
and pressurepfand 7"I.Then a New_.on-Raphson method
is used to calculatecorrectionsto these estimatesand
converge on the correctvalues.The shock equationsare
transformed and combined for this solution. First,
equation (78)gives
This equation is used in equations (79) and (SO) to




[( ( )]I- PII/;_ Pt - P =0 (82)
he+ 2 2 p- -h=0 (83)




where we have defined the new variables 3 = T/TI and
P = P/Pt.
Equations (82) and (83) can now be written as func-
tions of the pressure and temperature ratios across the
shock:
T - T - h = 0 (86)
These equations are solved iteratively for the final ratios
3/-and P/across the shock. First estimates of 3 and P are
obtained from the following equations:




These are the exact solutions of equations (78) to (80)
when heat capacity is assumed to be independent of
temperature. Then the Newton-Raphson procedure is
used to calculate corrections to In P and In :3, where it is
assumed that
In P,,+ i =InPIt+AInP (89)
In 3,_+1 =In 3n+Aln3 (9O)
where n indicates the nth iteration step. Logarithmic
diff,'rentiation is used to obtain rapid convergence of the
procedure. We define the quamities
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,,. 2 2 P (92)
Then equations (85) and (86) can be written as
F(3,P) = P - P = 0 (93)
G(3,P) = h" - h = 0 (94)
Substituting equations (89) and (90) and using
logarithmic differentiation give the following pair of
linear equations for the corrections A In P and A in 3 in
the Newton-Raphson method:
8F
(_) nAIn 3 + (ai-_p) nAln P= - Fn (95)
aG aG
In these equatiotls the subscript n indicates evaluation of
either t'.le function or its derivative for the estimated
va: "_.sP. and 3 n. This method of solution is the one used
b_ Gordon and McBride (ref. 8). This procedure is used
for both the equilibrium and frozen-shock conditions.
The only difference in method for the two situations is
the way the enthalpy is computed for the shocked gas.
For the frozen-shock conditions, h is calculated at the
estimated temperature T for the original gas
composition. For equilibrium conditions the shocked-gas
enthalpy depends on T and also on the changing gas
composition due to reaction. Therefore the estimated T
and p are first used to perform an equilibrium chemical
reaction computation. This gives the estimated final
composition of the shocked gas. This composition and
the estimated T are then used to calculate the cnthalpy h
used in equation (94) to compute the function G(3,P) in
the Newton-Raphson method.
The GCKP84 code contains an option for easily
computing the progress of chemical reactions behind a
shock wave. When the logical variable SHOCK is made
TRUE, the input conditions are recognized as unshocked
gas conditions. The velocity V is then the shock velocity
Vs. The conservation equations are first solved to give the
frozen flow conditions behind the shock wave. These new
conditions and the initial composition are used to com-
pute the progress of the one-dimensional flow reaction
occurring in the high-temperature region behind the
shock. The final equilibrium reaction conditions are also
computed. In these shock-tube reactions a special area
profile function is used to take account of laminar and
turbulent boundary layer losses according to the theory
of Mirei_; (refs. q to ! !). The special area function is
1
A = (97)
The exponent '1 is given as input and is either 0.5 for
laminar or 0.8 for a turbulent boundary layer. The
characteristic length Lm may either be given as input or
computed by the code. in the latter case three other
quantities are given instead of/--m. These are the shock-
tube hydraulic diameter Dh, the unshocked gas viscosity
,u, and a boundary layer :hickness parameter/3, which can
be computed from equations given in references 10 and
11. The code computes Lm by" using equation (3) of
reference I I for a laminar boundary layer or equation (4)
of reference 10 for a turbulent boundary layer. Note that
the area profile is always given as a function ofx for flow
reaction behind a shock wave. However, either time or
distance may still be selected as the integration variable.
Also, equation (97) is used only for flow reactions behind
a shock.
Combustion equilibrium computations.--An option is
_rovided for computing final equilibrium conditions for
batch or flow reaction constant-pressure combustion.
Enthalpy is also assumed to be constant for these compu-
tations, which are triggered by setting the logical.variable
COMBUS equal to TRUE. The method of Gordon and
McBride (ref. g) is used for these computations.
Combined WSR plus plug flow problem.--The user
may perform a combined well-stirred-reactor plus plug
flow computation in a single computer run. The required
input for the WSR reaction, including initial
composition, pressure, and temperature is given. In
addition, an assigned pressure or area profile for a
normal flow reaction is given, and the logical variable
WSFLOW is set equal to TRUE. The code then performs
the WSR computation and uses the final values of
composition, temperature, pressure, and mass flow rate
as input to a subsequent normal flow reaction with the
given area or pressure profile. When area is assigned,
initial velocity for the flow reaction is computed from the
known mass flow rate and density. When pressure is
assigned, the initial velocity or Mach number for the flow
reaction must be specified at input time. The code then
computes an initial area consistent witla the known mass
flow rate. This combined process is sometimes used as a
simplified model of part of a gas turbine combustion
process.
Additional Options
Unit options.--A choice of three systems of units for
input and output is provided. These are the cgs, U.S.
customary, and SI systems. The choices for input and
output are completely independent of each other. The
exact units used for each system are given later in the
Input and Output sections.
Third-body efflciencies.--The code allows the rate
constant for any tlaird-body recombination-dissociation
reaction to be adjusted for the efficiencies of different
collision catalysts. The user may read in values of the
weighting factor mii described in equation (Ai4) of
appendix A for any third-body reaction if the logical
variable ALLMI is set equal to FALSE. If no weighting
factors are changed at input time, they are all set equal to
1.0 by the code.
Multiple cases.--Several different cases may be
executed in one computer run without reading in a
complete new da:aset each time. This is accomplished by
using an ACTION line in the data for each case after the
first. The four options that may be used on the ACTION
line are described in appendix D.
Standard optionx.--The code has a built-in standard
choice for each of the options discussed. None of the
given logical variables or code words (to be described
later) need be given in the data unless a nonstandard
option is desired. The standard values of all input codes
are listed in appendix D.
Thermodynamic Data and Species Names
All species names and the thermodynamic data format
for GCKP84 are identical to those used in the chemical
equilibrium composition code of Gordon and McBride
(ref. 8). Thermodynamic functions are computed by
using polynomial equations for (Cp),, H i, St, and Gi as a
function of temperature. The polynomial coefficients are
computed by using the thermodynamic properties code of
McBride and Gordon (ref. 12). The data calculated from
these equations agree with those tabulated in the JANAF
thermochemical tables (refs. 13 to 17). Seven coefficients
are used for each species in the following equations,
where T is the Kelvin temperature"
(Cp), = A I + A2T+ A3T2+ A4T3+ AsT 4R (98)
H__L _ _T3+ (99)
S---L= A IInT + A2T + -_ T2 + _--4T3+ -_ 7_ + A7 (I00)R
RTGi-AI(I -ln T)- ? T- _-_ T2- A4_ TJ- "45 7"420
+ ,46 -AT (101)
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The form in which these data are read by GCKP84 is
discussed in appendix D.
To use any species, the user must permanently compile
its name and molecular weight into the code. This is
accomplished by placing them in a BLOCK DATA data-
set that also contains other necessary alphanumeric data
and logical tape assignment numbers. All names are listed
in the array ALSP exactly as they are written on the first
record of the thermodynamic data grouping for each
species. Corresponding molecular weizhts are listed in the
array ALMW in exactly the same order as the names. The
name array has room now for 100 eight-character names,
and this dimension can easily be increased. However, a
new name may be substituted for one that is not being
used if computer core storage is a critical factor.
A name for each species must also be listed in
subroutine INIT, which reads in the starting composition
and fluid dynamic data. In this subroutine the names are
actually Fortran variables that represent the ini,.ial
concentration of the given species, to simplify prepara-
tion of input data. The names, in the same order as in
BLOCK DATA, are placed in a COMMON block called
FAKE and in NAMELIST START. Usually the species
name in INIT may be the same as it is in BLOCK DATA.
However, for excited-state and ionic species the variable
name cannot contain special characters such as +, -, or
". Thus letters must be used in place of these symbols.
For example, P may be used for +, A for ", etc. Any
desired name actually may be used for any species in
INIT. The order of the variables identifies the initial
concentration of any species. For example, suppose that
the _} excited oxygen molecule, O2", were listed as the
twelfth species in BLOCK DATA under the name O2".
Then the twelfth species name in COMMON block
CAKE and NAMELIST START could be O2A, and an
_nitiai concentration of O 2" would be listed in the data as
O2A = n in NAMELIST START. Here n is either the
n ass or mole fraction of the species. Table It gives
e_amples of the names that may be used for different
ty_es of species. In listing the species valiable names in
subroutine INI_, any name beginning with I, J, K, L, M,
or N must be declared a REAL variable. This applies to
the name NOP in table II. Note that the BLOCK DATA
name given to any species must be identical to the name
given the species in the dataset for the thermodynamic
data described in appendix D.
Accuracy Control
Th.; accuracy of any computation is controlled primar-
ily by the relative error parameter EMAX and, to a much
smaller extent, by the initial step size HINT. The
integration procedure is designed to increase the step size
at any time to the highest value consistent with EMAX,
the main accuracy control The recommended values of
this parameter range from 1 x 10- 3 for a slow reaction to
16





























I X 10 -6 for a very rapid process such as a combustion
ignition. For any problem the user may choose the
EMAX that gives the best compromise between speed of
computation and the accuracy desired. If no values of the
two error parameters are given, the code sets EMAX to
1x10-6 and HINT to 1x10-6 cm or 5x10-8 sec.
The sensitivity of computed results to variation in EMAX
for a relatively rapid hydrogen-air ignition is shown in
table Ill. These results show that the species
concentrations are, in general, more sensitive to the
EMAX value than are the fluid dynamic variables. As
might be expected, the trace concentrations, such as that
for NO, are most sensitive to accuracy changes. The user
can adjust EMAX over a wide range to give the desired
combination of accuracy and computation speed. The
data in table Ill show that, for this case, computing speed
can be increased dramatically while keeping good
accuracy by raising EMAX from I x 10 -'l to 1 x 10-5.
No general quantitative correlation between accuracy and
running time can be given. For any particular problem,
test computations will have to be run to obtain the best
EMAX value for the accuracy desired.
Input
In this section we give a general description of the data
required to compute the progress of a general flow,
batch, or well-stirred reaction. The exact format of each
line (or card) in the dataset is given in appendix D.
Chemical reactions and species.--Each chemical
reaction is listed on a separate line that has fields for two
reactant names, two products, and the three rate-
constant parameters Aj, nj, and either Ej or cj (eqs. (3)
and (4)). The line also has fields for indicating a
reversible ov irreversible reaction and for indicating the
special rate-constant equation (eq. (4)). The re."ctions
may be put in any order, regardless of type. A maximum
of 150 reactions is now permitted, of which no more than
35 may be third-body collision reactions. The code checks
¢3F to, ....
TABLE Ill. - EFFECT OF REL&TIVE ERROR PARAMETER EMAX
ON HYDROGEN-AIR IGNITION COMPUTATION
[Assigned distance, 6.096 cm; initial step slze, Ixi0 -6 em; distance |ntegration.]
Parameter EHAX value















































































































all species names against the master list in the BLOCK
DATA array ALSP and automatically builds up the list
of species being used in any problem. The code permits a
maximum of 50 species for any problem.
Inert species.--The names of any species present, but
not reacting, are listed, four per line, after the reactions.
Integration tawiable and units.--The next tire lists the
integration variable (TIME or DISTANCE) and the
assigned variable (AREA or PRESSURE) for an
integration problem. In addition, the code words for
input and output units (cgs, U.S. customary, or SI) are
listed for all problems. Table IV gives the input units
required for each of the three systems.
Problem data.--Most of the data for any problem are
listed next in a NAMELIST called PROB. It contains the
logical variables that designate the options desired, such
as a well-stirred-reactor problem (WSR), a shock kinetics
problem, constant temperature or volume reaction, and
the equilibrium combustion computation. PROB also
contains all of the necessary data for either an integration
problem or a WSR problem, except the initial composi-
tion and fluid dynamic variable values. Included are the
assigned variable profile, printout information, and the
assigned mass or temperature increments for a WSR
problem. For an integration problem, printout may be
obtained either at assigned t or x values or every n
integration steps.
Efflciencies for third-body collisionai reactions.--The
third-body catalyst efficiencies are listed immediately
after NAMELIST PROB. They are present only if the
variable ALLMI has been set equal to FALSE in
NAMELIST PROB. Each line of these data contains a
third-body reaction name (exactly as previously written)
followed b.,' one or two species names and their
collisional effici¢ncies in the given reaction. No more
than 20 of the species in any problem may be used as
third-body species. The code automatically makes a

























Species Mole fraction or Hole fraction or Mole fraction or
concentration mass fraction mass fraction mass fraction
aActivation energy is always input in calories per mole, and
reaction _'ate-constant preexponential factors are always input in
bcgs units.






Starting conditions.--The final data listed are the
initial reacting gas composition and starting values of the
fluid dynamic variables. They are listed in a NAMELIST
called START. Before this NAMEL|ST is read, initial
_alucs of time and distance are set to zero by the code,
but nonzero values may be listed here for restart
problem+_. The fluid dynamic variable options are as
tollo_v,,: for a constant-volume batch or WSR problem
tetnperatur¢ T and either pressure p or density p must be
given. For an assigned-pressure batch problem only Thas
to be given. For a flow integration problem Tand either
velocity Vor Mach number ,_ must always be given. One
more lluid dynamic variable, either p, p, m, or A, must
be specified. The choice is determined by the assigned
_ariable chosen previously. If area has been assigned,
only p, p, or m may be given here. if pressure has been
assigned, only m or A may be specified in START. To
conserve storage, the storage for A in a flow integration
problem is used for reactor volume in a WSR problem.
This volume and an initial m value must be given for a
WSR problem.
As explained previously, initial mixture composition is
,,pecified by using the species variable name to list its
mole or mass fraction. The names are interpreted as mole
fractions unless the logical variable MOLEF is set equal
to FALSE. For a combustion problem composition may
ahernatively be specified by giving either the equivalence
ratio ,# or the fuel-oxidant mass ratiof/o. Equations (17)
and (19) to (24) are used to convert either of these ratios
to the molar mixture composition. Complete details of
the input for this method are given in appendix D.
Output
Numerical integration problem.--For a batch or one-
dimensional flow problem the code provides both
standard and optionaloutput The exact unitsused for
each of the three systems, cgs, U.S. customary, and SI,
are listed in table V. All computed results are completely
independent of the print stations assigned. The code
performs two-point linear interpolation by using results
that bracket any assigned t or x value to obtain the results
at the desired point. The following standard data will be
listed if no special codes are used in the input:
(1) Reaction time (gas particle time for a shock
reaction)
(2) Axial position and flow cross-sectional area
(3) Pressure, velocity, density, and temperature of the
gas mixture
(4) Entropy and enthalpy per unit mass an_ frozen
heat capacity ratio for the gas mixture, where entt, opy s is
computed from
,,(s, )s=R _-a °i _-In° i-ln(pMw)
i=1
(102)
(5) Local Mach number
(6) Mole fraction of each species in the gas mixture
(7) Molar concentration of each mixture species
(8) Net species production rate Wi, defined by
equation (!). This is the net formation rate of the species
due to all chemical reactions and, of course, is negative if
the ;pecies is actually being destroyed.
(9) Net reaction conversion rate Xj for each reaction,
defined by equations (A4), (AI2), or (A24) in appendix A
(10) Rate-cons'ant value for each reaction. The
reference rate-constant formula is used for collisional-
catalyst reactions.
(I i) The equilibration factor defined by equation (3)
(12) Mixture molecular weight
(13) Mass fraction sum
(14) Total energy exchange rate given by
%C;'._
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aunits for first-order reaction are sec -I.
Units for bimolecular reaction are cm 3 mole -) sec -I.
Units for termolecular reaction are cm 6 mole -) sec -I.
t
This quantity is proportional to the net heat release rate
for the entire complex reaction and may be useful in
ignition processes.
(15) Heat loss rate if different From zero
(16) Integration indicators
(a) Steps from last print
(b) Average step size since last print
(c) Total number of derivative function evalu-
ations during the integration
(d) Tolal number of Jacobian evaluations during
the integration
The following optional oulput may be obtained by
simple changes in the input data:
(1) Species mass fractions may be listed in place of
..i molar concentrations by setting the logical variable
CONC equal to FALSE in NAMELIST PROB.
(2) The net energy exchalnge rate for each reaction
T
XHj, defined by equation (9),may be listed instead of the
net conversion rate by setting the logical variable
EXCHR equal to TRUE in NAMELIST PROB.
(3) Additional data or intermediate output may be
listed if desired. These data are useful for studying the
effect of individual reactions on gas composition or for
diagnosing problems by using the code. This option is
chosen by setting the variable DBUGO equal to TRUE in
NAMELIST PROB. The following quantities are then
listed:
(a) Derivatives of al u dependent integration
variables, v', p, 7", and the oi's, with respect to the
integration variable
(b) The mass and energy production functions A
and B or A" and B"
(c) For assigned area the quantities dAIdq,









For assigned pressure the quantities dpldq, d2pldq2, and
(l/p) dp/dq are printed out. Here q is either t or x.
(d) The matrix fi in which each element ¢_ij is the
rate of production of species i due to reaction j as defined
by equation (6)
Well-stirred-reactor problem.--For each assign,:d mass
flow or temperature increment the following data are
automatically printed out after successful convergence:
(I) Initial and present values of pressure, temperature,
entropy, density, enthalpy, molecular weight, and heat
capacity ratio of the gas. Ratios of present to initial
values are also given.
(2) Initial and present values of both the mole fraction
and the mass fraction oI"each species
(3) The assigned reactor flow rate m and volume v as
well as in/u
(4) The average gas residence time given by equation
(74)
(5) The number of iterations needed for convergence
(6) The heat loss term Q/m, when used
If the integer variable MPR in NAMELIST PROB is set
to a value n greater than !, this printout will occur only
every nth convergence. If the numerical solution
encounters trouble, the DBUGO=TRUE switch is
automatically turned on. This causes the printing out of
the current values of all variables and their logarithmic
increments as well as other useful data before the
computation is terminated. The same DBUGO switch
may be purposely turned on, as with an integration
problem, to obtain useful intermediate output for
following the details of the computation.
Program Organization
The GCKP84 code is organized into five major
sections, consisting of the main program and 30
subroutines. These are (1) control, (2) input/output, (3)
chemical kinetics, (4) numerical integration, (5) well-
stirred reactor/shock combustion. We have tried to make
these sections independent of each other, as much as
possible, except for the reading and processing of input
data. The well-stirred-reactor/shock-combustion section
uses subroutine THRM from the chemical kinetics
section as well as parts of DIFFUN and PEDERV but is
otherwise self-contained. The numerical integration and
chemical kinetics sections are completely self-.conta'_ned.
The following sections describe the function of _ach
section of the code and of each subroutine in the section.
The names of nonstandard entry points into a subroutine
are given in parentheses after the subroutine name. Flow
charts are given for important subroutines.
Control Section
The control section contains just the main program,
GCKP84. it provides for problem setup via a series of
subroutine calls. It selects the type of solution, either
well-stirred-reactor or numerical integration problem, h
monitors the latter type and provides an output ca_l
whenever a print station is reached (fig. 2).
Input/Output Section
This input/output section is called for all problems. It
reads, converts, and writes out all input data and numer-
ical integration results. It also performs the necessary
bookkeeping functions such as building tables, setting
option switches, and storing data for later use.
KINP (RINP).--Subroutine KINP processes all input
data. It initializes, sets all standard options, reads all
input data, and converts them to internal (cgs) units. This
routine also calculates heats of reaction at a reference
condition, builds tables, and provides calls for shock and :
equilibrium combustion computations (fig. 3).
CIMAGE.--Subroutine CIMAGE prints an image of
the input dataset.
BLOCK DATA.--Subroutine BLOCK DATA
contains, in block data format, the master species list and ;
the molecular weight of each species in the list, as well as
alphanumeric data for testing and input and logical tape i
unit numbers.
INIT.--Subroutine INIT reads in initial conditions via
NAMELIST START and stores initial species composi-
tions in a table provided by KINP.
OUTI.--Subroutine OUTI prints out chemical .
reactions, reaction rate-constant parameters, third-body
efficiencies, and information about the type of problem :
being done, including the assigned area or pressure
profile, if used.
OUT2 (OUTSTR, OUT3).--Subroutine OUT2 prints
out the initial thermophysicai and chemical gas properties
for all problems and the equilibrium combustion condi-
tions that are used as starting estimates for a well-stirred
reactor problem. Its main function is to provide general
output for numerical integration problems at each
a;signed print station. For these problems it provides all
output except shock and constant-pressure equilibrium
combustion results. Output data are converted from
internal units to the user's desired output units, and
certain parameters are computed that are required only as
output. These are total entropy and net energy exchange
rates for the reactions.
RKTOUT.--Subrout',ne RKTOUT computes and prints
out the rocket performance parameters listed previously
2O
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Fisure 2.--C;CKP84, main conlrol program.
1
I Pr,n,.esu,tsIfor print station
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._I
for rocket performance computation, when called from
OUT2.
Chemical Kinetics Section
In the chemical kinetics section, called for all prob-
lems, all chemical and flow parameters are computed. In
particular, thermodynamic functions are evaluated and
net reaction and specit's production rates are ,-nmputed as
are enthalpy ;oss terms. All requireC total and partial
derivatives are also evaldated.
DIFFUN (DIFFW, DhCFl).--Subroutine DIFFUN
computes directly or calls for the computation of thermo-
dynamic properties, net reaction rates, pressure, specific
heat ratio, and Mach number. It uses these results to
compute all total derivatives with respect to the
independent variable for an integration problem (fig. 4).
PEDER V.--Subroutine PEDERV computes all partial
derivatives for both integration and well-stirred-reactor
problems-and computes the Jacobian for each step of a
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ltETRAN (VISCON).--Su.broutine. HETRAN com-
putes the heat transfer terms Q/m (or Q/m) and D for all
problems. It also reads in thermal conductivity and
viscosity data, if they are used for the computation of
Qim,
TltRM.--Subroutine THRM computes the dimen-
sionless thermodynamic properties Hi/RT, Gi/RT, Si/R,
(Cp)/R. and (dCp/dT),/R from polynomial curvefit
equat ions.
CUBS (CINP).--Subroutine CUBS computes assigned
variable values and derivatives either by evaluating a
polynomial or special function or by calling a cubic
',pline-fit routine when a table of values is given.
SPLINE.--Subroutine SPLINE performs a cubic
spline fit by using the first-derivative method. The end
conditions give parabolic runout.
Numerical Integration Section
The numerical integration section is called for batch
and one-dimensional flow reaction problems.
DRIVE.--Subroutine DRIVE controls the numerical
integration routine. It makes repeated calls to the core
integrator subroutine and calls for interpotation when an
assigned print station is reached. It also sets error flags
and gives appropriate messages when the integration runs
into difficulties (fig. 6).
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f lff\l.--F, ubrouliuc CPINT is the core integrator
-_d'soulinc.h ux¢_ an hUl'_licitpredidor-correclor
met hod for _lilldillcru'ntialk'qua|i(.)11_,.vst_Instopcrl'orm
oilc niL'IS Of lhe llUnlurical inlcgr_.itton and dtecks that the
crr,_r ix within required limits.
I.X I'I':RI'. --Subrout ine 1NII! RP interpolat es bet ween
tx_o illtc'gr+ltiOll xlcps to Obl;.lill xalues of tile dependent
_.ilrl;.IHCs ;.It ;.III asMglled prmt '_ta|iOll.
('O.S'Fl'.--Ntthr_,+utine C()S[-T is called by subroutine
(PINI and,,ets coefficients used there.
/:+'ET.--Subroutine PSET is called by subroutine
CPINr to obtain ,he Jacobian (by calling PEDERVL
Using the lacobian it computes a related matrix P, which
is u,,ed later by CPINT for solving linear systems.
Dl-C.--Subroutine DEC is called by I'SET to triangu-
lari_'c the matrix P by Gaussian elimination.
SOI..--Subroutine SOl_ is called by CPINT to solve a
linear system whose coefficient matrix was obtained by
I)EC.
per gram of mixture. These data are used for equilibrium
shock and combustion computations.
EQLBRM.--Subroutine EQLBRM performs the
equilibrium shock and combustion computations using
subroutines GAUSS and MATRIX. These three sub-
routines are modifications of those used in the Gordon-
McBride chemical equilibrium code (ref. 8).
MA TRIX.--Subroutine MATRIX sets up the matrices
required for the iterative numerical solution of equili-
brium reaction problems by using subroutine EQLBRM.
GelUSS.--Subroutine GAUSS solves the linear
equations set up by subroutine MATRIX.
SPOUT (ECOUT, ESOUT, FSOUT).--Subroutine
SPOUT provides for the printout of all results of shock
and equilibrium combustion computations. It converts
output data to the user's requested u.nits, transfers frozen
shock results to the input/output section, and computes
the characteristic shock-tube reaction length Lm in
t.entimeters if this computation is required.
X+ell-%lirred-Reactor/Shoek-Combuslion Section
In the _.sell-st_rred-rcactor/shock-combustion sectiotl
x_cll-,tirred-reactor computalions as well as fro,,en and
equilibrium combustion and shock computations are
performed. Output is converted and written within tlw
section. ProvMon is also made here for the transfer ot
frozen shock results to tile input/output section to be
used a,, initial conditions for the kinetic computations.
II SR.--St, broutine \VSR sets up the Jacobian for each
xl,:p of a x_ell-slirred-reactor computation and performs
the complete iteralive solution, h calls subroutine',
DIFI-L'N and PEDERV to obtain starling conditions and
Jacobian elements for each iteration at a given mass floxv
rate. It also calls subroutine EQI.BRM to compute initial
c,_titnatcs Ira= ill of density, temperature, and gas
composition attd subroutine MATRIX for solving the set
of liqear equations for the logarithmic corrections
(fig. 7).
I,tSOUT.--SuDroutine WSOUT converts and prints
out final results of a well-stirred-reactor solution for a
given m value, it is called by WSR.
COMB.--Subroutine COMB provides the setup and
necessary subroutine calls to perform a constant-pressure
equilibrium combustion computation and print out the
results. It is used when a constant-pressure ignition
problem is being integrated if the user wants to know how
far from completion the reaction is at any reaction time.
SltOK.--Subroutine SHOK provides the setup and
subroutine calls for computing both frozen and
equilibrium shock processes.
A'llOCKS.--Stg,,routine SHOCKS solves the shock-
wave continuity equations for both equilibrium and
frozen cases.
ELEMl'NT.--Subroutine ELEMENT sets up a table
of all elements present and their concentrations in atoms
Concluding Remarks
A general chemical kinetics computer code, GCKP84,
has been described that computes the progress of many
types of complex gas-phase reaction. This new code
replaces the original GCKP code and offers greatly
improved efficiency as well as several new capabilities
and convenience features. The code now permits solving
the general differential equatinns for flow, batch, and
shock-tube reactions and the nonlinear algebraic
equations for the highly backmixed well-stirred reactor.
In addition, heat loss or addition to any reaction may be
simulated. The flexibility and efficiency of the code have
been improved, especially by the use of a significantly
faster numerical integration method. Comparisons have
shown the new code to be 10 to 20 times faster than the
original one while maintaining the same accuracy. A set
of 12 typical test problems (appendix F} gives individual
case running times ranging from 0.74 to 25.9 sec on the
IBM 370/3033 computer. Reactions and species consid-
ered are specified by the user. In its present form the code
permits a maximum of 50 species and 150 reactions to be
con'.idered fcr any problem. The new cod,." allows the use
of additional types of chemical reaction, including
photochemical reactions and those involving excited-state
species. The new code is written in Fortran V and was
developed on the IBM 370/3033 computer. It may be
available through the COSMIC organization at the
University of Georgia in A_hens; additional information
about it can be obtained (rom the authors.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center





Net Reaction Rate Expressions and Partial Derivatives
Non-Third-Body Catalyst Reaction
Because _h¢ GCKP84 code allows at most two reactant
and two product species,equation (2)willbe writtenin
the more specificform
kj
vljSI + v2jS2 - v3iS3 + v4jS4 (AI)
k- s
Here subscripts 1 and 2 represent the specific reactant
species and subscripts 3 and 4 represent the particular
product species for reaction j. We define ni to be the
concentrationof Si in moles per unitvolume and note
that
n i = po i
The net molar reaction rate is
(A2)
Rj-R_j= - (A3)
Using the definition of Xj (eq. (7)) and equations (5)
and (A2) we get for Xj the expression
IO + z'4_ - 2-_i-*'*, "_xi =kj "',+'_,-2o?Jo_J_ p'_J .___o3o,Kj ) (A4)
We need the derivatives of Xj with respectto#, T,and the
Oi" S.
(
= ks[("v + '_ - 2)#',, +"_-3o;,,o_c_p
_v_',j- 2)#'_,+'_'-3o?'o;"
rj ) (A5)
k:", ÷',- 2o;,,o;O,_ +xj
aT = Kj dT dT (A6)
001 (AT)
_Xj e,._ __',l+_i-2__'lj _j-!
002 = ,tjv23p ut 02
(AS)
• +v4i-2 vli--I J'4
axj _ -kj,,3p" " 03" o4'
ao3 Kj (A9)
203 'o 4 J
aXj = -- kjv4? Or% + "i- J'3' "._ - |
3°4 gj (Al0)
If either species S t or $4 or both are absent, the corres-
ponding vii factor is set to 0 and the °i factor to 1.
Third-Body Dissociation Reaction
We shall write the general reaction as
M + v_2 --_ v3/S 3+ v4jS4 + M (A 1 I)
k__
where M, the catalyst collision partner, may be any
species present. The Xj for this reaction is
pk_2.2/ . 3) jnMnSl n$ 4XJ = "MILS? '- v v4"
Kj / (AI2)
The total concentration of catalyst molecules nM is given
by
.M = _,Mi (A13)
where
NS
Mj= _ miio i (Ai4)
i,.I
Here My is the third-body efficiency factor for reaction j,
and mij is the third-body efficiency factor for species i in
reaction j. This is a correction only on the preexponential
factor Aj of the rate-constant expression (eq. (3) or (4))
and is defined as
(Aj), (A]5)
mij = (--_J)o
where (Aj)o is the Aj value for a reference qx'ciesas
collisionpartnerand isthevalueused inthe rate-constant
data fora computation. Using equations(A2) and (AI3)
in(AI2) gives
28
L Xj = kjMj p v21 - Io_l- p''! + w.l,- o3 Io41Kj
The partial derivatives of Xj are
=k/wi[(,2j- l)p_'- 2o_'ap
_ (v3i + v4j - I )oa'3j+ v,s- 203_'s_o4v4"
Ks







k_._/_le3l + 1,41- I p), /,,4,
= o3"04" dlnK i +x.idl_
Ks aT dr
X.
= k/_dSv2jP":z'- Io_:,- ! + _j m2j
*- ... t'3i+e4,-I e],-I e4j






= - k_.jv4jP _ 03 "04 " + _X"
004 gj Mj m4j (A21)
Since Mj is an explicit function of all at's, whether or not
the species concentration is changed by reaction j, we also







a third-body _.ataJyst for the
Third-Body Recombination Reaction
We write the general reaction as follows:
t,
M'+ vljS! + v2jS 2 -- v3jS3 + M
k- s
The Xj for this reaction becomes
/
xs=k:,,ws_,,",+ ,-',,?,o?,_ /
The partial derivatives are
axJap=k;wj[(.,j + .2j- l);. ÷'2,-_o;'_o_',





#__XjX"= kfll4jpv'j-l#_ j dlnKj +xjdlnkj (A26)
#T Ks dT dT
_X'-k- .le • vtj+e2j-lolelj--lo p2j X'
- _T'_)lip I 2 + "_jrnlj (A27)
• X"
_XJ/)02= kj]_j,2jPVh + _i- Io;'io?t-, + _ m2j (A28)
_Xj = - kj_jv3_p _i - lo_i - ! X"










Numerical Solution for Well-Stirred Reactor
The set of algebraic equations (75) and (76) is solved by aJ_ aJ_ din q 1 af/
a Newton-Raphson numerical technique. First, they are ....
rewritten in the form aq a In q dq q 0 In q
I °
f/_'. T)=p2 _ (',i-'_i)xJ + _-(o,-_,) =oj=l
i = 1.2 ..... N
NS (_f_+_(_',r)= F., (,.,n_-o;_)+ . =o
i=1 m
(BI)
where the vector _" is a shorthand representation of the
concentration variables.
6" = (at, a2, 03 ..... oN) (B2)
In these equations N is the number of reacting species,
NS is the total number of species present, including
inerts, and ! is the total number of reactions.
The J_'s of equation (BI) are expanded in a Taylor
series about the values at the next point (b"n+ I, Tn+0:
N
+ _"T i= 1,2,3 ..... N+I (B3)
In this linearized expansion 8ok. n and 6Tn are the
corrections to the unknowns in going from the nth to the
(n + l)th iteration. If proper initial estimates are chosen,
the new corrections will ultimately make all of the fi's
approach zero, which they must do at convergence,
according to equations (BI). Thus setting the left sides of
equation (B3) equal to zero gives a set of N+ 1 linear
equations in the N+ 1 correction variables:
N
k=_ \0ok/. ' _-T ,6T,,=-f, lr,,,r.)
i = 1,2,3 ..... N+ 1 (134)
To avoid negative concentrations in the iteration
procedure, it is necessary to convert to logarithmic
correction variables. If q is any variable, we have
and also 6q/q = 6(In q).
Therefore we get immediately
6q = _-_-fq 6(Inq)
and the system of equations (B4) can be rewritten as
N
k_=, (_)n6ln°k,n+(._)n'lnTn
= -fi(_,T,,) i=1,2.3....N+ l (aS)
This set of linear :',.nations in the logarithmic
correction variables is ,_,,_.ed in an iterative procedure
until the corrections apr:oach zero within a specified
accuracy. The Jacobia:_ ele,_. _:nts (afi/#lnak). and !
(afdaln T). can be computec. ;rom equation (BI). In i
differentiating, the density p is aeated as a function of
the ai's and Tebtained by combining equations (41) and
(42)
P
P = RTOM (B6)
NS
where aM= i_=1 el" The resulting formulas, after some
simplification, can he written
#._ ! DX. 2akW i mak 6
a in ok = pzok j_'_=I (v_i- V..u)_Oak - _OM -- _ ik
k = 1,2 ..... N; i= 1,2 ..... N (B7)
where 6ik is the Kronecker delta
afi t DX.
a-_ T =P 2T _._ (J'ij-vii)_T-2W ij=l




afN÷j = r _ ak(Cu)_+ -- -- (BI0)
aln T m aTk=l
The derivatives DXj/Do k and DX/IDT are related to
the partial derivatives of Xj obtained in appendix A in the
following way: for the well-stirred reactor we have
By using the results aplao k = -p/a M and ap/aT= -p/T,
we get for equations (BI2) and B(13)
DXj = aXj # aXi (BI4)
Do k aok oMap
In applying this solution method, initial estimates are
obtained by performing an equilibrium combustion
computation for the assigned initial enthalpy and
constant pressure and th _0. The equilibrium conditions
along with a small assigned m of less than 100 g/see are
then used to obtain the first WSR solution for a near-
equilibrium situation. The results of this solution are then
used with another small m increment to obtain a second
WSR solution. The process is continued with additional
mass flow increments until the solution for the desired m
is obtained. It was found necessary to set minimum
values for all species concentrations at all times,
including the initial equilibrium estimates. A minimum
value of ai= Ix I0-'0 moles/g is.used in the code at
present.
Itissometimes convenienttointerchangethe rolesof T
and m in thiscomputation. If desired,a temperature
increment can be assigned and the m increment can be
made the (N+ l)thvariable.This option isbuiltintothe
code. The only changes needed are the replacement of
derivatives.ofthe_.'swith respectto Tby derivativeswith
respectto m. From equation (BI) we obtain
afi = ---re(a7-oi) i= 1,2.....N (BI6)
a(Inm) u
#0n ,n) am
Usually Q will be specified as a quadratic function of
temperature (eq. (25)) so that we may write the last
equation as
(BI7)





Partial Derivatives for Numerical Integration
A number of partial derivatives must be computed in
implementing the multistep numerical integration
procedure for solving the general system
dY_
-_---Z<q, YI, Y2..... r,.) (ct)
where
q=t or x
i= 1,2 ..... m
At each step a Jacobian is set up that consists of the
elements
af_ i,j= t,2 ..... m (C2)
_0 = _jj
For the GCKP84 code the following variables are
identified:




Here N is the number of reacting species in the gas
mixture. The following simplified notation will be used








i = ! ,2 ..... N
In the following equations the symbols A', B', and
Dr" will not be used. The symbols A, B, and Dv will be
assumed to have definitions consistent with the particular
fi definitions being used.
Assigned Area Flow Equations
The following equations obtained from equations (34),
(56) to (58), and (8) are used for the f/s:
p2 I
$ffil
i = 1,2,3 ..... N (C3)
where Z=p for q=t and Z=pV for q=x.
fN+ I = fig2_ I dq (C4)
Dv)+.ov] cs.
fN+3=-r _2-'_ _'_ A+D° +a-Dr
(C6)
First, the derivatives for OO for i,j= 1,2 ..... N are
a._ 02 + axs
+E,.,(';,-",,) (C7)
Next for i= 1,2 ..... N we have
8fi { 0 if qft
_i.N+ I --'- ¢_-"_----" t - f-£ if q fixV
pz _ aXs










f N + t aog2
?yg2_ 1 aT (C14)










Finally we write the derivatives of f N+ 3. For iffi !,2 ..... N
we get
afN + 3 T(3' - I) 0g 2 aA T(3"gR2- 1) aDo
f3N+3,i= aa--7 = _2_ 1 aai og2-1 aai
+ ) a0g2 7x392(3'-I)T 1 dA A+Du _-(992_ 1)2 A dq #ai OR2- 1




_N+ 3,N+ I ---- a---_ =
(3'-1) 7x3R2 aA (3'- I)T
+
0R2- 1 aV (_R2- I) 2
T(3"0g 2- 1) aDv aB
0g 2- 1 av TOV
afN+3 (3'- 1)7_3g2 aA
_N+ 3.N+ 2 = a--_ = _2_ 1 a#
T_3'0g 2- 1) aDv TaB
_g2_ 1 ap ap
(C20)
(C2Z)
OfN+3 f3 + (3'- 1)7_2 aA
_N+3,N+3 ---- a"_ = 'T- og2-1 aT
TO'0g 2- 1) aD v (3"- I)T
+
_2_ 1 aT (._2_ 1)2
dA A + D v
x "_ - aT ?j_,2_ I
aB
X(AI - _dA A+Du)__T _ (C22)
Assigned-Pressure Flow Equations
For this system the equations for f/, iffi 1,2 ..... N, are
unchanged and given by equation (C3). The remaining
fi's are defined from equations (68) to (70) as
fN+ t = pV dq (C23)





PC,-,:_ :. :-.,-..OF "'' "
fN +_= r ._ E_ - n - D,, (C25)
The required new matrix elements are given by
afN+ l -0 i= !,2 ..... N
/tiN + I,i ---- 30 i
(C26)
Of N+ I _ --fN+ l (C27)
_N+I.N+I = aV V
OfN + I _ -- fN + I (C28)
/3h'/+ I'N+2= 3p p
afN + I = 0 (C29)
_N+ I.N+3-- 3T
OfN + Z _ -- P dp 3 7 aA OD u
_N+2"i= 30 i 72p dq 30 i PO'_a i +p 30"----i
i = 1,2 ..... N (C30)
3fN+2_ (OA 0Du)_3N+ 2'N+ I -- 3V P O-'V 3V (C31)
- (aA a D_Dv'_afN+ 2 fN+ 2 _p (C32)
_ N + 2.N + 2 - 30 _ a# 3o ]
13N.2.N.._ = a-T- = - # +
.y2p dq aT 3T )
(C33)
[3.,¢. L, = 3o i ._2p dq 00 i Ooi 30 i
i = 1,2 ..... N (C34)





3fN*3_ T(O_ B 3Dt,_
d.'v.3..,v.2 = 3p \ 3p + _ ] (C36)
=_ r dp a_
_N+3.N+3-- C_fN+ 3 fN+ 3 +
ar r 7zp dq 3r
-ST / tc37)
Batch Reaction Equations
The equations for species concentration change with
time (eqs. (34)) are the same as for flow reactions. We
only need new formulas for _ij, where i=N+l, N+ 2,
and N+ 3.
Constant-volume reaction.--Since density is an
assigned constant and velocity is zero, the only variables
to be solved for are the ofs and T. The only changed
Jacobian elements are obtained from the temperature
equation (eq. (50)). We define
fN+ 3= - T[B-(7- I)A +_'D] (C38)
and obtain the following new formulas:
,°](7- 1) _-ai + (D- A) _-ai
i= 1,2.....N (C39)
OfN + 3
_N+ 3'N+ 3= aT
OB #A 07
=-T 0--T- (7 - 1) _.-T + (D- A) _-_ + 7 0-.-t
+ fN +3 (C40)
T
The values of _N+3.N+I and flN+3.N+2 are zero when
this type of problem is solved, as are all the _N+ I.i and
/3N + 2.i elements.
Variable-volume-assigned-pressure problem.--For
this situation the variables to be solved for are p, T, and
the ofs. The temperature and density derivative
equations are given by equations (43) and (44) and we
make the definitions
I dp A+D) (C41)f N + E = P "?-p "t -
]"fN+3=T .O ?7 -B-D (C42)
34
OF i"_ .... "- "'
The new formulas for Ihe Jacobian elements are then
i = 1,2 ..... N (C43)
(C44)
(C45)
factors were computed in appendix A. Formulas for the
derivatives of A, B, _2 and "ywere derived in appendix
C of reference I and will not be repeated here. The
necessary derivatives of D and D u are obtained from
equations (49) and (59).
0D =Dr l _ M.1 i= 1,2 ..... N (C49)
0_-_ L "v(v- I) Oai J
(C50)
_-T = D In - 7" + ?(_, - 1) aT (C5! )
i = 1,2 ..... N
o/N÷3 aa)




The derivatives of D v for a flow reaction are the same as
for D, except that m is replaced by m, the mass flow rate,
and we also compute ODv/O V




In using the differentiation formulas just given, several
additional formulas for the derivatives of Xj, A, B, D,
Dr, .'_'_, and _, are needed. The derivatives of the Xj
O'--f aT \ m J T + 7(7-1) aT
The derivatives of the heat transfer terms are computed




Input Data Preparation and Error Messages
We have divided the description of the input data into two parts. First, we describe the dataset for
a single case in detail. We then describe the additional data needed for any subsequent problems. This
will show the user how to run several cases at one time without making a complete new dataset for
each case. Finally we list some of the code error messages and briefly explain them.
Input Preparation
Thermodynamic data.--The necessary thermodynamic data for all cases in a single computer run
are entered first, before any of the individual problem data. The first line of a dataset tells the code
where to find the thermodynamic data. Columns 1 to 4 of this line must contain either the word
CARD or TAPE. If the: word CARD appears, the code reads the thermodynamic data from the lines
that immediately follow this line. If the word TAPE is used, the code reads the thermodynamic data
from a separate datasct that must be referenced to logical tape unit 4. A copy of the NASA Lewis
master thermodynamic dataset is provided with the GCKP84 code. Note that, when CARD is used,
the data are written out on logical unit 4 after being read. The user should be careful not to
accidentally overwrite a master dataset when using the "CARD" option. The format of this dataset
is identical to that of the Gordon-McBride equilibrium chemistry code and is described in their report
(ref. 8) as well as in appendix D of reference 1. We only mention here that the data for the last species
must be followed by a line with END written in columns I to 3.
First-case data.--The data lines for a single (or first) case are now described in the order of their
listing in the dataset. All names must be left adjusted in their fields.
(1) Title--The first line of the data after the thermodynamic data information is a title, which is
read with format (20A4) and printed out at the top of the first page of output.
(2) Chemical reactions---chemical reactions are listed, one per line, in any order. The line contains
participating species names and stoichiometric coefficients (if different from 1) and the rate-constant
parameters Aj, nj, and either Ej or cj (eqs. (3) and (4)). The exact format cf each line, which is






















Stoichiometric coefficient of first reactant: if left blank, 1 is used
(a) Name of first reactant, if two reactants are present
(b) Letter M in column 4 if a collisional decomposition
(c) HNU in columns 4 to 6 if a photochemical decomposition
Not read
Stoichiometric coefficient of second reactant (only reactant if a
decomposition reaction)
Name of second (or only) reactant
Not read
Equal sign if reaction is reversible: any other symbol if it is irreversible
Stoichiometric coefficient of first product
Name of first product
Not read
Stoichiometric coefficient of second product
Name of second product, if present
Not read
Leave blank for equation (3); write "S" if equation (4) is used for kj
Aj for equation (3) or (4)
Not read
nj for equation (3) or (4)
Not read
Ej for equation (3) or cj for equation (4)
i:
!
In the current version of GCKF84 the total number of reactions may not exceed 130. Of these no
more than 35 may be collisional recombination or dissociation reactions requiring third-body
efficiencies mij (eq. (AI4)). The end of the reaction list i_ signaled by a blank line after the last
reaction has been written. Note that the code makes up its own list of reacting species from the names
of the species in the reaction list. No separate reacting species list is needed in the data.
(3) Inert species--The names of any nonreacting species are listed, four per card, starting in
columns 1, 17, 33, and 49. The format is (4(2A4,SX)). The end of the inert species list is signaled by a
blank field after the last species name. If there are no inert species, a blank line must be placed here.
If there is an exact multiple of four inert species, a blank line must follow the last species line. The
total number of reacting plus inert species must not exceed 50 in the present code.
(4) Version and units--A single line specifies the variable of integration, the assigned variable
(area or pressure), and the desired input and output units. Its exact format is as follows:
Columns Content Explanation
!-8 TIME Time is the integration variable
DISTANCE Distance is the integration variable
11-18 PRESSURE Pressure profile is assigned
AREA Area profile is assigned
Blank Velocity is zero; no assigned pressure. Volume must be constant
21-23 CGS or blank Input in internal (cgs) units
FPS Input in U.S. customary units
51 Input in 51 units
31-33 CGS or blank Output in internal (cgs) units
FP5 Output in U.S. customary units
SI Output in SI units
(5) Problem selection and controls--Problem selection and all logical control variables are set in
the NAMELIST called PROB. The names of all variables in PROB are given below. If no value is




























All collisional efficiencies for third-body reactions are equal to 1; none
are listed in data
Some collisional third-body efficiencies are to be read in
Perform equilibrium combustion calculations
Do not perform equilibrium combustion calculations
Composition to be output as moles per unit volume
Composition to be output as mass fractions
Print intermediate output
Do not print intermediate output
Relative error control parameter per integration step; set equal to
i x 10-6 if defaulted
Net energy exchange rate to be output for each reaction
Net conversion rate to be output for each reaction
Initial step size for integration in centimeters or seconds; default values
are 5 x 10-s sec or I x 10-6 cm
An area or pn.'ssure table of values will be input
Area or pressure will be specified by a polynomial equation (eq. (77))
LSUBM and ETA will be input for special area equation (eq. (97))
D, vISC, BETA, and ETA will be input for special area equation
(eq. (97))
Zero-velocitycase--no assigned pressure
Distance versus area profile is given
Distance versus pressure profile is given
Time versusarea profileisgiven















































Pressure is assigned and temperature is held constant for a batch
reaction
Temperature is changing in an assigned-pressure batch reaction
Hold volume (density) constant
Do not hold volume (density) constant
Perform frozen and equilibrium shock calculations
Do not perform shock calculations
Hold temperature constant
Do not hold temperature constant
Array for area or pressure half of assigned-variable table; must be in
user's chosen input units
Total number of stations in input area or pressure table; must be less
than or equal to 40
Array for time or distance half of assigned-variable table; must be in
user's chosen input units
Coefficient of q3 in pressure/area equation (eq. (77))
Coefficient of q2 in equation (77)
Coefficient of q in equation (77)
Constant term in equation (77)
Characteristic shock-tube reaction length for special area equation (eq.
(97))wmust be given in centimeters
Dimensionless exponent in special area equation (eq. (97)) for boundary
layer correction
Hydraulic diameter of shock tube, cm
Viscosity coefficient, g/(cm-sec)
Dimensionless boundary layer parameter; last three variables used to
have code compute LSUBM, if desired. Set ITPSZ = 4
Printout requested every n integration steps
A list of print stations is given
Final print station in user's chosen input units; must be a time if time is
the integration variable and conversely for distance; only used if
output is made every n steps
Number of steps, n, between printouts if PSTAT=FALSE. Default
value is 5
Array of values of the variable of integration at which output is desired;
must be in user's chosen input units. Number of values equals
NPRNTS
Array of _reas or pressures at which output is desired; may only be used
if table of assigned pressures or areas is given and must be in user's
chosen input units. Number of values equals NPRNTS
Total number of input print stations; must be less than or equal to 50
Heat transfer between reacting system and environment will be
considered
Reaction is adiabatic.
Heat transfer rate (2 will be specified by the quadratic expression
(eq. (25))
Code will use viscosity and thermal conductivity d.ata and appropriate
engineering correlation equations to compute Q. The viscosity and
thermal conductivity data must be available in a separate dataset
Coefficient of 72 in equation (25)
Coefficient of T in equation (25)
Constant term in equation (25)
Wall temperature for heat transfer computation. See equations (26) to
(32). Used only when QMREAD = FALSE











Total mass of reacting gas for _t batch reaction. Used only when
both HTRAN and QMREAD are TRUE
Correlations of reference 2 for the internal combustion engine are used
to compute heat transfer coefficient and Q for batch reaction with
cylindrical geometry. QMKEAD must be set equal to FALSE
FALSE Correlations of reference 2 not used for heat transfer computation
Length of piston stroke, cm. Used for heat transfer coefficient
computation when OTTO = TRUE
...... Diameter of piston, cm. Used for heat transfer coefficient computation
when OTTO =TRUE
Engine speed, rpm. Used for heat transfer coefficient computation
when OTTO =TRUE
TRUE Rocket performance will be computed and results printed for each print
station
FALSE Rocket performance will not be computed
Chamber pressure, psia, for rocket performance computation. Used
only when ROCKET = TRUE
Rocket nozzle throat area, in2. Used only when ROCKET = TRUE
TRUE A well-stirred-reactor problem is to be done
FALSE A numerical integration problem is to be done
TRUE A numerical integration reacting flow problem will be done after a well-
stirred-reactor problem, using the final WSR results for a, 7",and the
ai's as input
FALSE No integration problem will be done after a WSR problem
DELMD Desired mass flow rate increment for WSR problem using assigned mass
{low rate. Used only if TASS = FALSE
DELT Desired temperature decrement (absolute value) for WSR problem using
assigned temperature. Used only if TASS = TRUE
TASS TRUE Temperature assigned for a WSR problem
FALSE Mass flow rate assigned for a WSR problem
DOTMAX Maximum mass flow rate desired for a WSR problem. Computation
ends when this value is exceeded.
MPR Control variable for WSR problem printout. Default value is 1 for
printout after every convergence. If set equal to integer n, printout
occurs only every nth convergence (value of assigned m or 7)
RICH TRUE Special control of iteration in a WSR problem will be used for rich
hydroczrbon combustion mixtures to improve convergence
FALSE Standard iteration control will be used in a WSR problem
RITE TRUE Extra debug output will be printed out for a well-stirred-reactor
problem
FALSE No extra debug output will be printed
(6) Optional viscosity and thermal conductivity oata--lf HTRAN is TRUE and QMREAD is
FALSE in NAMELIST PROB, a special dataset containing viscosity and thermal conductivity
coefficients for 20 species mvst be available for reading in just after PROB. This dataset is provided
with the GCKP84 code. The data are read in by subroutine HETRAN and used later to compute the
mixture heat transfer coefficient.
(7) Third-body efficiencies--To read in collisional efficiencies mii different from I for third-body
reactions, the variable A LLM 1 is set equal to FALSE. Otherwise no data of this type will be present.
Only efficiencies differet.t from 1 must be read in. The efficiencies are listed, up to two per line, in the
following format, which _s different from that in the original GCKP.
Columns Content Explanation
1-48 Third-body These columns must be identical to columns 1 to 48 of the reaction line















Third-body speciesname; must be leftadjusted
Not read




Efficiencyvaluefor speciesincolumns 66 to73
The efficiency data lines may be in any order and the third-body species may be listed in any order,
one or two per line. The end of the third.body list is indicated by _.blank line following _fhe last set of
efficiencies.
(8) Initial conditions--The initial conditions are input throuEh a NAMELIST called START. This
NAMELIST contains the names of all the species in the master species list as variable names.
Therefore initial concentrations are input by "species name = initial concentration." For example,
one of the NAMELIST lines could look like
COL 2
i
& START H2 = 0.5, 02 = 0.375, H = 0.015, OH = 0.015, H20 = 0.095,
All species concentrations are initialized to zero so only those concentrations that are initially
nonzero actually need to be read in. The names of the other variables in START along with standard
optionsare givennext.All parametersexceptpressuremust be inthe user'._chosen inputunits.Note
thatonlyone ofthe names P, RHO, MDOT, and AREA isused forany case.For the possiblechoices
seethe sectionStartingconditionsunder Input inthe sectionGeneral Descriptionof Program Use.
Name Value Explanation
AIRMW Molecular weight of oxidant. Needed only if FLAIR is specified.
Default value is 28.9644 for "standard air" (table I)
AREA Initial area for flow reaction or initial volume for a well-stirred-reactor
problem
ARAT Ar/O 2mole P.tio in oxidant for special combustion input. Default value
is 0.044487 for "standard air" (table I)
CRAT CO2/O 2 ratio in oxidant for special combustion input. Defauk value is
0.001432 for "standard air" (table I)
ERATIO Equivalence ratio of initial combustible mixture. Used when individual
mole or mass fractions are not specified
FLAIR Initial fuel-oxidant mass ratio of combustible mixture. May be specified
instead of ERATIO when individual species concentrations are not
given
FRO2 ....... Mole (or volume) fraction of molecular oxygen in the oxidant. Needed
only if FLAIR or ERATIO is specified. Default value is 0.2095 for
"standard air" (table I)
FUEL Name of fuel species when special combustion input is used. The name
must be spelledexactlyas inthe master specieslistand isenclosed in
singlequotes:e.g.,FUEL = 'CH3OH'
MACH Mach number
MDOT Mass flow rate
MFUEL Molecular weight of fuel.Must be listedonly when FLAIR isspecified
MMHG TRUE Input pressurehas unitsof millimetersof mercury
FALSE Input pressure isgiven in the user's chosen input units
MOLEF TRUE Species concentrations will be input as mole fractions














N2/O2 mole ratio in oxidant for special combustion input. Default value
is 3.'12735 for "standard air" (table 1)
Pressure
Density
Stoichiometric coefficient of carbon in fuel. Used only when
equivalence ratio or mass fuel-air ratio is specified for a combustion
Stoichiometric coefficient of hydrogen in fuel





(9) Final line--Each case must end with a line containing the word FINIS in columns 1 to 5.
Multiple cases.--At the end of each case the code tries to read data for another case. Hence several
cases can be computed during one computer run. As mentioned earlier, the code was designed to
eliminate the necessity of repeating data that do not change from case to case. This objective was
accomplished by adding one switch, called the ACTION switch, to the input list for the _econd and
all following cases of a computer run. By using the ACTION switch the user can tell the code to
retain much of the data from the previous case for use by the present case. This means that only those
data that change between the present case and the previous case must actually be input. The input
lines for each case after the first must correspond to the following specifications. Notice particularly
that each case after the first case of a computer run must contain an ACTION line. Each number
corresponds to a line or group of lines.
(1) Title--The first line of each subsequent case must be the title line. The format is the same as
before.
(2) ACTION switch--The value of the ACTION switch is put in columns I to 6. The possible
vah, es are any one of the words NEW, REPEAT, CHANGE, or ADD.
If the word NEW is input, the code will completely reinitialize. The remainder of the case data
must be exactly like the case data for a first case. The user has told the program not to retain any of
the data from the previous case.
The REPEAT option tells the code to use the reactions, rate constants, and inert species that are
stored at the time the switch is read. The REPEAT option may either follow the title line or a
CHANGE action. In the former case, all reaction and inert species data from the previous case are
used, unchanged.
The CHANGE option allows the user to change rate-constant parameters for any of the reactions
used in the previous case. A set of reaction lines, in any order, must follow the word CHANGE. Each
reaction must be written the same as it was in the previous case. Only the rate-constant parameters
are changed. The end of me cl,ange list is indicated by a blank line after the last changed reaction. If a
REPEAT switch follows the CHANGE action, all unchanged rate constants and the newly changed
ones are used in the new case.
The ADD switch tells the code to save the reaction and species data it has and to prepare to read in
more reactions and, possibly, new reacting species as well. A set of new reaction lines follows the
ADD switch. Again the end of the new list is signaled by a blank line. The word ADD may either
directly follow the new title line or may be used after a CHANGE list. Note that no other ACTION
switch ever follows REPEAT or ADD, but either one of these last two switches must follow a
CHANGE action.
The use of the ACTION switch has two limitations. First, and most important, no new reacting
species may be introduced by the ADD option if any inert species has been used in the previous case.
Inert species must always be at the end of the species list for any case. Second, no new inert species
may ever be introduced in a case after the first one.
(3) Version and units--The information on this line must be reset for every case. It is prepared just
as for the first case.
(4) Controls--Only those data that are to be changed must be listed in NAMELIST PROB. If




(5) Third-body efficiencies--lf ALLM I was FALSE in the previous case, any desired changes in
third-body efficiencics may be made here by putting in 1he same type of line as for the first case,
listing the new efficiencies. A blank line must be inserted either to end the list of new efficiencies or to
indicate that no changes are being made in the previous list. If ALLM ! was TRUE in the previous
case and is still kept TRUE for the present case, no additional data lines appear between NAMffLIST
PROB and START.
(6) All the data in NAMELIST START must be listed in the usual way since they are always
initialized to zero or their default value before each case.
(7) Final line--The usual line with FINIS in columns 1 to 5 ends every case.
Error Mesmgcs
Most error messages contain two pieces of information: The first is the name of the subroutine that
generated the message. The second is a statement of the error condition and, whenever possible, a list
of the current value of pertinent parameters. Following is a list of several error messages that the



















END OF THIS CASE--READ DATA
FOR NEXT CASE
A FATAL ERROR HAS OCCURRED--
CASE TERMINATED
THE INPUT REACTION LIST DOES
NOT CONTAIN THE REACTION
51+$2=$3+$4
THE MASTER SPECIES LIST DOES
NOT CONTAIN THE SPECIES
THE INPUT SPECIES LIST DOES NOT










xx ITERATIONS DID NOT SATISFY
CONVERGENCE REQU! :: EMENT:!;
INVALID COMPOSITION
WARNING MACH NUMBER = x.xxxx
IS APPROACHING !.0
ERROR T = xxxx.xx IS OUT OF RANGE




Normal end of case reached
Case ended due to unrecoverable error
condition
Error in entering third-body efficiencies
or in changing a reaction rate by using
the ACTION switch
The given species is not in the master
species list ALSP in the BLOCK
DATA
Error in entering third-body species
Input mole or mass fractions do not sum
to 1.0
Iteration of frozen shock equations
failed to converge
Failed convergence of equilibrium shock
equations
Singular derivative matrix encountered
in equilibrium calculation
Singular matrix encountered in
equilibrium ca!culatiou
Equilibrium calculation restarted
It.ration of equilibrium equations failed
to converge
Mass fraction sum not equal to 1.0
0.94 < OR< 1.05; numerical problems
occur if Mach number gets close to 1.0
for assigned-area computations
Temperature (K) is above range of
thermodynamic data
Temperature (K) is below range of the
thermodynamic data
The numerical integration subroutines DRIVE and CPINT also contain several error messages
pointing out both recoverable and fatal errors. Mos;. are self-explanatory and some that are not are
described in appendix F., where some causes of trouble are discussed along with possible ways of
overcoming the problems.
Appendix E
Discussion of Computational Problems
In this appendix we attempt to give the user the benefit
of our experience in overcoming certain problems that
are often encountered in some integration and well-
stirred-reactor cases. It is not meant to be a com-
prehensive discussion, but we hope it will aid the new user
in using the code successfully.
Numerical Integration Computations
Quite often problems can occur at the very beginning
of an integration during the period when there may be
some very large concentration gradients. This is
especiai!y true during a combustion ignition. Only fuel
and oxidant are preserve as various free radical species
begin to be formed and subsequently destroyed rather
rapidly. The integration routine will have difficulty in
satisfying the error criteria and also in the convergence of
its predictor-corrector technique. In addition, negative
concentrations of some trace species may be encountered.
Error messages are printed out for these situations that
show how the step size is being reduced to cope with the
problem. Often the problem will correct itself, but
sometimes the computation will be aborted with the
message "PROBLEM APPEARS UNSOLVABLE." We
have found that one way to alleviate this situation is to
put in very small (about 10-to to 10-8 mole fraction)
concentrations of one or two of the species that are
showing negative concentrations (e.g., test case 10). The
reader will notice that this has been done in several test
cases to suppress many error messages and make the
computation smoother.
A problem with small step size may also occur at the
end of a combustion problem, when near equilibrium has
been achieved. The integration method becomes very
inefficient for these conditions and H is drastically
reduced. If the computation is not terminated, the
following message will be given for some value of the
integration variable 7": WARNING...T+H=T ON
NEXT STEP. Computer time will be wasted if these
computations are not terminated when near equilibrium
isachieved.
Finallythe integrationcontrolroutine,DRIVE, prints
out severalmessages startingwith ILLEGAL INPUT...
One of these continues (TO-TOUT)'H.GE.0. This
means that the initial value of the integration variable is
beyond the first print station value asked for in a print list
in NAMELIST PROB. In our experience this usually
means that the variable PSTAT was not set to TRUE to
tell the code to expect a print list.
Well-Stirred-Reactor Computations
The well-stirred reactor subroutine, WSR, allows 75
iterations in an attempt to converge to a solution for any
set of assigned conditions. Convergence is always hardest
for the first assigned mass flow or temperature. If
convergence isnot achieved,a message to thiseffectis
printed out, and then the current values of many
variables are printed out before the computation is
aborted. The greatestconvergence success has been
achieved for allproblems by using an initialmass flow
rate(MDOT in NAMELIST START) of 25 to I00 glsec.
Often thisinitialvalue willhave to be variedto findthe
one that works properly.Too small valuesof MDOT as
wellas too largevalueswillbe unsuccessful.
The chemical system thatwe have found most difficult
to compute with isa very richpropane-airmixture. We
really do not have a completely accurate chemical
mechanism forthe oxidationprocess.Also, solidcarbon
isformed inthe combustion of thesemixtures.A typical
characteristicof the iterationsfor such a problem isa
positivetemperaturegradientatfirstinsteadof a negative
one. The computation can converge at a temperature
higher than the firstestimate(theequilibriumcombus-
tion temperature).However, thisisa falseconvergence
and MDOT must be changed to obtainconvergence to a
temperature lessthan the firstestimate.For very rich
hydrocarbon mnxtures a slightlymodified iterationcon-
trolsometimes improves convergence.This option may
be used by settingthe variableRICH equal to TRUE in
NAMELIST PROB. In summary, itisclearthata certain
amount of experimenting may be necessary to obtain




Test Case Data and Results
In this appendix we list data for 12 test cases that
illustrate the variety of problems which GCKP84 handles
and many of the code options previously described. The
data are set up as a single computer run to illustrate the
various uses of the ACTION switch options for multiple
cases The test cases are described first, and then the
complete dataset for executing them is listed. Finally,
selected output results of the execution of this dataset are
given.
Description of Test Cases
Case /.--Test case 1 is the dissociation of Br 2 in a
shock tube. It shows the use of the shock kinetics option
and the Mirels boundary layer equation (eq. (97)).
Running time is 0.74 sec of CPU time.
Case ,?.--Test case 2 is a hydrogen-air ignition in
supersonic flow with heat transfer computed as a linear
function of temperature. A constant-area profile is used.
Only two reactions involving H2Oz are used in the
abbreviated chemical mechanism. Starting composition is
specified by giving the equivalence ratio. Running time
will be given for cases 2 and 3, which must be run
together.
Case 3.--Test case 3 is the same problem as case 2 and
illustrates the use of the CHANGE and ADD options for
the ACTION switch. The rate constant of the reaction
2HO2--H202+O 2 is changed, and reactions of O, OH,
and H with H20 2 are added. In addition, input is given in
U.S. customary units for temperature, pressure, area,
and print stations. Note that Q is given in calories per
second, no matter what other input units are specified.
Initial composition is specified by giving the mass fuel-
oxidant ratio. Running time for cases 2 and 3 together is
4.3 sec.
Case 4.--Test case4 isa hydrogen-oxygen ignitionin
subsonic flow with cgs inputand U.S. customary output.
Pressure is held constant and initialMach number,
temperature,and area are given in START. This case
illustratescomposition input for combustion problems
using a nonstandard air oxidant, namely pure oxygen.
The fraction of Oz in the oxidant is 1, and the oxidant
temperature and composition have to be given in
NAMELIST START. Running time is 16.8 sec.
Case 6.--Test case 6 is a lean methane-air ignition
problem in supersonic flow at constant pressure. All CH
reactions have been removed from the mechanism since
this radical has a quite negligible concentration except in
rich mixtures. Running time will be given for cases 6 and
7, which must be run together.
Case 7.--Test case 7 is the same as case 6 and shows the
use of the REPEAT option. However, we now assign the
point-by-point area profile generated by case 6 to see if
we compute the constant pressure and other results of
case 6. Results were quite sensitive to the choice of
EMAX and somewhat less dependent on the selection of
x values for the area profile. After several trials good
agreement was obtained, as is shown by the results given
in the next section. Running time is 12.6 sec for cases 6
and 7.
Case 8.--Test case 8 is a constant-volume batch
ignition of a methanol-air mixture and illustrates the use
of equivalence ratio input for a fuel containing oxygen.
Running time is 16.5 sec.
Case 9.--Test case 9 is a well-stirred-reactor problem
with assigned mass flow rate, followed by a supersonic
flow reaction. The chemical reactions illustrate a fairly
complete rich propane-air ignition and combustion
mechanism. (See refs. 18 to 26 for sources of rate-
constant data.) This case illustrates the use of the option
to compute rocket performance parameters. Runriing
time is 20.9 sec.
Case 10.--Test case 10 is a high-temperature air
ionization reaction in constant-area flow. It illustrates the
use of ionic species and also of the DEBUG output
option. Notice that a small initial concentration of 02-
is listed in NAMELIST START by using its variable
name from subroutine INIT, namely O2M. Running time
is 2.1 sec.
Case //.--Test case I1 is a batch, constant-volume,
high-temperature reaction of 1 percent CO in gaseous
hydrogen. It illustrates the ability of the numerical
integration routine to compute the results for very long
i ........... t, "--in- "im- is 2 7 sec reaction times very efficiently when the reaction is very
_b- molecmar welgnt IS that O/u 2. r_ums _ t g • • . .......
s__ mow. gunning time _s o.o sec.
_l_g. Case 5 --Test case 5 is a batch methane-air ignition in .......................
• ,. _, case ,,_.--,¢st case 1,_ is a pno[olyIIC lgnnlon Ol
a rich mixture with an assigned-pressure pronLe Lne|_ • " hydrogen and o_ygen In a constant-volume batch system
t_I"_ mechanism contains several reactions of the CH radical ..............
,_g_ . at lOW inltmi temperature, it lUustrates me use o_
_.;_>._ that are only needed for a rich mixture. Heat transter is .............................
;:_-.at: .... 0 ] pHoto¢_cm_cai reactions. Kunnlng time IS q.[ sec|2_,.._, computed by using the otto-cycle oplion, n y








BROMINE DISSOCIATION IN A SHOCK TUBE




PRINT: .05, .2, .5, 2., 6., HPRNT5 = 5,
ALLMI = F, PSTAT= T, MF:21, EMAX=I.E-5, HIHT=I.E-6 &END
M + BR2 = 2 BR BR2 3.80
&START P=O.1227,MACH=3.2646,T=299.9, BR2=O.OI,XE=0.99, &END
FINIS
GCKP86 HYD - AIR TEST WITH HEAT TRANSFER STOICH CASE 2
NEW
H + 02 = OH + 0 2.2E+16 O.
0 + H2 = OH + H I.SE+ZO 1.
H2 + OH = H20 + H 5.2E+15 O.
OH + OH = O + H20 6.3E÷12 O.
H + 02 = H02 + M 1.5E+15 0.
0 + 0 = 02 + M 5.7E+13 O.
H + H = H2 + M 8.3E+17 -1.
H + OH = H20 ÷ M 8.qE+21 -2.
H2 + H02 = H20 + OH 7.2E+11 O.
M + H202 = 2 OH 1.5E+17 O.
H2 + 02 = 2 OH 1.00E+15 O.
H ÷ H02 = OH + OH 2.5E+16 0.
O + H02 = OH + 02 5.0E+13 O.
OH + H02 = H20 ÷ 02 5.0E+15 O.
2 H02 = H202 + 02 1.00E+12 O.
H02 ÷ NO = NO2 + OH 1.2E+15 O.
0 + NO2 = NO ÷ 02 I.OE+15 O.
NO + 0 = NO2 + M 5.62E+15 O.
H02 + H = HO + OH 2.9E+16 O.
H + 02 = NO + O 6.4E+9 1.
0 + N2 = NO + N 1.8E+16 O.
N + OH = NO + H 4.0E÷15 O.
M ÷ N20 = N2 + 0 I.G2E+16 O.
O ÷ N20 = N2 ÷ 02 6.23E+13 O.
0 + N20 = 2 NO 3.IE÷13 O.
2 NO2 = 2 NO + 02 6.0E+12 O.
N + NO2 = 2 NO 3.6E+12 O.
OH + H2 = H20 + H 3.2E+12 O.
CO2 AR
DISTANCE AREA
&PROB HINT =1.E-6, ITPSZ=2, CXO = 2000.,
PRINT= 3.048, 6.572, 6.096, 7.620, 15.26o
EMAX=I.E-6, MF= 21, pSTAT= T,
HTRAN = T, QMREAD = T,
ALLM1 = F,
NPRNT5 = 5,









H + 02 = H02
H + 02 = NO2
H H = H2
H H = H2
M + H202 = 2 OH
M ÷ H202 = 2 OH
H + OH = H20




&START P=0.9560, 1=1559., MACH=5.0,
ERATIO =I, SCC = O, SCH = 2, 5COX = O, FUEL = 'H2'
FINIS
GCKP86 HYD - AIR TEST WITH HEAT TRANSFER
CHAHGE






































FULL MECH CASE 3
1.80E+12 ft. O.
43
- - ".,----.......dm_...,_ ._ J._. -".'_,":'-_ _ ..
, , ,..







+ H202 = H20 + H02 1.OE+13 O. 1800.
+ H202 = OH + H02 8.0E+13 O. 1000.
+ H292 = H20 + OH 3.2E+14 O. 9000.
AREA FPS
EXCHR = T, CXO = 2.15278, PRINT = O.1, 0.2, 0.25, 0.5, NPRHTS=4, =END
&START P=2025.09, T=2806.2, MACH=5.0,
FLAIR = .029163, SCC = O, SCH= 2, SCOX= O, FUEL = 'H2',
MFUEL = 2.0159 &EHD
CASE 4
FIHIS
GCKP84 HYD - OXYGEN CASE WITH HEAT TRANSFER
HEW
H ÷ 02 = OH + 0
0 + H2 = OH + H
H2 + OH = H20 + H
OH + OH = 0 + H20
H + 02 = H02 + M
0 + 0 = 02 + M
H + H = H2 + M
H + OH = H20 + M
H2 + H02 = H20 + OH
M + N202 = 2 OH
H2 ÷ 02 = 2 OH
H + H02 = OH + OH
0 + H02 = OH + 02
OH + H02 = H20 + 02
2 H02 = H202 + 02
OH + H202 = H20 + NO2
0 + H202 = OH + H02




















&PROB HINT =I.E-6, ITPSZ=2, CXO = 5., CX1 =
PRINT = 6, 20, 22.81, 22.83, 22.84, 22.865,
EMAX:I.E-6, MF= 21, PSTAT= T,
HTRAN = T, QflREAD = T, HT1=5.863, HT0=-42.88
H + 02 = H02 + M
H + 02 = H02 + M
H H = H2 + M
H H = H2 + M
M + H202 = 2 OH
M + H202 = 2 OH
H + OH = H20 + M
H + OH = H20 + M
&START T=1075., MACH=O.5, FUEL = 'H2',
AIRMM = 31.996, FRO2 = 1, AREA = 2000,
• 01, ALLM1 = F,
HPRNTS = 6,
&END
H2 5.0 02 2.0
H20 52.5
02 2.0 H2 5.0
H20 15.0
02 0.78 H20 6.0
H202 6.6 H2 2.3
H2 6.0
H20 20.0 02 1.6
ERATIO =1, SCC= O, SCH= 2, SCOX= O, NOXRAT=O, ARAT= O, CRAT=O &END
FINIS
GCKP84 CH4 - AIR RICH MECH. BATCH RXN NITH OTTO CYCLE HEAT LOSS -
HEN
CH4 = CH3 + H 2.0E+15
H + CH4 = CH3 + H2 1.26E+14
0 + CH4 = CH5 + OH 2.0E+15
OH + CH4 = CH3 + H20 3.0E+13
CH + 02 = HCO + 0 1.0E+13
CH2 * 02 = CH20 + 0 1.0E+14
CH3 + 02 = CH20 + OH 1.7E+12
CH3 + 0 = CH20 + H 6.8E+15
CH20 + H = HCO + H2 2.E+15
CH20 + 0 = HCO + OH 5.E+13
CH20 + OH = HCO + H20 5.E+15
M + CH20 = HCO + H 5.0E+16
0 + HCO = H + C02 5.3E+13
HCO + 0 = CO + OH 3.E+13
HCO + H = CO + H2 2.E+13
HCO + OH = CO + H20 3.E+13
M + HCO = H + CO 3.E+14
CO + OH = C02 + H 4.0E+12









































ORIC;_',';.L 2.- .... ,
OF POOK' ": ' "C-':" =' ( Y
CO + 02 = C02 + 0 1.2E+11
H + 02 = OH + 0 2.2E+14
0 + H2 = OH ÷ H 1.8E+I0
H2 ÷ OH : H20 + H 5.2E÷13
OH + OH = 0 + 1t20 6.3E÷12
H + 02 = H02 + M 1.5E+15
0 + 0 = 02 + M 5.75+13
it + H = H2 + M 8.31+17
H + OH = H20 + H 8.41+21
0 + H = OH + H 6.2E+16
H + CH3 = H2 + CH2 2.7E+11
0 + CH3 = OH + CH2 1.9E+ll
OH + CH3 = H20 + CH2 2.7E+11
H02 + HO = NO2 + OH 1.21+13
0 + NO2 = KO + 02 I.OE+I3
HO + 0 = HO2 + M 5.62E+15
NO2 + H = t!O + OH 2.9E+14
N + 02 = NO + 0 6.4E+9
0 + N2 = tt0 + N 1.8E+14
H + OH = NO + H 4.0E+13
CH + N2 = HCN + H 1.5E+11
CH + H2 = HCH + H 6.0E+13
0 + HCH = H + HCO 5.2E+12
OH + HCN = HNCO + H 4.0E+11
CH + 0 = CO + N 1.2E+13
CN + OH = NCO + H 2.5E+14
CN + 02 = HCO + 0 3.2E+13
CN + C02 = NCO + CO 3.7E+12
O + HCO = HO + CO 2.0E÷13
N + HCO = N2 + CO 1.0E+13
H + NCO = HH + CO 2.0E+13
H2 + HCO = HHCO + H 1.0E+1_
HHCO + H = NH2 ÷ CO 1.0E÷14
HH + OH = N + HZQ 5.0E+11
CH + C02 = HCO + CO 3.7E+12
CH + NO = H + HCO 1.0E+14
CH + NO = 0 + HCN 1.0E+13
H + CH2 = H2 ÷ CH 2.?E+11
0 + CH2 = OH + CH 3.2E+11
OH + CN2 = H20 + CH 5.01+11
H + H02 = OH ÷ OH 1.4E+14
H + H02 = O ÷ H20 1.0E+13
0 + H02 = OH + 02 1.6E+13
OH + H02 = H20 + 02 7.9E+12
CH3 + OH = CH20 + H2 7.4E+12
H2 + H02 = H20 + OH 7.2E+11
































































































&PRQB HINT=I.E-IO, EMAX= 5.E-5, ITPSZ=2, MF =21, CX0=2, CXI=700,
PRINT = 5.E-5, 5.E-;, 5.5E-4, 5.85E-;, NPRNTS=4, IPRCOD = 6,
ALLMI= F, HTRAN= T, QMREAD= F, OTTO= T, BORE = 8.5, STROKE = 7, FREQ = 2500,
TWALL = 1000, PSTAT = T &END
H + 02 = H02 + M 02 2.0 N2
H + 02 = H02 + M H20 32.5 C02
H + 02 = H02 + M CO 2.0 CH6
H + 02 = HO2 + M H2 5.0
H • OH = H20 + M 02 1.6 H20
H + OH = H20 + M H2 1.6 C02






&START CH6= .1725, 02 = .1725, H2 = .65492, T: 1510,




METHANE - AIR LEAH MECH - HO CH REACTIONS CASE 6
CH6 = CH3 + H 2.0E+15 O.
H + CH6 = CH3 + H2 1.26E+14 O.
0 + CH4 = CH3 + OH 2.01+13 O.
OH + CH6 = CH3 + H20 3.0E+13 O.
CH2 + 02 = CH20 ÷ 0 1.0E+16 O.






























































= CH20 + H 6.8E+13 O.
= HCO + H2 2.E+13 O.
= HCO + OH 5.E+13 O.
= HCO + H20 5.E÷IS O.
= HCO + H 5.0E+16 O.
= H + C02 5.3E+13 O.
= CO + OH 3.E+13 O.
= CO ÷ H2 2.E+13 O.
= CO + H20 5.E+13 O.
= H + CO 3.E+lq O.
= C02 + H q. OE+12 O.
= C02 + M 2.8E+13 O.
= C02 + 0 1.2E+11 O.
= OH + 0 2.LE+I_ 0.
= OH ÷ H 1.8E+10 1.
= H20 + H 5.2E+13 O.
= 0 ÷ H20 6.3E+12 O.
= H02 + M 1.5E+15 O.
= 02 + M 5.7E+13 O.
= H2 + M 8.3E+17 -1.
= H20 + M 8.qE+21 -2.
= OH + M 6.2E+16 -.6
= H2 + CH2 2.7E+11 .67
= OH + CH2 1.9E+11 .68
= H20 ÷ CH2 2.7E+11 .67
= NO2 + OH 1.2E+13 0.
= NO 4- 02 1.0E+13 O.
= NO2 + M 5.62E+15 O.
= NO + OH 2.9E+l_ O.
= NO + 0 6.4E+9 1.
= NO + N I. BE+ i q 0.
= HO + H _.OE+13 0.
= HCH + H 6.0E+13 O.
= H + NCO 5.2E+12 .68
= HNCO + H _.OE+ll O.
= CO + N 1.2E+13 0.
= NCO + H 2.SE+l(t O.
= NCO + 0 3.2E+13 O.
= NCO + CO 3.7E+12 O.
= NO + CO 2.0E+13 O.
= tI2 + CO 1.OE+13 O.
= NH + CO 2.0E+13 O.
= HHCO + H 1.0E+1_ O.
= NH2 + CO 1. OE+lq O.
= N + H20 5.0E+11 .5
= OH + OH 1. qE+ 1_, Q.
= 0 + H20 1.0E+13 O.
= OH + 02 1.6E+13 O.
= H20 + 02 7.9E+12 O.
= CH20 + H2 7 ._E+12 O.
= H20 + OH 7.2E+11 O.























































&PROB ITPSZ=2, CX0=1.730, HINT =
PRINT = i0, 25, 35, _0, _2,





















1.E-6, EMAX=I.E-6, PSTAT=T, MF =21,
NPRHTS = 5,
EXCHR =T, IPRCOO=2 &END
H02 + M 02 2.0 H2
H02 + M H20 32.5 CO2
H02 + M CO 2.0 CH_
HO2 + M H2 5.0
H20 + M 02 1.6 H20
H20 + M X2 1.6 C02
H20 + M CO 1.6
AREA= 1000, MACH =2, T= 16_5,
CH=l.E-7, 02 = .199072 , N2 = .75116
CH_ = .0_9768 ,
CHq - AIR WITH AREA PROFILE OF CASE 6
AREA








t,J_ .... • . .
OF ..... •
COMBUS=.FALSE., ALLMI=.FALSE., PSTAT : T,
XTB=O.,5.,lO.,15.,20.,2fi.,30.,35.,37.,38.,38.5,39., 39.5, 40, 40.5,
41,5, 42, 42.5, 43, NTB : 20,
ATB = 1000, 1000.36, 1002.12, 1005.61, I011.4_, 1021.36, 1038.85,
1073.32, 1097.49, 1114.04,1124.04, 1135.66, 1149.48, 1166.51,
1273.43, 1361.17, 1401.17, 1411.70,
PRINT: 10, 25, 35, 40, 42, NPRNTS : 5,
EMAX : 1.24E-6 &EI4D
&START T: 1645, MACH :2, P: 1.730, CH: 1.E-7,
CH4:0.049768, 02:0.199072, N2:0.75116, &END
FINIS
GCKP84 METHANOL - AIR COMBUSTION CASE 8
HEW
M + CH30H : CH3 + OH 3.2E+18
02 + CH30H : CHZOH + H02 4.0E+13
OH + CH30t4 : CHZOH + H20 4:,0E+12
0 + CH30H : CH20H + OH 1.6E+12
H + CH30H : CH20H + H2 3.2E÷13
N + CH30H : CH3 + H20 5.0E+IZ
CH3 + CH30H : CH20H + CH4 2.OE+ll
H02 + CH30H : CH20H + H202 6.3E+12
M + CH20H : CH20 + N 2.5E+13
02 + CH20H : CH20 + H02 1.OE+12
CH4 : CH3 + H 2.0E+15
H + CN4 : CH3 + H2 1.26E÷14
0 + CH4 = CH3 + 3H 2.0E÷13
OH + CH4 : CH3 + H20 3.0E+13
CH + 02 : ItCO + 0 1.OE+13
CH2 + 02 = Clt20 ÷ 0 1.0E+14
CH3 + 02 = CH20 + CH 1.7E+12
CH3 + 0 : CH20 + H 6.8E+13
CH20 + H : HCO + H2 2.E+13
CH20 + 0 : HCO ÷ OH 5.E÷13
CH20 + OH : HCO + H20 5.E÷15
HCO + 0 : CO + OH 3.E+13
HCO + H : CO + H2 2.E+13
HCO + OH : CO + H20 3.E+13
M + HCO : H + CO 3.E+14
CO + OH = C02 + H _.0E+12
CO + 0 = C02 ÷ M 2.8E+13
CO ÷ 02 = C02 + 0 1.2E+11
H ÷ OZ = OH + 0 2.2E+14
0 + H2 : OH + H 1.8E+10
H2 + OH : H20 + H 5.2E+13
OH + OH : 0 + H20 6.3E+12
N + OZ = HO2 + M 1.5E+15
O + 0 : O2 + M 5.7E+13
H ÷ H = H2 + M 8.3E÷17
H + OH : H20 + M 8.4E÷21
H + CH3 = H2 + CH2 2.7E+11
0 + CH3 = OH + CH2 I.gE+II
OH + CH3 = H2O + CHZ 2.7E+11
H + CH2 : H2 + CH 2.9E+11
0 + CH2 : OH + CH 3.ZE+I1








































































































H02 + HO : HO2 + OH
0 + HO2 : NO + 02
NO ÷ 0 : HO2 + M
NO2 + H : NO + OH
H + 02 : HO + 0
0 + N2 : NO + N
H + OH : NO + H
CN + H2 : HCN + H
0 + HCN : H + HCO
OH ÷ HCN = HNCO + H
CH + 0 : CO + H
Ctl + OH : HCO + H
CH + 02 : NCO + 0
CN + C02 : HCO + CO
0 + HCO = NO + CO
H + rICO : H2 + CO




































H2 + NCO = HNCO + H
HNCO ÷ H = HH2 + CO
HH ÷ OH = H ÷ H20
H + HO2 = OH + OH
H + HOZ = 0 ÷ H20
0 + HO2 = OH + 02
OH + H02 = H20 + 02
CH3 + OH = CH20 + H2
H2 + H02 = H20 + OH
HCO ÷ 02 = CO + HO2
OH + H202 = HI0 + H02
02 + H202 = 2 HO2
H + H202 = HO2 + H2































&PROB MF=21, PSTAT= T, ALLMI =F, RHOCOH
PRINT = 3.E-_, 5.6E-_, 6.E-_, 6.2E-_,
NPRNTS = q, HINT= I.E-IO &END
H ÷ 02 = H02 + M
H ÷ 02 = H02 ÷ M
H + 02 = H02 + M
H + OH = H20 + M
H + OH = HZO + M












&START T = 1300, MMHG=T, P= 760, ERATIO = 2.0, SCC=l, SCH = q, SCOX = 1,
CN = 1.E-6, CH=I.E-5, N= 1.E-6, FUEL ='CH3OH' &END
FINIS
C3H8 - AIR NELL-STIRRED REACTOR + ROCKET EXPANSION PROB. GCKPS_ CASE 9
HEN
C3H8 = C2H5 + CH3 4.5E+16
C2H5 = C2H4 + H 3.16E+13
0 + C2H_ = CH20 ÷ CH2 2.5E+13
0 + C2H4 = CH3 + HCO 2.26E+13
CH3 + C3H8 = CH4 + C3H7 2.0E+13
C3H7 = C2H_ ÷ CH3 4.0E+13
H ÷ CH4 = C113 ÷ H2 1.26E+I_
0 + CHq = CH3 + OH 2.0E+13
OH + CH4 = CH3 ÷ H20 3.0E+13
CH + 02 = HCO + 0 1.0E+13
CH2 + 02 = CH20 + 0 1.0E+14
CH3 ÷ 02 = CH20 + OH 1.7E÷12
CH3 + 0 = Cif20 + H 6.8E+13
CH20 + H = HCO + H2 2.E+13
CH20 + 0 = HCO + OH 5.E+13
CH20 ÷ OH = HCO + H20 5.E, 15
HCO ÷ 0 = CO + OH 3.E+13
HCO + H = CO + H2 2.E+13
HCO + OH = CO + HI0 3.E÷13
M ÷ HCO = H + CO 3.E+I_
CO + OH = C02 + H _.OE÷I2
CO + 0 = C02 + M 2.8E÷13
CO + 02 = C02 + 0 1.2E+II
H + 02 = OH + 0 2.2E+I4
0 + H2 = OH + H 1.8E+10
H2 + OH = H20 + tl 5.2E+13
OH + OH = 0 + 1t20 6.3E+I2
H + 02 = H02 + M I.SE+I5
0 + C = 02 + M 5.7E+13
H + H = H2 + M 8.3E÷17
H + OH = H20 + M 8._E+21
H + CH3 = H2 + CH2 2.7E+I1
0 + CH3 = OH + C142 1.9E+II
OH + CH3 = H20 + CH2 2.7E+11
H02 + HO = NO2 + OH 1.2E+13
0 + NO2 = NO + 02 I.OE+I3
NO + 0 = H02 + M 5.62E+15
NO2 + H = NO + OH 2.9E+14
N + 02 = NO + O 6.qE+9
0 + H2 = NO + N 1.8E+I_





















































































CH ÷ H2 = HCH ÷ H 1.5E÷11
CH + H2 = HCN ÷ H 6.0E+13
0 + HCN = OH + CN 1.4E+11
OH + HCN = HNCO + H 4.0E+11
Cr4 + 0 = CO + rl 1.2E+13
CN + OH = NCO + H 2.5E+14
H2 + KCO = HNCO + H 1.0E+14
f:HCO + H = HH2 ÷ CO 1.0E÷14
Cti + 02 = HCO + 0 3.21÷13
CH + C02 = NCO + CO 3.71+12
0 + NCO = NO + CO 2.0E+13
H + HCO = N2 + CO 1.0E+13
H + NCO = HH + CO 2.0E+13
HH + OH : H + H20 5.01+11
CH + C02 = HCO + CO 3.71+12
H + C2H4 = H2 + C2H3 1.1E+14
OH + CZHq = H20 + C2H5 1.0E+14
M + C2H3 = C2H2 + H 3.0E+16
0 + C2H2 = CH2 + CO 5.21+13
H + CH2 = H2 + CH 2.9E+11
0 + CH2 = OH + CH 3.21+11
OH + CH2 = H20 ÷ CH 5.0E+11
CH ÷ l[O = H + HCO 1.0E+14
CH + NO = 0 + HCH 1.0E+13
CH5 + OH = CH20 + H2 7.4E+t2
H2 + H02 = H20 + OH 7.21+11
NCO + 02 = CO + H02 3.01+13
C2H5 ÷ 02 = C2H4 + H02 ].EE+]2
H + C2H5 = C2H_ + H2 4.8E+13
CI43 + CH2 = C2H4 + H 2.0E+15
011 + C2H2 = C2H + H20 6.0E+12
C2H + 0 = CO ÷ CH 1.4E+15
C2H + 02 = HCO + CO 1.0E+15
C2H2 + 02 = 2 HCO 4.0E+12
FI + C2H2 = C2H + H I.OE+I_
0 + C2H2 = C2H + OH 3.2E+15











































































&PROB HELSTR=T, TA55= F,DOTMAX= 1600,DELHD = 800, COHC=F,iIPR=I, ALLMI=F,








HTRAH =T, QMREAD=T, HTI = .05, HTO= -42.88 ,
PC = 300, ATNROT = 2.2 &END
H + 02 = H02 + M 02
H + 02 = H02 + M H20
H + 02 = H02 + M CO
H + OH = H20 + M 02
H + OH = H20 + M N2
H + OH = HZO + M CO
HSFLOW=T, PSTAT=T, EMAX=I.E-4, HINT=I.E-5,
&START T= 616, P = 5, AREA = 6026, MDOT= 85, MOLEF = F, C3H8=.0873262o
N2= .6892887° 02= .211232, AR = .0117370, C02 = 4.162E-4, X=.2 &END
HIGH TEMPERATURE AIR IONIZATIOH CASE 10
+ 02 = NO ÷ 0 6.4E+09 1.
+ H2 = NO + H 1.8E+14 O.
+ 0 = NO + M 6.40E+16 -0.5
+ 0 = 02 ÷ M 5.71+13 O.
2 H = N2 + M 2.80E+17 -0.75
+ 0 = NO2 + M 5.62E+15 O.
÷ H20 = H2 + O 1._2E+1_ O.
+ H20 = N2 ÷ 02 6.231+13 O.
+ E = H + 0 1._5E+21 -1.5
+ E = 0 + M 2.00E+26 -2,5
+ E = 02- + M 1.52E+21 -1.

































_PROB HINT= 3.E-9, MF= 21, ITPSZ = 2, CXO= I000., ALLMI = F,
PSTAT= T, DBUGO = T, EMAX= I.E-5,
PRINT : .02, .06, .10, .50, .70o NPRNTS = 5 &END
N + 0 = NO + M N20
HO + 0 = NO2 + M H2
O+ + E = 0 + M H
O+ + E = 0 + M NO











P=1.6803, V=_7002, T=_820., H2=0.7905o 02=0.2095, 02M=l.E-9 $EHD
HIGH PRESSURE H2 - CO REACTION CASE 11
+ OH = CH20 + H2 7._E+12
CH_ = CH3 + H 2.0E+15
H + CH_ = CH3 ÷ H2 1.26E+1_
n + CH_ = Clt5 + OH 2.0E+13
OH + CH_ = CH3 + H20 3.0E+13
CH20 ÷ H = HCO + H2 2.E+13
CH20 + 0 = HCO + 01t 2.0E+13
CH20 ÷ OH = HCO + _20 2.3E+13
M + CH20 = H + HCO 5.0E+16
0 + HCO = H + C02 5.3E+13
HCO + 0 = CO + OH 1.26E+lq
HCO + H = CO + H2 1.0E+lq
HCO + OH = CO + H20 1.0E+I_
rt + HCO = H + CO 5.0E+1_
CO + OH = C02 + H _.OE+12
CO ÷ 0 = C02 + M 2.8E+13
0 + H2 = 01! + H 1._E+I0
H2 + OH = H2O + H 5.2E+13
OH + OH : 0 + H20 6.3E÷12
H + H = H2 + tl 8.3E+17






















&PROB ITPSZ = S, EHAX = 5.E-6, PRINT = 1, 100, I.E+_,
1.E+6, 1.E+8, 1.E+9, NPRNTS = 6,
ALLM1 =F, PSTAT = T, RHOCON = T, HF= 21, HINT= 1.E-15,TCON = T &END
H + OH = H20 + _ H2 _.0
H + H = H2 + H H2 1.7 CO
H + H : H2 + FI H20 9.6 C02
M ÷ HCO = H + CO H2 5.0 CO
&START T = 1000, P= 100, H2: .99, CO = .01, O=l.E-7, OH=I.E-9,
CH20 = 1.E-8 &END
FINIS
GCKPC_ HYDROGEN - OXYGEN LO_ TEMP PHOTOLYTIC IGNITION
tlEbl
H ÷ 02 = OH ÷ 0 2.2E+1_ 0.
0 + H2 = OH + H 1.8E+10 1.
H2 + OH = H20 + H 5.2E+13 O.
OH + OH = 0 + H20 6.3E+12 O.
H + 02 = H02 + M 1.5E+15 O.
0 + 0 = 02 + M 5.7E÷13 O.
H ÷ H = H2 + M 8.3E+17 -1.
H + OH = H20 + M 8._E+21 -2.
H2 ÷ H02 = H20 + OH 7.2E÷11 O.
M ÷ H202 = 2 01! 1.3E+17 0.
H2 + 02 = 2 OH I.OOE+I3 O.
H + H02 : OH + OH 2.SE+lq O.
0 + H02 = OH ÷ 02 5.0E+13 O.
OH + H02 = H20 + 02 5.0E+13 O.
2 H02 : H202 + 02 1.80E+12 O.
OH + H202 = H20 + H02 1.0E+13 O.
O + H202 = OH + H02 8.0E+13 O.
H + H202 = H20 + OH 3.2E+1_ O.
HHU + H2 > 2 H .003 O.


















































&PROS HINT =5.E-7, ITPSZ=5, ALLM1 =
ErIAX=S.E-7, MF= 21, END = 1.147q79
H ÷ 02 = H02 ÷
H _ 02 = H02 +
H H = H2 +
H H = H2 +
M + H202 = 2 OH
M + HEO2 = 2 OH
H + OH = H20 +
H + OH = H20 +
F, RHOCON =T, IPRINT=901
3EHD







M H20 20.0 02








Selected Test Case Results
mll DAtA CARDS ull
1 2 ) 4 5 i* ? 8
CC 12345678qO 123456785012345678501254567155012345&TKqOL234567 &qO 12 S4567_,qO1234SG?I_qO
GCKP84 OtOMTNE OISSGCIATIOH IN A SHOCK ?USE CASE 1
M * DR2 : Z 8R 6.99E+11 0.50 35500.




PRINT: .OS. .2, .S, 2., 4,, NPRNI$ : S,
ALLMI: Fo PSTAT: T, MF:Z|, (MAX:I.E-S, NINT=Z.E-6 lEND
• SR2 : 2 DR DRZ 3.80
- DLAHK C*RD








-D.1631381SE*DT 0.22_85621[-11 -0.102367?_E-15 D.2S651_SgE D4









-0.27419924E-O& 0.42422049E-10 -0.23791569E-14 0.12858836E 05











u. EQUltlllXUR SHOCK CALCULATION .m
INITIAL STATE FINAL STATE
-D.?4537500E 03 O.&ISI273?E It




















































































































GENERAL CHEMICAL KINETICS PROGRAM HASA LEWXS RESEARCH CENTER
DROMXHE DISSOCIATION IH A SHOCK TUBE CASE 1
REACTION REACTIOH RATE VARIABLES
A N
: 2.gaot &.$qOOOE lL 0.5000
ALL THIRD BODY RATIOS ARE 1.0 EXCEPT THE FOLLOWING
O,IO000E-O$ C_
ZNTEGRATZON CONTROLS

























m:* ASSIGHEO VARIABLE PROFILE ""
TIlE AREA IS CALCULATED FROH THE FOLLOWING FUNCTION
L/AREA : 1 - (X/ 12200.000)m.(
mn INITIAL COHOITIOHS "_













STEPS FROfl LAST PRINT
AVERAGE STEP SIZE



















MI_TUR_ _OLECULAR UEIGNT 131.58S22
Tiff[ 2.710LIE-05 SEC
NET SPECIES PROPUCTION R_ACTION RATE COROT
RATE (MOLE/CMnn$/SEC) '_;_ScR CGS UNITS
-$.6668SE*0S L 1.4519E 07
7.3)371E-05
0.00000
TOTAL ENERGY EXCHanGE RATE 3.97238E 05
(CAL-CM.U3/GMmmZ/SEC)
AREA _.00306E 00 SQ CM






MASS FRACTION SUM 0.99990994




























STEPS FROH LAST PRINT A
AVERAGE STEP SIZE 0.75000E*01




SPECIES CONCENTRATION hOLE FRACTION NET SPECIES PRODUCTION REACTION RATE CONST
(MOLES/CH_u$) RATE (_OLE/CM_uJ/SEC) NUMBER COS Ull|TS
0R2 L.SAO39E-07 9.93S35E-03 -$.68217E-05 l 1.4630E 07
SR 2.010S7E-09 1.28017E-04 7._6433E-05
XE 1.§5474E-0S ¥.89937E-01 0.00000
MIXTURE MOLECULAR MEIGHT 131.57670 TOTAL ENERGY EXCHANGE RATE 3.97357E OS
(CAL-C_.aS/GMni2/SEC)
TI_E 1.09314E-04 SEC AREA 1.00704E 00 SO CR






HASS FRACTION SUn 0.09099996




























STEPS FROR LAST PRINT
AVERAGE STEP SIZE












_IXTURE MOLECULAR MEIGHT 131.5517_
TI_E 2.18tOqE-04 SEC
NIT SPECIE e PRODUCTION REACTION RATE CONST
_AT_ (_dLE/CN"US/SEC) HU_BER CGS UHI15
-5.57_66E-0S 1 1.4574E 07
7.153_2E*05
0.00000
TOTAL ENERGY EXCHANGE RATE 3.83_28E OS
(CAL-CKniS/G_.nn2/SEC)
AREA 1.01127E 00 SO CR






RASS FRACTION SUH 0.99999994




























STEPS FROR LAST PRINT
AVERAGE STEP SIZE










SPECIES CONCENTRATION ROLE FRACTION NET SPECIES PRODUCT]OH REACTION
CMOLES/CMw. I) RATE (MOLE/CM.w.5/SEC) NUMBER
5R2 I.SGI84E-07 9.49862E-03 -3.55_72E-05 1
_H 1.5697BE-08 _.92354[-04 6.679qSE-05
_£ $.$5452E-=S $.09509E-01 0.00000
_|XTURE MOLECULAR MEXGHT 131.51_91 TOTAL EHERGY EXCHANGE RATE
(CAL-CNnUSIGMam2/SEC)
(GCKP) (ND OF THIS CASE - READ DATA FOR HEXI CASE
RATE CONST NET REACTXOH CONY RATE
CGS UNITS IMGLE-CMmn.5/DMun2/SEC)
1.4qllE 07 7.72528E 00








































DISTANCE-AREA VERSION GENERAL CHEMICAL KINETICS PROGRAM NASA LEMIS RESEARCH CENTER
GCKP8_ NYO - AIR TEST M|TH HEAT TRANSFER STOICH CASE 2
REACTION
1.0uH * 1.0,02 : |.0aOH
1.0,O • 1.01N2 1,0mOH
1.0.N2 * ].OmOH : 1.0"N20
1.0JOH * ].OeOH : 1,0.0
1.0mH _ 1.0_02 : 1.0mHO2
1.0wO * 1.0"0 : 1.0n02
1.0_N * 1.0mN : 1,0"N2
1.0.N * I.OuOH I.OnH20
1.0nN2 * 1.0qH02 : 1.0mHZO
M t 1.0nH202 2.OriON
1.0.H2 * 1.0n02 : 2.0'QH
1.0.N * 1.0"H02 : 1.0"QN
I.OeO * 1.0aH02 1.0_OH
1.0"0H * 1.0u)102 : |.0aN20
2.0"H02 = 1.0UN202
1.0UHO2 * 1.0"NO 1.0UN02
1.0"0 * 1.0uNO2 : 1.0"NO
l.OmflO * 1.0"0 1.0"N02
t.OuNG2 * 1.0_H : I.QUHD
1.0eN • 1.0m0Z : 1.0"NO
1.0"0 * l.O.rl2 : 1.0.NO
1.0_11 • _.0zOH : ].OuN0
M * 1.0"fl20 : 1.0aN2
1.0uO * 1.0.N20 : 1.0uN2
1.0_0 t I.B_II2D : 2.0uHO
2.0"fl02 2.0,NO
I.OnH t 1.0"1102 : 2.0_NO




























2.20000E 14 0.0000 IATtO.00
l.BBOOOE 10 t.OBOB 8500.00
S.20000E 13 0.0000 6500.00
6.30000E 12 0.0000 1095.00
1.$0000E IS 0.0000 -IOO0.O0
5.70000E 13 0.0000 -1788.00
8.30000E 17 -I.O000 0.00
8.40000E 21 -2.0000 0.00
7.20000E 11 0.0000 18700.00
1.30000E 17 0.0000 45500.00
1.00000E 13 0.0000 _3000.00
2.50000E 14 0.0OR0 1900.0B
S.00000E 15 0.0000 1000.00
5.00000E 13 0.0000 1000.00
1.00000E 12 0.0000 0.00
1.20000E 13 0.0000 2380.00
1.00000E 13 0.0000 596.00
5.62000E IS 0.0000 -llBO.O0
2,q00OOE 14 0.0000 715.00
A,4OOOOE 09 1.0000 62S0.00
1.80000E 14 0.0000 76250.00
4.00000E 15 0.0060 0.0B
1.42000E 14 0.0000 51280.00
5.23000E 13 0.0000 24520.00
_.10000E 13 0.9000 21B00.00
4.00000E 12 0.0000 20900.00
5.60000E 12 0.0000 0.00
).20000E 12 0.0000 80280.00









7) : 5.00C00 M(H2 8) : A.00000 R(H2
7) : 2.00000 f1102 8) : 1._0000 M(02
7) : |_.00000 M(N20 8) : 20.00000 M(H20





INITIAL STEP SIZE 0.10000E-05 CM
IHTEGRATIDN CONIRDLS
MAXIMUB RELATIVE ERROR
nn INITIAL COHDZTZOHS un
0.10O0OE-O3



















STEPS FROM LAST PRINT
AVERAGE STEP SIZE























SPECIES CONCENTRATION ROLE FRACTION NET SPECIES PRODUCTION
(_OLES/C_m=3) RATE (MOLE/C_luS/SEC)
H 0.00000 0.00000 4.73663E*I0
O_ 110_2E+'06 l._763_-qt -2,2826TE-05
OH 0.00000 0.00000 4.56$34E-0S
0 0.00G00 0.00000 1.22S9|E-12
H2 _.2064SE-OG 2.9527BE-01 -2.28269E-0§
HZO 0.00009 0.00000 0.00B00
MU2 0.00000 0,00000 0.00000
H202 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
NO 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
_02 0.00000 O.O000B 0.00000
H 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
H2 4.11247E-O& 5.$O305E-01 -2.3|540E*_3
H20 0.00000 0.00000 2.31940E-1]
CO2 1.57996E-09 2.11419E-04 0.00000
AR 4._085bE°08 6.56AOZE-03 0.00000
RIXTURE ROLECULAR _EIGNT 21.00656
NEGATIVE CONCENTRATIONS-HALVE 51EP _lZE -$AVEIt 1)
REACTION RATE CONST NET REACTION CONY RATE NET RATE/POOl*
NUMBER CGS UNITS (MOLE*CMHS/GMH2/SEC) TIrE OZR RAY[
1 9.7632E II 0.00000 0.00000
2 1.586_E 12 0.00000 0.00000
3 6.3796E 12 0.00000 0.00000
4 4.4_71E 12 0.00000 0.00000
S 2.07ISE IS 0.00000 0.00000
6 I.OISIE 14 -2.01666E-05 1.00000
? 5.$259E 1_ -5.A100_E°O_ 1.00_00
O $.4561E 15 0.00000 0.00000
9 17213E 09 0.00000 0.00000
10 S.4]_6E lO 0.00000 0.00000
lI 9.3758E 06 9.2_253E 02 1.00000
12 1.3539E 14 Q.00000 Q.QQOBO
15 3.6Z06E 15 0.00000 0.00000
14 $.6206E 13 0.00000 0.00000
IS |.OOOOE 12 0.00000 0.00000
IA S.56SgE |2 0.00000 0.00000
L_ 8.2_?qE 12 O.OOQO_ _.000SR
18 8.t72qE IS 0.00000 0.00000
19 Z.2456E 14 0.00000 0.00000
20 1.32_0E 12 0.00000 0.00000
21 $.6821E O_ 0.00000 0.00000
22 4.0000E IS _.00000 O.000SS
23 9.195ZE 06 0.00000 0.00000
24 2.2758E 10 *_.411_OE-06 1.00000
25 2.7246E lO 0.00000 0.OOOOO
26 6.7775E 08 0.00000 0.00000
27 3.6000E _2 0.000_0 0.0_0S0
28 1.7825E Ol 0.00000 0.00000
TOTAL ENERGY EXCHANGE RATE 1.7262|E 07 _ASS FRACTION SUM 0.99999988
(CAL-CMn_3/GM.nZ/SEC)
: -O,ST235491D-O_
PREDICTOR TROUBLE FOR YIBo VALUE = -O.|65401849A295|4|O-lq, T:
CUT STEP SIZE BY 0.1000000_0 00
PREDICTOR TROUSLE FOR YIO, VALUE : -0.811071149¢602¢570-1B, Y:
CUT STEP SIZE BY O.lO00OO060 00
PREDIC10R TROUSLE FOR Y 7, VA_UE : -0.42402|2_02642?0_0-05o T:
CUT STEP 51ZE BY 0.2OOOOOO_O 00
PREDICTOR TROUBLE FOR YIO. VALUE : oO.189209&l&S937720D-|A, T:
CUT STEP SIZE BY 0.7000000_D 00


















0.2_732397379_9_80 01, N: O.1672032OS2852014D O0
0.252Z756859172_50 Ol, N: O.1672032&50817273D-O!
0.30140t793S064?70 01. H: O.88133077SBS924SODoBI
0.304932118815A330 Of, H: 0.3525323733013875D-01
AXIAL POSITION 3.04800E OO C_
INTEGRATION INDICATORS
STEPS FROR LAST PRINT AS
AVERAGE STEP SIZE O.7088qE-01
































































RATE CONST NET REACTION CONY RATE
COS UNITS (ROLE-CMUn3/GMsuZ/SEC)
I.•GZ•E 12 t.A$ll2E ST
2.1485E 12 X.OllSlE 07
7.50SSE 12 2.31035E 07
4.5497E 12 1.20228E 05
2.0203E IS 1.13115E OA
q,707•E |$ 5.10&SSE O2
4.VIISE 14 1.658|OE 05
2._41AE 15 1.5775AE 05
2.7474E 09 4.16213E 01
I.A96AE 11 -8.27852E 03
2.TATAE 07 7.28SAIE 12
]._198E 14 1.04371E Ot

















I 58390_ -09 ? I ._),_5( -04

































OF POO_ _"' ....
14 3.71230 13 4,222350 04
15 I.O00¢E 1_ 3.)OBS)E O0
16 S.q072E 12 7.996890-04
|7 8.373_E 12 1.57095E-05
tO 7.?_BRE 15 3._1102E-03
19 2.2807E 14 4.05556E-03
20 1.4_17E 12 &,90292E-02
ZI 2.4701E 04 S.SSBleE-Ol
22 4.0000E IS 2.9276_E-01
25 3.3143E 07 -8.331430 00
24 4.2013E 10 2.9893:E-02
23 4.69040 lO 3.3519_E-02
26 1.3270E 09 -2.217230-17
AREA 2.00000E 03 SO CM
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
SPECIES CONCENTRATION MOLE FRACTION NET SPECIES PRODUCTION
(MOLES/CrluaS) RATE (MOLE/CMuaS/SEC)
N 4.B4244E-07 5.700&BE-e2 -2.3136AE-02
02 2.078?6E*07 2.87634E-02 -3.01287E-03
OH 2.66808E-07 3.69177E-02 4.87350(-03
0 1.75667E*07 2.43046E-02 -3.754340-03
H2 4.829930-07 A.68308E-OZ -1.754820-03
H20 1.38203E-06 1.9122&E-0! 1.009670-02
HOZ 1.14723E-10 I.SB740E-OS -2.802120-0A
H202 2.920450-11 4.040960-06 -8.994110-06
NO 9.97963E-1! 1.38086E-OS 3.36740E-03
N02 9.95284E-15 1.37)15E-09 2.9310kE-09
N 1.46379E-12 2.025420-07 3.081560-07
H2 _.ITS7BE-06 S.7779_E-0| -l.TO3B6E-OS
HI0 7.SSSlBE-13 1.04539E-07 4.603070-08
C02 1.60430E-09 2.219CqE-04 0.00000
AR 4.98397E-08 6.89622E-00 0.00000
AXIAL POSITION ?.620flOE eO CR
TIME 3.40992E°05 SEC
INTEGRATION INDICATORS
STEPS FROM LAST PRINT 2B
AVERAGE STEP SIZE 0.5B_13_*01






























































AREA 2.000000 03 SQ CR
RATE CONST NET REACTION CONY RA'_ NET RATE/POSI-
CGS UNITS (MOLE*CMnu3/GMu,2/SEC) TIVE DIR RATE
A.AB27E 12 -I.33551E 03 O.OOS02
6.BZ93E 12 5.34288E 04 0.00234
1.3444E 13 1.|0403E 05 0.00175
S.OI83E 12 -B.32070E 03 0.00059
L.8470E IS _.04643E OS 0.06883
8.2A94E 13 7.23393E 02 0.90A94
3.4324E 14 1.03874E OS 0.09602
).43ASE 15 2.73559E 05 0.19612
1.4497E lO 2.8A792E Cl 0.90106
1.0039E 13 S.5283AE O_ 0.00208
1.29_20 09 -l.38642E Ol 0.00260
1.6855E 14 3.IIAlGE OS 0.00088
4.0606E 13 2.002090 04 0.90130
4.0406E 13 4.40886_ 04 0.90132
1.O000E 12 -1.13263E O0 0.A8619
7.31270 12 l.B0670E O0 0.54832
8.8035E 12 4,75112E-01 0.78166
7.1345E IS 3.51743E Ol 0.18599
2.4378E 14 3.43906E Ol 0.78050
4.21490 52 4.0B827E 01 0.98420
2.3121E 07 4.ATO20E 02 0.99972
4.0000E IS 4.05209E 02 0.98437
3.2932E 09 -4.0592SE OI 0.08291
3.7877E 11 1.62446E O0 0.82108
3.,95E 11 L,73391E 00 I.O0000










AXIAL POSITION 1.52400E Ol CR
INTEGRATION INDICATORS
STEPS FROM LAST PRINT
AVERAGE STEP SIZE










SPECIESCONCENTRATTON MOLE FRACTION NET SPECIES PRODUCTION
(_OLESICM'"5) RATE (MULE/CM_ISISEC)
H 2.809_E-07 _.97140E*02 -6.29677E-03
02 [.596721*07 2.25122E-02 *1.68085E-03
OH 2.90819E-07 4.11107[-02 2.95595E-04
0 1.1_218E-07 1.61461E-02 -2.07111E-03
H2 q._l140E-07 b.23603E-02 -1.87955E-0_
t120 1.$2917E-06 2.16165E-01 4.75567E-03
t*02 1.21520E-10 1.71794E-05 -4.4103q6-07
_202 0.20276E-12 l.lSq56E°06 7.5686aEo05
No 2.4]_05E-09 3.43938E-04 2._2915E°04
_2 _.068_q6-I$ S.751256°98 2.62_35E-09
N 1.05007E-11 1.48440E-06 4.94638E-07
H_ 4.20370E-06 5.94243E-01 °1.16830E-04
,_O 2.51780E-12 ].55921[-07 1.2442_E-07
CO2 1.61548E-09 2.28_67E-04 0.00000

























































RATE CONST H_T REACTIOH CONV RAT6 NET RATE/POS|-
CG5 UNITS (MOLE-CMlu$/GMJmZ/SEC) TIVE DIM PAYE
1.123$E I] -2.82871E 04 0.00144
1.0564E 13 2.854606 04 O.O01$a
1.6438E 13 6.69238E 0_ 0.00082
_.I90?E 12 °$.62613E 03 0,00058
1.7908E IS 1.25009E 05 0.65330
7.8244E 13 2.21612E 02 0.7_072
2.9222E L4 2._4802E 04 _.75815
1.0412E IS 1.04550E 0S 0.75030
2.6209E 10 2.15487E 01 0.30813
4.10I$E 13 *2.Y3804E 03 0.01453
q.gl30E O_ -8.95976E-01 0.00007
1.7854E 14 1.33589E 04 0.39463
4.1882E 13 8.92418E 05 0.39551
4.1882E 13 2.27028E 04 0.3q517
I.OOOOE 12 °_.15132E-01 0.41884
7.8714E 12 ?.00765E 00 0.00971
&.997_E 12 S,_3Z04E 00 0.$285S
5.9023E 1S 3.625026 02 0.68832
2.5190E 14 $.66075E 02 0.32758
6.0057E 12 $.42qSOE 02 0.&77_2
2.4444E 08 4.52240E 03 0.19276
4.0000E 13 4.16025E 05 0.87749
1,60ESE 10 -$.32827E OI 0.74585
8.0870E 11 1.48461E 00 0.16447
5.SiSSE 11 7.26711E 00 0._9026
3.405_E l0 -2.52571E-07 0.53581
DISTANCE*AREA VERSION GENERAL CHEMICAL KINETICS PROGRAM
GCKP84 HYD * AIR TEST With NEAT TRANSFER FULL MECN CASE 3
REACTION




|.OuH * 1.0"G2 : 1.0"OH * 1.010 2.20000E I_ 0.0000 16790.00
L.0"0 * 1.0"H2 1.0nOH * 1.0,N L.80000E 30 1.0000 8900.00
1.0"H2 + a.0a0H : _.0iJ|Z0 • 1.0"H 5.20000E 15 0.0000 8500.00
I.OuOH * _.010N : 1.0nO * |.0"H20 k.30000E 12 0.0000 1095.08
1.0"H * 1.0a02 : 1.0nH02 * M 1.50000E 15 0.0000 "1000.$0
l.OnO • 1.0,O : 1.0_02 • M S.70000E 15 8.0088 -|788.08
|.OIH • |.0aM : |.Jii#_ • M 8.30000E |7 "L.0000 O.OO
1.0"H • l.O,0H I.O"H2O • M 8.40000E 21 -2.0000 0.00
1.0iH2 + 1.0'1402 : 1.0"H20 * 1.0"OH 7.20000E 11 0.0000 18700.00
M * 1.0IH202 : 2.0nOH 1.$0000E 17 0.0000 45500.00
1.0nU2 • 1,0,02 2.0.OH 1.00000E 13 0.0000 43000.00
1.0uN * 1.0_lI02 : 1.0iOH * I+0UOH Z.S0000E 14 0.0000 1900.00
1.0aO * 1.0_N02 : 1.0iOH • 1.0,O2 5.00000£ 13 0.0000 1000.00
1.0"0_ - 1.0._02 : 1.0uH20 • 1.0"02 S.08000E 13 _.0808 1000.00
2.0,N02 : 1.0"H202 • 1.0"02 |.80000E 12 0.0000 0.00
1.0uH02 • 1.0.N0 : 1.0uNO2 • 1.0"0H 1.20000E 13 0.0000 2380.00
.0"0 * 1.0.NO2 : 1.0"llO • 1.0,02 1.00000E 13 0.0000 556.00
.0.N0 * 1.0,O 1.0"U02 • _ 5.62000E 15 0.0000 -1160.00
.0iN02 * _.0,H = I.Ou_O • _.0uOH 2.q0000E |4 0.00_0 ?qS._0
.01N • |.0lO_ 1.01110 + [.010 6.t0000E 01 3.0000 6250.00
.OiO * |.01H2 : 1.0"HO • _.0lH 1.800006 14 0._00 70250.00
• 0IN * 1.0"OH : 1.0aNO * 1.0iN 4.00000E 13 0.0000 0.00
M * 1.0,N20 1.0nN2 * 1.0"0 1.42000E 14 0.0000 5|280.00
I.OsO • L,OIH2G : 1,0"fl2 * l,OnQ2 6.25000E 13 0,0000 24520,00
|.0"0 * 1.0,NZO : 2.0iHO 3.10000E 13 0.0000 21800.00
2.0*N02 : 2.0"HO * 1.0"02 4.00_00E 12 0.0000 26900.00
1.0nN • 1.0..02 : 2.0uHG 3.580_0E 12 0.0000 0.00
1.0,OH * 1.0,N2 : l.OUN20 • 1.0eH 3.20000E 12 0.0000 80280.00
1.0"OH • 1.0.H202 : 1.0UH20 • 1.0"H02 1.00000E 15 0.0000 1800.00
1.0eO • 1.0"H202 : |.0iOH • 1.0nHO2 8.00000E 13 0.0000 I000.00
|.0aN • 1.0nH2O2 : 1.0UH20 • 1.0.0H 3.20000E 14 0.0000 9000.00
nu ASSIGNED VARIABLE PROFILE nm
THE AREA IS CALCULATED FROR THE FOLLOMIHG POLYNORIAL
AREA (FTu_2) : ( 0.00000)XH3 • ( 0.00000)X"'2 • ( 0.00000IX * ( 2.15278E 00)
AIR - FUEL COMRUSTIQH. EQUIVALEHCE RATIO : 1.0000 FUEL - AIR RATIO : 0.0292 OXYGEN FRACTION IN A_R : 0.2095
HEAT TRANSFER CASE QDOT (CAL/CM-SEC) :( 0.0O00O)Tau2 _ ( 5.85300E 0g)T • (-_.28800E 03)
_9
Ol'_ -.r'.. .,



















au INITIAL CONDITIONS xN
AREA 2.00000E 03 SO CM AXIAL POSITION 0.00000 CM
INTEGRATION INDICATORS
STEPS FROH LAST PRINT 0
AVERAGE STEP SIZE 0.00000
TOTAL NURJER OF STEPS 0
FUNCT EVALUATIONS B
JACOBIAN EVALUATIONS 0
HEAT LOSS(QDOT/MDOT) : 6.4255E-02 CAL/(G-CM)
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
SPECIES CONCENTRATION HOLE FRACTION NET SPECIES PRODUCTION
(MOLES/CMuu3) RATE (MOLEICMu,31SEC)
N 0.00000 0.00000 4,73677E-10
02 l.lO_IiE-O6 1.47638E-01 -2.28271E-05
ON 0.00000 0.00000 4.56542E-0S
0 0.00000 0.00000 1.22500E-12
H2 2.20670E-06 2.15285E-01 -2.28274E-05
H20 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
H02 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
H202 O.OO000 O.OOO00 0.00000
NO O.OCO00 0.00000 0.00000
NO2 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
N 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
N2 4.11244E-06 5.50298E-01 -2.31037E-13
N20 0.00000 g. O000_ 2._1907(-1_
C02 1.$799SE-09 2.11_17E-04 O.OOO00



























RATE COHST NET ENERGY EXCHANGE RATE NET RATE/POSZ-
CGS UNITS (CAL-CMxmS/GMmu2/SEC) TIVE DIR RATE
9.7432E lI 0.00000 0.00000
I.SBAAE 12 0.00000 0.00000
6.309AE 12 0.00000 0.00000
4.4271E 12 0.00000 0.00000
2.071SE IS 0.00000 0.00000
I.OISIE 14 2.40201E O0 l.O00OO
5.3239E 14 l. OO144E 03 1.00000
S.ASGIE 15 0.00000 O.O000O
1.7213E 09 0.00000 O.O000O
S.438AE 10 0.00000 0.00000
9.3758E Ol 1.72AlTE 07 1.00000
1.3SIDE 14 0.00000 0.00000
3.6206E 10 0.00000 0.00000
3.A206E 13 0.00000 O.O00OO
1.8000E 12 0.00000 0.00000
S.SASDE 12 0.00000 0.00000
8.2490E 12 0.00000 0.00000
8.1724E IS 0.00000 0.00000
2.243AE 14 0,00000 0.00000
1.3270E 12 0.00000 0.00000
3.6822E 03 0.00000 0.00000
4.0000E 13 0.00000 0.00000
0.1952E OA 0.00000 0.00000





































































AXIAL POSITION 3.0A800[ O0 CM
INTEGRATION INDICATORS
STEPS FROM LAST PRINT 43
AVERAGE STEP SZZE 0.70884E*01
TOTAL NUMBER OF STEPS 43
FUHCT EVALUATIONS 45
JACOBIAN EVALUATIONS 13
RATE COHST NET ENERGY EXCHANGE RATE NET RATE/POSI-
CGS UNITS (CAL*CMUmS/GMmm2/SEC) TIVE DIR RATE
1.48AIE 12 2.43S32E 11 0.70477
2.1S00E 12 1.88BAKE IO 0.75851
7.S084E 12 -3.47048E 11 0.78005
A.SSOOE 12 "2.03339E 09 0.08023
2.0202E IS -5.63695E I0 0.99572
9.7065E 13 -A.3228A( 07 I.O0000

































































8 2.9402E IS -1.881500 10
9 2.7SOSE 0q -Z.05Lq0E 04
10 1.7012E lI -8.70082E 08
11 2.7547E 07 L.S&043E 07
12 1.4199E lq -$.S6SSIE IO
13 3,7125E IS -3.]8872E 09
14 $.71250 13 -2.873900 09
IS 1.8000E 12 -2.54707E 0S
16 S.9081E 12 -],90968E 00
17 8.3741E 12 -1.04368E 00
18 7.938_E IS -2.47_150 02
19 2.2888E 1_ -L.I8448E 02
20 1.0827E 12 -2.84448E 03
21 2.4894E 04 4.18782E 04
22 4.0000E 13 -1.42852E 04
_3 3.3247E 07 -3._3104E 05
24 4.2076E 10 -2,37056E 03
25 4,7055E 10 -L.208840 03




















AREA 2,000ROE 05 Sq CM AXIAL PDSITION 7.£2000E O0 CM
TIME 3.412460-05 SEC
INTEGRATION INDICATORS
STEPS FROM LAST PRINT 9
AVERAGE STEP SIZE 0.16933E 00


















NET SPECIES PRODUCTION REACTION RATE CONST
RATE (MOLESCM'aJ/SEC) NUMZER CGS UNITS
-2.381440*02 1 4.&503E 12
-5.3S927E-09 2 5.9690E 12
S.13112E-03 S 1.3574E 13
-5.59682E-03 4 5.0244E 12
-I.S_$SDE-O_ S 1.84_3E IS
1.07126E-02 6 8.2476E 13
-1.07205E-05 7 3.4081E lq
2.27913E-04 E 1.4162E IS
S.71SO&E-OS q I.SI09E 10
3.51009E-09 10 1.0734E 13
3.44_71E-07 11 1.384_E 09
-I.DDIIAE-05 12 16882E 14
S.2_2_2E-08 13 4.0554E 19
0.00000 14 4.0666E 15












NET ENERGY EXCHANGE RATE NET RATE/POSI-




































STEPS FRO_ LAST PRINT
AVERAGE STEP 51ZE

































OF POOR _L,,.,:I. _









































































NET ENERGY EXCHANGE RATE NET RATE/POSI-



























DISTAHCE-PRESSURE VERSION GENERAL CHEMICAL KINETICS PROGRA_ NASA LEMI5 RESEARCH CEHTER






































* 1.0"02 : 1.0U0H * 1.0"O
t 1.0_H2 1.0u0N • 1.0nH
• 1.0qON : 1.0_H20 v 1.0"N
• 1.0U0H : 1.0u0 • 1.0"N20
• 1.0"02 : 1.0uH02 • M
• l.OaO _ 1.0102 • M
• 1.0_H : 1.0.H2 • M
• 1.0"OH : 1.0.H_0 • M
* 1.0*H02 : 1.0"HZ0 • I.OuOH
• 1.0"H2O2 : 2.0"0N
+ 1,0s02 : 2.0.ON
• l. OUll02 : |.OuON • 1.OuOH
• l.OutlO2 : |.OaOH • l.OuO2
+ I.OUH02 1.OUR20 • 1.0u02
2.0.H02 : 1.0aNZ02 + 1.0"02
• 1.0.H202 : 1.0.fl20 * l.OmHO2
• 1.0,H2D2 = l._u0½ • 1.0,H02




2.20000E 14 0.0000 16790.00
1.80000E 10 1.0000 8500.00
$.20000£ 13 0,0000 kSOO.0B
6.30000E 12 0.0000 109].00
1.50000E 15 0.0000 -1000.00
_.70000E 13 0.0000 -1788.00
8.30000E 17 -1.0000 0.00
8.AOOOOE 21 -2.0000 0.00
7.20000E II 0.0000 18700,00
1.30000E 17 0.0000 45500,00
I.O0000E 13 0.0000 43000.00
2.SO000E 14 0.0000 1900.00
5.O0000E 13 0.0000 1000.00
5.00000E 13 0.0000 LO00.O0
1.80000E 12 0.0000 O.OO
l. O0000E 13 0.0000 1800.00
8.00000E 13 0.00_5 105B.e8
3.20000E 14 0.0000 9000,00
ALL THIRD BOOT RATIOS ARE 1.0 EXCEPT THE FOLLOWING
M(H2 5) : 5.00000 fl(H2
M(O2 5) : 2.00000 M(O2
M(H20 5) z 32.50000 M(II20
M(HZ02 • 10) : 6.60000
, 71 : 5.00000 M(H2 8) : 4.00000
7) : 2.00000 H(02 8) : 1.60000
7) : 15.00000 M(H20 8) : 20.00000
M(H2 , 101 : 2.30000
M(02 , 101 : 0.78000
M(N2O , 10) : 6.00000
INTEGRATION CONTROLS




_.:,:_i ¸ .... i • + i -'
,.OF FO-ui-: Q,_:..,.:._t'_
uu ASSIGNED VARIABLE PROFILE mu
PRESSURE (ATM
THE PRESSURE IS CALCULATED FROM THE FOLLQWINO POLYNOMIAL
) : ( 0.00009)X..3 _ ( O.O000O)XU"2 • ( I.O0000E-O2)X • ( S.O000OE 00)
AIR - FUEL COMBUSTION° [QUIVALEHCE RATIO : 1.0000 OXYGEN FRACTION IN AIR : 1.0000
NEAT TAANSFER CASE ODOT (CAL/CM-S[C) :( O.O0000)Tuu2 * ( 5.86300E O0)T * ('*.28800E 01)
XM INITIAL CONDITIONS uu



















STEPS FROM LAST PRINT
AVERAGE STEP SIZE






HEAT LOSS(QDOT/nOOT) : _.0334E OO |TU/(LB-FT)
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
SPECIES CONCENTRATION MOLE FRACTION NET SPECIES PRODUCTION
(MOLE$1FTuu$) RATE (MOLE/F1nu3/SEC)
N 0.00000 0.00000 1.99062E-12
02 1.1795_E-03 3.33333E-01 -8.07404E-04
OM O,O00OO 0.00000 1.61481E-03
0 0.00000 O.O00OO 3.3873TE-16
m2 2,SS+IAE-03 A.OOAATE-OI -8.07AOAE-04
H20 O.O000O 0.00000 0.00000
NO2 O.GOOOR R.ROOOR O.0QOOQ
H202 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
_IXTURE MOLECULAR MEIGHT 12.00960
NEGATIVE CONCENTRATIONS-HALVE ST_P SIZE -SAVE|( 8)
NEGATIVE CONCENTRATIONS*HALVE STEP SIZE -SAVE1( 8)


























NET REACTION CONV RATE NET RATE/POSI-



















MASS FRACTION SUM 0.99999994



















STEPS FROR LAST PRINT
AVERAGE STEP SIZE








HEAT LOSS(OOOT/MDOT) : 5.7363E O0 |TU/(LB-FT)
6)










MIXTURE MOLECULAR WEIGHT 12.13275
i • .
CNEnICAL PROPERTIES ,,-; _"
NET SPECIES PRODUCTION REACTION RATE CONST
RATE (MOLE/FTnuS/SEC) NURSER CGS UHITS
1.49041E Ol 1 2.2119[ 11
04.70494E Ol 2 S.6767E 11
Z.?41aAE 90 3 3.$9",6E 12
Z.17610E Oe 4 4.0loTs 12
-9.87117E O! S 2.262TE 15
9.12121E Ot 4 L.tBABE 14
6. ISAgtE-Ol ? 4.7600E iA
-l.i4121E |0 & 5.6059E 15
9 S. 5GltE 91i
10 9.7826E 00
11 2.1ROle OS
12 1. IqqGE 14
13 3.3166E 13
14 3.3146E 13
























NEAT LOSS(SOOT/MOOT) : 1.2OGRE 01 STU/(LS*FT)
AREA S,32A57E 00 SQFT












MIXTURE MOLECULAR _EIGNT 13.S097S
NET SPECIES PRODUCTION REACTION RATE COROT
RATE (MOLE/FTauS/SEC) NUMBER COS UNITS
°S.O|000E 02 ! 9.3794E 12
-1.80907E 02 2 9.0SLOE 12
2.25529E 02 3 1.5330E 13
-1.17606E 02 4 S.I)03E 12
-1.10343E 02 S L.SlOIE IS
2.57061E 02 6 T.9762E IS
-1.1454,E 00 7 3.0994E 16











TOTAL ENERGY EXCHANGE RATE -2.Q4qSSE 11
(|TU-FTNnS/LBnX2/SECI


















HEAT LOSS(QOOT/MOOT) : 1.3921E 01 BTU/(LS-FT)
NET REACTION CONV RATE NET RATEIPOSI-



















MASS FRACTIOH SQM 0.99999923
AXIAL POSITION 7.AVSqAE-II FY
INTEGRATION INDICATORS
STEPS FROM LAST PRINT 61
AVERAGE STEP SIZE _.16AOSEeO3
TOTAL NUMSER OF STEPS 199
FUNCT EVALUATIONS 253
JACORIAN EVALUATIONS 48
NET REACTION CONY RATE MET RATE/POSl-



















_ASS FRACTION SUM R.9999S446
AXIAL POSITION 7.qVSOTE-el FT
INTEGRATION INOICATOtS
STEPS FROM LAST PRINT
AVERAGE STEP SIZE
























(GCKP) END OF THIS CASE
CHEMICAL PROPERTXES
15.86086
HET SPECIE5 PRODUCTION REACTION lATE CONST
RAtE CMOLE/FTe.315EC) _UMbEt _05 UNITS
-2.39616E 0Z L 1.2673E 13
-5.07115E 01 2 1.1717E 13
6.34101E 01 3 i.7226E 13
-7.61190E 01 4 5.:$18E 12
-4.45877E 01 5 3.7770E tS
1.32966E 02 6 7.72_6E 13
-2.02074Eo01 7 2.8037E !4











TOTAL ENERGY EXCNANGE RATE -|.250A0_ Ll
(RTU-FTuNS/LO_m2/SEC)
READ DATA FOR NEXT CASE
NET REACTION COHV RATE NET RATEIPOSI °



















HA55 FRACTION SUM 0.t_$99S?_
TIME-PRESSURE VERSION GENERAL CHEMICAL KINETICS PROGRAH NASA LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER



































































1.0UCHA : 1.0uCN3 * 1.0UH 2.00000E IS
• 1.0riCH4 : 1.0nCH3 * 1.0nN2 1.26000E 14
• I.O.CHA : 1.0_¢H3 * I.OnOH 2.00000E 13
• 1.0vCH4 : 1.0xCH3 + |.0UH20 3.00000E 13
• 1.0.02 : 1.0,HCO + 1.0.0 1.00000E 13
• 1.0uO2 : 1.0uCHZO • 1.0uO 1.00000E 14
• 1.0u02 : 1.0NCH20 • 1.0n0N 1.70000E 12
• l.0uO : 1.0UCH20 • 1.0mH 6.80000E 13
• 1.0_H : 1.0eHCO • |.0UH2 2.00000E IS
• 1.0.0 : X.0.NCO • 1.0"0_ S.00000E 13
• 1.0aOH : 1.0uNC0 • 1.0nH2O 5.00000E IS
• X.0"CHEO 1.0,HCO * 1.0UN 5.00000E 16
• I.PNCO : 1.0"N • 1.0"CO2 5.30000E IS
• 1.0m0 : l.OuCO • 1.0UON 3.00000E I_
• 1.0uH : 1.0mCO • _.OnN2 2.00000E 13
• 1.0uON 1.0"C0 * 1.0nHEO 3.00000E 13
• !.OmNCO : I.OuH • l. OuCO 3.00000E 14
• 1.0mOH : 1.0uC02 * 1.0"N 4.00000E 12
• 1.0nQ : 1.0uCO2 • M 2.80000E 13
1.0.O2 : 1.0tC92 _ 1.0u_ 1.2_000E 11
• 1.0mO2 : 1.0UON * 1.0nU 2.20000E 14
+ 1.0nH2 : 1.0NON • 1.0mH 1.80000E 10
• 1.0_OH : 1.0"N20 • 1.0XH 5.20000E 13
• 1.0"OH z 1.0nO • 1.0aN20 6.30000E 12
• 3.0u02 : 1.0_HO2 • _ 1.50000E 15
• 1.0"O : 1.0"02 • H 5.70000E 13
• 1.0"H : 1.0_'12 • M 8._0000E 17
• 1.0_OH : 1.0nH2O • M 8.4000RE 21
• 1.0,H : 1.OmOH * M 6.20000E 16
• I.O"CN3 : L.0uN2 + I.R.CHE 2.70000E 1_
• 1.0mCH3 : 1.0,0H • 1.0,CH2 I.OO000E 11
• 1.0"CH3 1.0mNE0 • 1.0"CH2 2.70000E IX
• 1.0aND : 1.0"N02 * 1.0"0N 1.20000E 13
• 1.0"N02 : 1.0NNO • 1.0"02 1.0000OE 13
• l.OuO : 1.0,flO2 • M S._2O_OE IS
• 1.0nN = 1.0_N0 • 1.0nON 2.00R00E 14
• 1.0"O2 : l.emHQ • 1.0,O 6.60000E 09
• 1.0mN2 I.OUNO • 1.0WN 1.80000E IA
• 1.0,ON z 1.0,NO • 1.0nH 4.00000E 13
+ X.OUX2 : 3.OuNCN • L.O.N 3.5000RE 15
• 1.0xH2 I.OmHCN • 1.0mH 6.00000E IS
• I.O,HCN : 1.0aN • 1.0,HCO 5.20000E 12
• 1.0WHCN = 1.0XHNC0 • 1.0"H 4.00000E IX
• |.0nO = 1.0MCO • 1.0NH 1.20000E 13
+ _.OuOt4 z 1.0_HC0 • I.R"_ 2.50000E Lq
• 1.0n02 : 1.0,NC0 • 1.0mO 3.2000RE 13
• 1.0xC02 z I.OINC0 • 1.0"C0 3.70000E 12
• 1.0XNCO : l.O_N8 • 1.0_C0 2.00000E 13
• I.O,NCO : l. OXN2 • X.O.CO 1.0OO00E IS
• I.R,NCO : l.OnHN • 3.0.C0 2.0RORRE 13
• 1.0mNCO : 1.0"HNC8 • 1.0"N 1.00000E 14
+ 1.0a# : 1.0_NH2 • 1.0"C0 1.00000E 11
• 1.0nOH : 1.0aH • 1.0_H20 5.00000E 11
• 1.0uCO2 : 1.0,NC0 • 1.0xC0 3.70000E 12
• 1.0mKO : 1.0"N • 1.0"NCQ L.00RROE 14
• 1.0x110 : 1.0XO • I.OmNCN L.00000E 13
• 1.0.Cfl2 = 1.0,H2 • 1.0.CN 2.50000E 11
• L.OnCN2 : !.0"OH • X.0"CN 3.20000E IX
• 1.0"CH2 1.0nH2O • I.0NCH S.O0000E 11
• 3.0xHQ2 : _.RmOfl • 1.0nON L.400ROE 14
• 1.0"H02 : 1.0"0 e 1.0.H20 1.00000E 13

































































































































































63 I.OnOH + l.Onf102 : l. OlHZO • I.On02 7.90000E 12 O.OqOO 0.00
66 L.OnCH3 • 1.0nOH : I.OnCHZO • |.OnH2 7.4bqOOE 12 0._000 0.00
AS I.OnH2 • L.O"H02 : 1.0,H20 • 1.0"ON 7.20000E 11 O.OBO0 18700.00
66 |.ImHCO + 1.0/02 : Z.OnCQ * L.OmHO2 3.00BOOR 11 0.0000 0.08
ALL THIRD BODY RATIO5 ARE 1,0 EXCEPT THE FOLLOMIHG
• IS) : 2.00000 R(OZ , 2G) : 1.60000 R(H2 . 25) : 2.00009 R(H2 , 28) = 1,60000
• 25) : 12.50000 M(H20 • ZG) : 20.00000 R(CO2 . IS) : 7,50000 M(CQ2 , 28) : ?.S0000
• 25) : 2.OOOOO H(GO , 28) : 1.60900 M(Ctlq , ZSl : 5.00000 N(N2 , 25) : 5,00000
INITIAL STEP SIZE
INTEGRATION CONTROLS
B,IOglOE-Bg 5E¢ RAXIRUR RELATIVE ERROR 0.50000E-04
uu ASSIGNEO VARIABLE PROFILE uu
THE PRESSV" I5 CALCULATED FROfl THE FOLLOMING POLYHOR[AL
PRESSURE (ATR ) : ( O.BOQOQ)Tuu5 • ( 0.00000)Tuu2 + ( 7.QOOOOE O2)T * (2.00000E00)
















































uu INITIAL CONDITIONS uu

































































AXIAL POSITION O.0OOO0 C_
INTEGRATION INDICATORS
STEPS FROR LAST PRINT O
AVERAGE STEP SIZE O.O000O
TOTAL NURSER OF STEPS 0
FUNCT EVALUATZONS O
JACODIAN EVALUATIONS O
RATE CONST NET REACTION CONV RATE NET RATE/POSI°
CGS UNITS (,OLE-CMunS/GI'Ium2/SEC) TZVE DIR RATE
1.7725E O0 2.67032E Ol 1.00000
2.3174E 12 0.00000 0.00000
_.3211E 11 O.O000O O.O000O
4.0617E 12 0,00000 =.O00OO
L,O000E 11 7.29515E 06 1.00000
2.913_E 13 7.gBSS&E 06 1.00000
1.6001E 10 0.00000 O.0000O
6.DO00E 13 O.O000O O.O00OO
A.A58_E 12 O.BO000 0.00000
L.Oq01E 13 B.BO00g 0.00000
6.5677E 13 O.OOOOO O.O00OO
1.8970E 06 O.O0000 O.OOO00
5.3000E 13 0.00000 0.00000
3.0000E 13 B,OOO00 0.00000
2.O000E 13 O.OOOOO 0.00O00
3,O00OE 13 O.O0000 O.OOO00
2.2362E 12 0.00000 0.00000
2.7809E IL 0.00000 0.00000
1.2713E 14 O.OOOOO 0.00000
I,OllSE 06 O,OOOOO O.OOOOO
8.LTI_E 11 0.00000 0.0BOO0
1,3000E 12 0.00000 0.00006
5,9597E 12 O.O00OO O.O000O
4.3767E 12 0.00000 0.00000
2.0033E 15 0.00000 O.OOO00
1,0345E 14 -_.31634E-06 1.00000
5.6967E 16 0.00000 0,00000
1.6_40E 15 O.OOOOO O.OOO00
7.6717E 16 O.O0000 O.O000O
6.9437E 09 0.00000 0,00000
5,2574E 09 O.O0000 B,O0000
6,9437E 09 O.O000O O.O00OO
S.4289E 12 O.OlOOO 0.00000
&.lq86E 12 0.00000 0.00000










NIXTURE HOLECULAR _EXGHT 26.63603

















TOTAL ENERGY EXCHANGE RATE
(CAL-CMII31GMun215EC)
=
$6 2.2250E 16 0.00000 0,00000
37 1.20_8E 12 ?,927+7E O) 1.00000
48 1.6567E 03 0.00000 0.00000
39 4.0000E 13 0.00000 0.00000
40 2.6671E 08 7.38858E 00 1.00000
• 1 1.0258E 13 0.00000 ).00000
42 5.0760E 13 0.00000 0.00000
43 I.S713E 11 0.00000 0.00000
44 1.2000E 13 0.00000 0.00000
45 3.3866E 13 0.00000 0.00000
46 2.2Y$1E 15 S.57607E 04 1.00000
67 3.7000E 12 0.00000 0.00000
48 2,0000E 15 0.00000 0.00000
49 1.0000E 13 0.00000 0.00000
50 2.0000E 13 0.00000 0.00000
4.DBISE 12 0.00000 0.00000
S.88SIE 12 0.00000 0.00000
9.DBOIE 12 0.00000 0.00000
3,7000E 12 0.00000 0.00000
1.0000E 16 0.00000 0.00000
1.0000E 13 0.00000 0.00000
8.40S_E 09 0.00000 0.00000
2.14_5E 09 0.00000 0.00000
Z.6306E 12 0.00000 0.00000
9.8008E 15 0.00000 0.00000
7.1658E 12 0.00000 0.00000
1.1201[ lI 0.00000 0.00000
T.IOOOE 12 0.00000 0.00000
7.6000E 12 0.00000 0.00000
1.41SIE C9 0.00000 0.00_0_
3.0000E 13 0.00000 0.00000
-9.9868TE 09 MASS FRACTION _UM 0._9991_82
-0.12566309D-26
REYNOLDS NUMBER :6.5118E 03 PRANOTL Nur:BER : 0.746 HEAl TRANSFER COEFF : S.05962E*06
REYNOLDS NU[IBER :6.5|13E 03 PRAIIDIL NU_BER : 0.744 HEAT TRANSFER COEFF : 5.0§919E-06
REYNOLDS NUMOER :6.5109E 03 PRAIIDTL IIUMBE_ : 0.746 HEAT TRANSFER COEFF : 5.0590SE-06
NEGATIVE ConCENTRATION$-IIALVE STEP SIZE -SAVEI(II) : -0.3663530_D-12
REYNOLDS NUMBER :4.SI08E 03 PRANDTL liUMBER : 0.746 HEAT TRANSFER COEFF : 5.0S903[-0_
PREDICTOR TROUBLE FOR YIIo VALUE : *O.13Y7916302302100D-12, T: 0.220506037152795D-0&,
CUT 5T_P SIZE BY 0.600000040 00



















0.746 HEAT TRANSFER COEFF : 5.059C8E*06
AREA 0.00000 SQ CM
N: 0.16188869239006570-07
AXIAL POSITION 0.00000 CA
INTEGRATION INDICATORS
STEPS FROM LAST PRINT 29
AVERAGE STEP SIZE 0.1SSITE-0_
TOTAL NURSER OF STEPS ISS
FUHCT EVALUATIONS 275
JACOBIAN EVALUATION_ 45

















































































NET SPECIES PRODUCTION REACTION RATE CONST
RATE (MOLE/CMun3/SEC) HUMBER COS UNITS
-3.$4537E-03 l +.7363E 01
S.8636SE-06 2 3.6203E 12
6-AZS02E'07 3 1.28S9E 12
1.24_50E-03 6 5.0101E 12
1._2748E'06 S 1.0000E 13
2.91970E-06 6 3.316SE 13
4.71867E-03 7 Z.0110E 10
-2.38035E-16 8 6.8000E 13
-3._955TE-03 9 7.6756E 12
5.34602E-07 10 1.Z7_2E 13
-I.615AOE-09 11 1,034gE 16
1.72563E-06 12 2.3536E 07
1.25226E005 15 5.3000E 13
2.773S7E-03 16 3.0000E 13
1.4866TE-06 IS 2.0000E 13
4.703ZSE-07 16 5.0000E 13
-6.76855E-07 17 5,7394E 12
8.01511E-12 18 3.6787E 11
-2.05886E0_1 13 1.0BOTE 16
-2.6838SE-08 20 3.5082E 06
-1.54467E-09 21 1.6701E 12
2.1215_E-08 22 2.1552E 12
-1.69135E-07 23 7.6010E 12
-1.72661E*09 26 6.5672E 12







NET REACTION C0NV RATE NET RATE/POSZ-

































MIXTURS MOLECULAR HEIGHT 26.43633
32 1.8375E 10 6.60768E-B| 8.19919
33 5.9001E 12 Z.80763E Ol 0.16867
36 8.3713E 12 6.51653E-01 0.90781
39 7.9636E IS -3.79199E O0 0.99967
36 2.T&78E 16 2.02610E OI 1.00000
37 Z.6736E )2 9.63645E-03 0.99996
38 2.3867E 06 1.03718E-04 0.97723
39 6.0OBOE 13 1.37585E-05 0.86516
40 S.1867E 08 2.65232E-09 0.95636
41 1.2367E 13 2.115Z6E-04 0.20868
42 7.2632E 13 1.61504E-01 0.93657
43 1.7351E 11 -1.00309E-02 0.92550
66 1.2000E 13 9.AA$ATE-07 1.00000
65 6.1791E 13 -9.92898E-05 0.92115
66 2.3767E 13 6.08091E-02 0._9988
67 3.TOOOE 12 -5.32686E-02 0.99996
68 2.0000E 19 S.26026E006 1.00808
69 1.00ORE 13 1.65008E-09 1.00000
SO 2.0000E 13 8.1016AE-06 0.72909
_1 $.8268E 12 6.62&68E-02 0.2676?
52 7.9225E 12 8.76063E-01 0.86518
53 1.1313E 13 9.38330E-03 0.95996
56 3.7000E 12 -2.50165E-08 0.0A675
SS 1.0000E 16 1.64936E-09 0.88513
5A 1.0OBOE 13 -I.66AOOE-IO 0.50131
_7 2.2593E 10 7.05996E-08 0.09681
58 $.6303E 09 8.33503E-09 0.99999
59 3.6297E 12 1.11075E-09 0.99026
$0 I.OITSE 16 2.36277E 03 1.00000
61 7.6200E 12 1.72330E 02 I.OOGO0
62 1.1628E 13 1.27286E 02 0.99993
63 7.1000E 12 1.89507E 02 0.99552
66 7.6000E 12 2.AAOO8E 02 0.99998
65 2.7216E 09 2.96915E OL 1.00000
AS 3.0000E 13 ?.53013E 03 0.95?23
TOTAL ENERGY EXCNAHGE RATE 01.32965E 09 MASS FRACTION SUM 0.99999966
(CAL-CMunS/CdSsu2/SEC)
REYNOLDS NUMBER :6.3606E 03 PRANDTL NUMBER : 0.768 HEAT TRANSFER COEFF = 5.297_0E006
NEGATIVE CONCENTRATIONS-HALVE STEP SIZE -SAVE1(22) : -0.$23692650-09
PREDICTOR TROUBLE FOR Y22, VALUE : -0.1079210668461296D-09, T: 0.5666190625367690-03. H= O.5613326398AOL791D-05
CUT STEP SIZE BY 0.70000006D O0
TIME S.S000OE-06 SEC AREA O.OOOO0 SO CH AXIAL POSITION 0.00000 _M
FLOM PROPERTIES INTEGRATION INDICATORS
PRESSURE 2.38500 STEPS FROM LAST PRINT
(ATM)
VELOC|TY 0.00 AVERAGE STEP SIZE
(CM/SEC)




MASS FLOM RATE 0.00000
(GMsSEC)
ENTROPY 2.3850 FUHCT EVALUATIONS
CAL/Gtl/OEG K)




























































































NET SPECIES PRODUCTION REACTION RATE CONST
RATE (_OLE/C_ua3/SEC) NUMBER CGS UNITS
-1.23162E-02 1 8.6167E 02
2.56683E-03 2 _.8337E 12
6.77696E-0S 3 L.60?8E 12
5.38070E-03 6 5.7960E 12
I.IAIIOE-0S S l. O000E 13
2.70816E-05 A 3.6283E 1_
1.67298E-02 7 3.6683E IO
1.90276_-12 8 6.80OOE 13
"1.29062E°02 0 8.0972E 12
2.0639_E-06 10 1.6296E 13
9.63102E-09 11 1.6190E 16
-I.ISAlAE-03 12 1.3922E 08
1.31257E-06 13 5.3000E 13
1.07769E002 16 3.0000E 13
-4.18260E-06 IS 2.0000E 13
2.$4923E-06 16 3.0000E 13
-2.56163EoOA 11 5.3636E 12
S.35156E-11 18 6.6675E ll
-6.06819E-10 19 9.7163E 13
°6.71266E008 20 8.2076E 06
1.06_36E-09 21 2.2102E 12
-5.00092E009 22 2.AAS3E 12
07.06726E-07 23 8.7601E 12
-3.68229E-09 26 4.6699E 12






31 " 2.7563E 10
_2 3.6306E IO
NET REACTION COHV RATE NET RATE/POSI°






































REYNOLDS NUMBER =3.81150 03





































TOTAL ENERGY EXCHANGE RATE
(CAL-CMIm3/GflJPZ/SEC)
0.746 HEAT TRANSFER
6.2S12E IZ 7.44056E 01 0.97132
8.4933E lZ 1.016A?E 00 0.9926S
7.?Z28E IS -1.07049E 01 0.09;97
2.].324E 14 7.76031E 01 0.99990
Z.120SE 12 3.739770-02 0.99967
I.SIOZE OS 2.9041AE-03 0.99136
4.0000E 13 1.23362E-04 0.55420
8.22460 08 5.84549E°07 0.9995S
1.4043E 13 1.34079E002 0.73170
9.307BE 13 3.64Sv2E-0L 0.67842
1 8S72E 11 -7.45354E-02 0.97206
1.20000 13 2.53980E-OS 0.99999
4.83000 13 -2.4].290E-03 0.,7208
2.4330E 13 ]..13590E-01 n.;9088
]..7000E 12 -3.308390-O1 .i 7981
Z.OOOOE 13 S.38781E-O3 _ _ooo
1.0000E 13 1,25747E-08 J:._991
Z.OOOOE 13 I.$34A8E-O2 v ' "85
B.6020E 12 3.SSS33E-01 "_12
0.73800 12 4.42972E O0 _ .724
1.2391E 13 3.49631E-02 _ _;,72
3.70000 12 -7.79497E-07 .. ; *159
1.0000E 14 6.48100E-0T :_._59
1.0000E 13 6.06307E-08 : ;?.,A4
4.SO02E 10 2.0SITSE-0S q _6
1.1045E 10 1.841700006 q.990_
4.1398E 12 1.58325E-03 _.906_?
1.04420 14 1.221SSE 04 .._OU0.
7.AO53E 12 8.89424E 02 ? _'099:
1.1934E 13 S.OSBTOE 02 ..vqo?-;
7.9000E 12 6.6_143E 02 ,,_8)4J
7.4000E 12 2.74062E 05 _ 5_0;
4.2860E 09 1.12014E 02 _¢.*';0_
3.0000£ 13 2.64040E 04 _.'"?],
-5.39206E 09 MASS FRACTION SUM 1.00000_00
COEFF : 5.03061E-04
-0.6108S86336670109D°00, T: 0.5715686083978410-03, N: 0.21056008058529929-05
CUT STEP SIZE BY 0.50000004D 00
REYNOLDS tlU:IBER :3.1400E 05 PRANDTL NUMBER :
REYNOLDS NUMBER :2.9364E 03 PRANOTL NUMBER :
REYNOLDS HUi_BER :2.4_54E 05 PRAHOTL NUMBER :
REYNOLDS NUr_BER =2.],102E 03 PRANDTL NUMBER =
0.711 HEAT TRANSFER COEFF : 6.&4693E-04
0.721 HEAT TRANSFER CUEFF : 4.52SZ60-04
0.707 HEAt TRANSFE_ CGEFF : 4.],4S6SE-04
0.476 HEAT TRAHSFER COEFF : 4.17070E-04



















STEPS FROM LAST PRINT
AVERAGE STEP SIZE

























































































NET SPECIES PROOUCTION REACTION RATE CONST
RATE (MOLE/CMu.],/SEC) NUMBER CGS UNITS
-5.08816E-02 1 2.0658E 06
-3.040_8E°02 2 1.1808E IS
1.27737E-02 3 3.2072E 12
1.20732E-01 4 9.0929E lZ
-7.94664E-04 S 1.000OE 13
2.87500E*03 6 4.7897E 13
3.37579E-02 7 1.$491E II
S.858],5E-OS 8 6.8000E 13
-7.107680-02 9 1.0373E 13
-1.28410E-04 10 2.0142E 13
&.43690E-04 11 3.TA4?E lq
-3.4480&E-03 12 3.00SAE 10
2.00980E-02 13 S.SBOOE 13
7.00605E-02 14 3.O00OE IS
-1.70710E-04 15 2.0000E 13
2.467230-06 16" 3.0000E 13
-8.04606E-09 17 l.AI06E 13
1.05895E-06 18 8.1439E 11
-2.36],94E-0A 19 6.90920 IS
2.90709E-0A 20 1.13SZE 08
2.118350-08 21 7.7931E 12
-2.23294E-08 22 7.7500E 12
-L.AtSBSE-0A 23 1.02600 13
8.72417E-08 24 S.0688E 12






NET REACTION CONY RATE NET RATE/POSZ*


























































23.63887 TOTAL ENERGY EXCHANGE RATE
(CAL-CtSea3/GMu_2/SEC)






































DISTANCE-PRESSURE VERSION GENERAL CHEMICAL KINETICS PROGRAM



























































































1 , 0 ")!
I. 0aN2
I . 0 u tttI_O











































































































































































































MASS FRACIIDN SUM 1.00000286




2.00000E 15 0.0000 104000.00
1.26000E 14 0.0000 11900.00
2.00000E 13 0.0000 9200.00
3.00000E 13 0.0000 6000.00
1.00000E 14 0.0000 3700.00
1.70000E 12 0.0000 14000.00
4.80000E I_ 0.0000 0.00
_.00000E 13 0.0000 3300,00
S.00000E 13 0.0000 4570.00
5.00000E 15 0.0000 13000.00
5.00000E 16 0.0000 72000.00
S.30000E 13 0.0000 0.0O
3.00000E 13 0.0000 0.0O
2.00000E 13 0.0000 0.0_
3.00000E 13 0.0000 0.00
3.00000E 14 0.0000 14700.00
4.00000E 12 0.0000 8000,00
2.80000E 13 0.0000 "4540.00
1.20000E 11 0.0000 35000.00
2.20000E 14 0.0000 16790.00
1.80000E 10 1.0000 8000.00
5.20000E 13 0.0000 6500.00
6.30000E 12 0.0000 1093.00
1.5000OE IS 0.0000 -1000.00
5.70000E 13 0.0000 -1788.00
8.30000E 17 -I.0000 0.00
8.40000E 21 -2.0000 0.00
6.20000E 16 -0.6000 0.00
2.70000E 11 0.67d0 2_700.00
I.g0000E 11 C.6800 25700.00
2.7000OE 11 0.6700 25700.00
1.20000E 13 0.0000 2380.00
1.00000E 13 0.0000 $96.00
5.62000E IS 0.0000 -1160.00
2.q0000E 14 0.0000 795.00
0.40000E 00 1.000_ 6250.00
1.80000E 14 0.0000 76250.00
4.00000E 13 0.0000 0.00
6.00000E 13 0.0000 5300.00
5.20000E IZ 0.6800 8100.00
4.00000E 11 0.0000 2800.00
1.20000E 13 0.0000 0.00
2.50000E 14 0.0000 6000.00
3.20000E 13 0.0000 1000.00
3.70000E 12 0.0000 0.00
2.00000E 13 0.0000 0.00
".00000E 13 0.0000 0.00
2.00000E 13 0.0000 0.00
1.00000E lq 0.0000 _O00.O0
1.00000E 14 0.0000 0500.00
$.00000E 11 0.5000 1_90.00
1.40000E 14 0.c000 1070.00
1.00000E 13 0.0000 1000.00





55 1.0mOH • 1.0*H02 = |.0mH2O * 1.0uOZ
5b 1.0*CH3 • 1.0"01t 1.0mCfi20 • Z.0wH2
51 I.Omtl2 * 1.0atl02 : l,Oetl2O • l.OuOl(





ALL THIRD BODY RATIOS ARE 1.0 EXCEPT THE FOLLOMING
• 24) : 2.00000 RED2
, 24) : $2._0000 _(H2O
. 24) : 2.00000 _(CD
• 27) : 1.6q009 N(N2 . 2q) : 2.0B0eO fl(N2
• 27) : _0.00000 N(CO2 o 24) : 7.50000 M(CD2
, 27) : 1.60000 _(CHq , 24) : S.00000 fl(HZ
iNTEGRATION CONTROLS
















uu ASSIGHED VARIABLE PROFILE mm
PRESSURE (ATM
THE PRESSURE IS CALCULATE0 FROR THE FOLLOMIHG POLYNOMIAL
) : ( 0.OO000)Xnu3 * ( O.OOOOO)Xa,2 * ( O.0OO00)X * ( I.?30BOE 0O)
un EqUILIERIUR COREUSTIOH .u
INITIAL STATE FIKAL STATE FINALrINITIAL RATIO
PRESSURE 1.7300 1.7300 l.OOOO
(ATrl)
VELGCITY 0.00 0.OO 0.00OO
(C_I/SEC)
OEIl_I17 3.BLSSIE-B4 2.3436BE-04 0.k482
(GP:/CMIIS)
TE_PERATURE LiqS.BI 25|7.4_ L.5315
(DEG K)
ENTR0_Y 2.1308 2.3026 1.0806
(CAL/GM/OEG K)
MACH NUMBER 0.0000 0.00_o 0.0000
GAMMA 1.2777 1.187_ 0.9298



































nu INITIAL COKDITIONS u_

















STEPS FROfl LAST PRINT
AVERAGE STEP SIZE




















SPECIES CONCENTRATION HOLE FRACTION NET SPECIES PRODUCTION REACTION RATE CONST NET ENERGY EXCHANGE RATE NET RATE/POSI-
(_OLES/CNuu5) RATE (MOLE/CHun3/SEC) HUMBER CGS UNITS (CAL-¢MmuS/Glqmm2/SEC) TIVE OIR RATE
CH4 6.37052E-07 4.976800-02 -!.$4367E-05 ! 3.04720 01 1.558690 07 1.0000e
¢H3 0.00000 0.0000¢ 1.94_67E-05 2 3.30A5E 12 0.00000 o.o01o0
N 0.00000 0.00000 1.94367[-05 3 1.1988E 12 0.00000 0.00000
H2 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 6 6.7861[ 12 0.00000 0.00000
0 0.00000 0.00000 7.70623E-05 S 3.22631 13 0.00000 0.00000
OH 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 A 2.3667E 10 0.00000 0.00000
H20 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 7 6.8000E 13 0.00000 0.00000
CH2 0.00000 000000 0.00000 S 7.2871E 12 0.00000 0.00000
02 2.SSIAIE-06 1.99072E*01 -7.70623E-05 9 1.2356E 13 0.00000 0.00000
CH20 0.00000 0.¢0000 0.00000 10 9,_TIYE 13 0.00000 0.00000
H¢O 0.00000 0.00000 0,00000 lI L.JSDIE 07 0.00000 0.00000
¢02 0.00000 0.00000 O.OOO00 12 S,3000E 13 0.00000 0.00000
CO 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 13 3.0000_ 13 0.00000 0.00000
H02 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 14 20000E ]3 0._0000 0.00000
NO 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 IS 3.¢900_ I_ 0.00090 0.00000
NO2 0.99000 0.09000 0.00©00 16 3._SE 12 0.00000 0.00000
N 0.00900 0.00000 0.00000 17 3.,61_E 11 0.00000 0.00000
N2 9.62720E-06 ?.51160E-01 0.00000 18 1.122_E 14 0.00000 0.00000
CN 1.28165E-12 9.09099E-03 -7.29623E-05 19 2.6_45E 06 0.00000 G.00000
HCN 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 20 1.2y3S( _2 0.00O00 0.90000
NCO 0.00000 0.00000 7,70623E-95 21 1.945_E 12 0.00000 0.00900
HNCO 0.00090 0.00000 0.00000 22 7 i192E 12 0.00000 0.00000
N. 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 23 6.5095E 12 0.00000 0,000O0
NH2 9.00090 0.00990 9.00009 26 2.9368E 15 0.90000 0.00000
25 9.8497E 13 1.28597E 0L 1.00000
26 S.04SAE 14 0.00000 0.00000
27 3.1942E IS 0.00000 0.00000
26 7.2896E 3_ 0.00000 0.80000
29 1.6851E 10 0.00000 0.00000
30 1.1256E 10 9.00000 0.00000
31 1.6801E 10 0.00000 0.00000
52 S.?tAOE 12 0.00000 0.00000
33 8.3333E 12 0.00000 0.00000
34 8.0140E IS 0.00000 0.00000
35 2.2759E 14 0.00000 0.00000
36 1.SSSDE 12 0.00000 0.00000
37 1.3333E 04 0.00000 0.00000
31 4.0000E 13 0.00000 0.00000
30 1.1858E 13 0.00000 0.00000
40 6.71200 13 0.00000 0.000e0
41 I.A900E 11 9.900_0 0.00000
62 I.ZOOOE 13 0.00000 0.00000
63 3.9886E 13 0.90000 0.00000
66 2.3566E 13 -3.26062E 06 3.00000
60 3.7000E 12 0.00000 0.00000
46 2.0000E 13 0.00000 0.000_0
67 1.000OE 13 0.00000 0.00d00
68 2.0000E 13 9.00000 0.00000
49 6.3722E 12 0.00000 0,000:9
50 7.6253E 12 0.00000 0.00000
51 Z.1002E 13 0.00000 0.00000
$2 1.0092E 16 0.00000 0.00000
53 7.3665E 12 0.00000 0.00000
$6 1.1534E 13 0.00000 0.00100
$5 7.99000 12 0°00000 0.00000
56 7.6000E 12 0.0O000 O.0O0R0
S? 2.36000 09 0.00000 l.ge0go
58 3.0000[ 13 e.eooee 0.00000
2G.21036 TOTAL EHEROY EXCHANGE RATE L.18643E 07 RASS FRACTION SUM 0.99999988
(CAL-Cnnu3/G,"tun2/SEC)








































AXIAL POSITION 3.50000E 01 Cfl
INTEGRATION INDICATORS
STEPS FROH LAST PRINT 17
AVERAGE STEP SIZE R.58824[ 00
TOTAL HU_|ER OF STEPS 128
FUNCT EVALUATIOHS 162
JAC00]AN EVALUATIONS 28
RATE CONST NET ENERGY EXCHANGE RATE NET RATE/PO_T-
¢G5 UIIITS (CAL*CffmN3/G_ua2/SEC) TIVE OIR RATI
2.2684E 02 -5.07117E 07 0.35251
4.1603E 12 2.71058E 00 0.8620!















































































































5,24083E-04 4 5.3737E 12
3.Z7901E-07 S 3.¢425E 13
°1.17961(-03 5 3.0148E 10
4.349910-03 7 6.8000E 13
-2.60439£°09 8 7.7672E 12
°$.TBlOOE-O$ 9 1.$493E 13
-1.842t8E-04 10 1.204SE 14
-4._SI32E-OA II $.4554E 07
3.S_727E-03 12 $.3000( 13
2.40949E-03 13 3.O000E 13
5.10315E-03 14 2,0000E 13
L.07q72E-09 IS 3.0000E 13
-2.40958E-10 IA 4.4397L 12
A.$9032E-12 17 4.0009E II
-2.45164E-10 IG l. P287E 1_
6.84311(-11 19 5.2794E 05
-2.05499Eo09 20 1.7855E 12
-3.15083E-10 21 2.46S5E 12
-2.$2237E'10 22 8.0,09E 12
-1.$2136E-I0 23 4.6055[ 12




























































































MASS FRACTION SUM 0.9099V088











STEPS FROM LAST PRINT 28
AVERAGE STEP SIZE 0.71529E001




NET SPECIES PRODUCTION REACTION
RATE (flOLE/CMu"3/SEC) NUMBER COS UNITS
-2.45060E-OZ I 7.2620E 04
-5.98879E-03 2 8.OSOOE 32
4,98698E-03 3 2.3850E 12
-8.21047E-00 4 7,4958E 12
1.73A48[-02 S 4.2518E 10
2._3021E-02 6 A.t843E 10
3.$3521E°02 7 4.GOOOE 13
04._7763E-07 8 9.3274E 12
-7.010ISE-02 9 1.7387E 13
-I.ISSOIE-03 I0 2.4773E 14
-2.77348E-04 II 2.9600E 09
1._$744E-02 12 5.3OBOE 13
1.54331E-02 13 $.0000E 13
-l.59$t6E-03 14 2.0000E 13
2.32498E-06 IS 3.0000E 13
-2.35380E-11 16 1.0034E 13
1.00454E-07 17 A.2948E IL
-1.20359E°06 18 7.9966E 13
1,13G68E'IO IB 3.6700E 07
-1.§320_E°09 20 4.$301E 12
1.14226E-10 21 S.OOC8E 12
-7,09500E-08 22- I.IS7SE 15
RATE CONST NET ENERGY EXCHANGE RATE NET RATE/POSI-
























_ -- Iil - -- I I





(GCKP) END OF THIS CASE
2.17213E-11 23 4.8935E 12 2.23882E 09 0.Z9_27
S.&QI38E-08 24 1.8_01E IS 1.2281_E 06 0.08220
2S 8.GI7iE 13 -2.52099E 06 0.9801A
26 5.8124E 14 -1.08131E 06 0.08318
27 1.7722E IS -1.14847E 08 0.9891S
28 6.1611[ 14 -7.05951E 06 0.9929Z
29 1.2242E II 1.§8095E 06 0.99960
30 0.3033E 18 3.58755E 06 0.9990Z
3! 1.2242E 11 -9.87851E 06 0.99974
32 6.9226E 12 -4.00267E 05 0.&4990
33 G.7151E 12 -3.01217E OS 0.05485
34 7.34B2E 15 -6.00484E 05 0.56056
35 2.4152E 14 -2.45104E 04 0.08252
36 3.2860E 12 -2.9642AE OS 0.90001
37 3.0699[ 06 1.28158E 06 0.09009
3_ 6.O000E 13 -3.12034E 05 0.90076
39 1.7624E 13 -2.04059E Ol 0.26636
40 1.4882E 14 -5.94A59E Ol 0.03063
41 2.8940£ _1 1.82995[ 82 0.83408
42 1.2000E 13 -1.90172E OZ 0.99959
43 6.2465E 13 2.64062[ 02 0.3578A
44 2.$396E 13 -5.70827E 02 0.39724
45 3.7000E IZ -9.03545( 01 0.98607
46 2.0000E 15 -1.41086£ 04 1.00000
47 I.OOOOE 13 -4.7375SE-02 0.99SAT
4& 2.0000E 18 -1.64628E 03 0.99845
49 1.248_E 13 1.7S292E 03 0.A4781
50 1.4020E 13 -7.17056E 03 0.82125
51 1.46_&E 13 -2.71507E OS 0.75924
52 1.0932E 14 -2.96186E 09 0.99727
53 7.9363E IZ -3.21478E 08 0.9061S
$4 1.2494E 13 -1.11879E 09 0.99295
SS 7.0000E 12 -1.4¥728E 09 0.95004
55 7.4000E IZ "4.477TOE 09 1.00000
_7 t.3531E 09 -8.63825E 05 0.09824
58 3.0008E 13 -4.26GO3E 09 8.19_S0
27.42831 TOTAL ENERGY EXCHANGE RATE -4.60456[ 10 MASS FRACTION SUN 1.00000000
ICAL-CMun3/GMnm21SEC)
















































DISTANCE'AREA VERSIOH GENERAL CHEHICAL KINETICS PROGRAM









































































































: 1.0,CH3 • 1.0,H
1.0"CH3 • L.OnH2
: 1.0_CH3 • 1.0UOH
= 1.0"CH3 ÷ 1.0uH20
= 1.0+CH20 • 1.0"0
: 1.0JCIIZO * |.0"OH
: 1.0iCH2O • 1.0_N
: 1.0_HCO • 1.0_H2
: |,0_HCO • 1.0_OH
= L.OXHCQ • L.0WN2O
: 1.0uHCO • 1.0"H
I.O_H * 1.0aCO2
: L.0_CO • 1.0UOH
l.OaCO * I.O,HZ
: 1.0aCO • I.O"H20
l.gu_ + 1.0_C0
: 1.0dCO2 • 1.0IH
: 1.0uCO2 • M
: 1.0nCD2 • 1.0_0
: 1.0aOH * 1.0nO
: 1.0aOH • 1.0"N
1.0UH2O • 1.01H
: 1.0"O • 1.0"H2O
: 1.0"HO2 • M
= 1.0uO2 • M
: 1.0"H2 • M
: 1.0_H_0 • M
: 1.0uOH * M
: 1.0"H2 * 1.0PCH2
1.0gOH * 1.0ICHZ
: 1,0_H2O • 1.0XCH2
= 1.0PNO2 • 1.0_ON
: L.OnHO • 1.0'O2
: 1.0,MO2 • M
: 1.0nHO • 1.0mOH
L.0mNG * l.gmO
: l.eaf:0 • 1.0*N
: 1.0xNO • 1.0,N
: 1.0"_CN • 1.0_N
: 1.0"11 * 1.0"llCO
: 1.0"HNC_ • 1.0"H
: 1.0"C0 * I.O,N
= |.0"IIC0 • 1.0"H
1.0"_C0 • 1.0"0
: 1.0"tlC0 • I.O_CO
: l. OUNO • 1.0_C0
: 1.0"H2 • l.O_CO
= 1.0mHIt • 1.0"C0
1.0"tIHC0 * 1.0UH
: L.0_HH2 + t.0wC0
: 1.0"M • 1.0"H20
: 1.0"0H • 1.0NOH
l.OnO • 1.0mlt2O





2.00000E 15 0.0000 104000.00
L.26000E 14 0.0000 11900.00
2.00000E 13 0.0000 9200.00
3.00000E 13 0.0000 6000.00
1.00000E 14 0.0000 3700.00
1.70000E 12 0.0000 14000.00
6.80000E 13 0.0000 0.00
2.00000E 13 0.0000 3300.00
5.00000E 15 0.0000 4570.00
5.00000E 15 0.0000 15000.80
S.00000E 16 0.0000 72000.00
5.30000E 13 0.0000 0.00
3.00000E 13 0.0480 0.00
2.00000E 13 0.0000 0.00
3.00000E 13 0.0000 0.00
3.00_00E 14 0.0080 14708.88
4.00000E 12 0.0000 8000.00
2.80000E 13 0.0000 -4540.00
1.20080E 11 0.0000 55000.00
2.20000E 14 0.0000 16790.00
1.80000E I0 1.0000 8000.00
5.20000E 13 0.0000 6500.00
6.30000E 12 0.0000 1003.00
1.50000E 15 0.0000 -1000.00
5.70000E 13 0.0000 -1788.00
8.30000E 17 -1.0000 0.00
8.40000E 21 -2.0000 0.00
6.20000E 16 -0.6000 0.00
2.70000E 1| 0,6700 25700.00
L.00000E IL 0.6800 25700.00
2.70000E II 0.6?00 25700.00
1.20000E 13 0.0000 2380.00
L.OOOOOE 13 0.0000 sq4.00
5.62000E 15 0.0000 -1160.00
2.90000E 14 0.0000 795.00
6.40000E 09 1.00_8 52S0.00
1.80000E 14 0.0000 76250.00
4.00000E 13 0.0000 0.00
6.00000E 13 0.0000 $300.00
S.20000E 12 0.6800 8100.00
4.00000E II 0.0000 2800.00
1,20000E 13 0.0000 0.00
2.50000E 14 0.0000 6000.00
5.20000E 13 0.0000 1000.00
70000E 12 0.0000 0.00
2.00000E 13 0.0000 0.00
1.00000E 13 0.0000 0.00
_.O0000E 13 0.0000 0.00
I.O0000E 14 0.0)00 9000.00
1.00000E L4 0.0008 GS_0.06
5.00000E 11 0.5000 1999.00
1.40000E 14 0.0000 1070.00
I.O0000E 13 0.C_08 1000.00
1 .,_." .:_ %:_+_::_;_'_,_;.'_.+_ _/_:_:_;_-_;_- . _ ___
,i _(,_j_::., : 5, _ c,o . , OF POOR C!.:.-',: _TY
J_ -- - 1.O MO2 = 1.0=0N * 1.0"02 I.BOOOOE 15 0.0003 1070.00
_ !.0:£,.. + !.o..oz ": l.o.Nzo + _.0,o2 7.,0000E12 0.0000 O.OO
_' _';'_';= : _'_:_;Z - !.O;_,ZO : L.O:,,Z ,.,000E I2 0.0000 0.00
• - _ : ,¢.v nou 1.0 ON 7.20000E I1 0.0000 18700.00
_ 1.0".CO *' 1.0_OZ : 1.0_¢O * 1.0_N_Z 3.00000E 13 0.0000 0.00
ALL THIRD BODY RATIOS ARE 1.0 EXCEPT THE FOLLOWING
ME02 , 2_) : 2.00000 RE02 o 271 = 1.60000 M(H2 o 2_) = 2.00000 M(H2 , 27) = 1._0000
_(_0 , Z_) = 32.50000 _(H20 • 27) = 20.00000 M(C02 , 24) = 7.SHOO MIC02 , 27) = 1.50000
_(C0 . Zq) : Z.00000 M(CO , 27) : 1.60000 RCCH_ , 2q) : S.00000 M(H2 , 2q) = S.00000
INITIAL STEP SIZE
INTEGRATION COHTROLS
0.50000E-0_ OR MAXIMUM RELATIVE ERROR 0.12q00E-0S
,n ASSIGNED VARIABLE PROFILE .u
THE AREA IS CALCULATED BY IHTERPDLATION FROM THE





























































AREA 1.07332E 03 Sq CM AXIAL PO51TION 3.S0000E 01 CM



































STEPS FROM LAST PRINT 13
AVERAGE STEP SIZE 0.76023E 00




HET SPECIES PRODUCTION REACTION RATE CONST
RATE (MOLE/CM..3/SEC) NUMDER CG5 UNITS
-2.59082E-03 l 2.2661E 02
3.10482E-04 2 4.1597E 12
B._50qGE-06 3 1.4316E 12
$.30766E-04 4 S.3734E 12
1.4720_E-05 5 3.4628E 13
2.6308_E-05 6 3.07_3E 10
4.3033_E-00 7 A.&000E 13
4.04043E-10 8 7.7670E 12
-3.38035E-03 0 1.3_I$E 13
01.37783E-07 II S.4517E 07
_.52261E-05 12 S.3000E 13
2.42760E'03 13 3.0000E 13
3.98757E-05 14 2.O000E 13
1.1ISS3E-0+ 15 3,0000E 10
02.76418E-10 16 4.4190E 12
4.08529E-12 17 4.0386E 11
-2.45511E-10 18 1.0287E 14
1.55509E-11 19 _.2776E 0_
-2.05751E-00 20 1.1883E 12
-2.630_0E-10 21 2.4653E 12
-2.73204E-10 22 &.OTOqE II
-I.SO511E-IO 23 4.AOSiE 12






NET ENERGY EXCHANGE RATE NET RATE/POSI-































































































































30 1.93156 10 1.269Z36 Oq 1.00000
31 Z.5472E 10 *3.7144ZE 04 0.09999
32 6.06636 IZ -2.155636 02 0.92664
33 _.42976 l] -9.671116 01 0,99817
34 7.8307E 15 3.499146 O] 0.09969
35 2.30_1E 1_ -!.1£4276 05 0.99999
36 1.87_56 IZ -1._1910E 02 1.00000
37 $.80496 Oq 1.622906 02 1.00000
]8 4.0000E 13 -1.502686 00 0.90945
39 1.3135E 13 -4.904626-01 0.33293
40 8.20276 10 -3.02593E Ol 0,_1128
41 1.7028E 11 Z.26288E 00 0.63205
4Z l,_O00E 13 -9,69450E-02 1.00000
43 4.4779E 1_ 1.99§03E O0 0.91579
44 2,40256 13 -7.0$LS§E 01 0.95437
40 3.70006 12 -1.969996 01 0.99995
46 2,00006 1_ -1.0833_E 02 1.00000
47 1.0000E 13 °Z.2784SE-05 0.99092
40 2.O000E 13 -1.911656 Ol 0.98233
40 7.58046 12 -1.$Z587E 02 0.84708
SO 8.74856 12 -I.GZtIOE 02 . 0.93165
St 1.18116 13 -q.0ZAEZE 01 0.09992
52 1.03026 1_ -I.70SIOE 08 1.00000
53 7.SOGOE 32 -3.80009E 07 0.09999
$4 1.1774_ 13 -4.209846 07 0.99987
55 7.9000_ 12 -6.34902E 07 0.95835
56 7.40006 12 -8.09018E 07 1.00000
_7 3.38526 09 -6.439266 OS 1.00000
58 3.0000E 13 -4.347106 08 0.99814
TOTAL ENERGY EXCHANGE RATE -Z,23066E 09 _kS$ FRACTION SUffi 0,0999998Z
(CAL-CMta3/G_x_2/SEC)











STEPS FROR LAST PRINT 37
AVERAGE STEP SIZE O.S_OS_E-OI




NET SPECIES PRODUCT]0N REACTION
RATE (HOLE_CH_m3_SEC) HUGGER CGS UNITS
-2.49_956-02 1 7.0661E 04
-S.98_&9E-03 2 6.0249E 12
4.922476*00 3 2.3793E 12
-8.07126E-03 4 7.4837E 12
1.72413E-02 S 6.2477E 13
Z.49831E-02 6 6.6599E 10
5.4IZLGE-0Z 7 6.8000E 13
-3.5499_E-07 O 0.3193E 12
-7.008&qE°02 9 _.7566E 10
-1.28304E-03 10 Z.q6_E 14
-8,39324E-0S 11 2.90q6E 09
1,01136E-02 12 5.3000E 13
1.61866E°02 l_ _.00006 13
-L.608336-03 14 2.O000E 13
2.213246-06 15 3.0000E 13
-1.30417E-10 16 9.99526 I]
1.005546°07 17 6.2C16E II
-1,149¥16-06 18 8.0061E 13
1.093036-10 19 3.6_3E 07
*1.487546-09 20 4.51916 12
3.06226E-10 21 4.9916E 12
-7.03108E'08 22 1.1SSSE 13
q.952_36-12 2_ _.Eq21E 12





















































































































(GCKP) END OF YHIS CASE -
/ ¢6 2.0000E ]3 -1.36878E 04 I.BOOOO
..... i 47 1.0000E 13 -_.b2SSZE-02 0.99569
_8 Z.0000E 15 °..60924E 05 0.998_3
_5 1.2_60E T$ 1.72056E 05 0.k_28
50 1.3988E 15 -7._404E 03 0.82_78
51 t.4681( 13 -2.60S|3E 03 0.76632
52 1.0525E I_ -2.99563E 0_ 0.997_5
53 7.9342E 12 -3.24V41E OS 0.9_635
5_ 1.2_IE 1_ -1.12158E 00 _.9_321
_5 7.9000£ 12 -1.50607E 09 0.99028
_6 7.4000E l_ -4.$)881E 09 1.00000
_7 t._063E O_ -9.23_33E 0_ 0.90837
58 3.0000E 13 -4.$3§12E 09 0.95850
27._3237 TOTAl ENERGY EXCHANGE RAtE -4.65682E 10 HASS FRACTZ0H SU_ 1.000000S5
(CAL-C_I_/G_nu2/$[C)




























































TI_E-_REA V£RSIO_ GENENAL CH£MICAL KIHETICS PROGRA_








































































* 1.0"CH3OH : 1.0_CH3 * 1.0nOH
+ 1.0.CH_ON 1.0nCH2ON _ 1.8"HO2
÷ |.0mCH3OH : 1.0mCH20N t |.0aN2O
* I.OnCH30N : 1.01CH2ON * 1.OuON
t 1.0ICH$OH = 1.01CN20H • 1.0_NZ
• |.O"CH_ON : 1.0mCH3 • I.O=H20
• 1.OUCH)OH = 1.0_CH20H t 1.01CH_
• 1.0"CN_OH : 1.0"CHZOH t 1.0"N202
* 1.0"CH20H : I.QmCH20 • 1.0nH
• 1.0"CHZOH 1.0*CH20 * 1.0"HOZ
1.0"CN_ : l.OaCH3 * 1.0UH
• |.0"CH_ : 1.0=CH_ • 1.0"H2
• |.0nCH_ : |.0"CH$ 4 1.0_0H
$ L.OiCH_ 1.0"CH$ • 1.0sH2D
+ 1.0"02 : 1.0,HCO • 1.0"0
• 1.0"02 : 1.0.CHZO • 1.0"0
• 1.0_02 1.0,CH2O • 1.0"0H
• 1.0mO = 1.0_CH20 • I.O"H
+ I,0"H : 1.0"NCU t 1.0mH2
1.0n0 |.0"HCO • 1.0"OH
1.0"DH : |.O"HCO t 1.0"H20
+ 1.0"O 1.0_C0 + 1.0"_
t 1.0mH : |.0ICO • 1.0nNZ
• 1 0XON 1.0_CO * 1.0"H20
t 1.0"_CO : 1.0nH • 1.0"CO
I,BaOH : I.O"C02 • I.O"H
• l.O=O 1.8uC02 +
• 1.0.62 : 1.0,C02 • 1.0,0
• 1.0.02 : 1.0,0N • 1.0,O
• 1.0,H2 : 1.0nON • 1.0,H
• 1.0nOH : 1.0lH2O * 1.0nH
• 1.0"0_ 1.0=0 + I.OaH20
• 1.0"02 : 1.0,HO2 • M
• 1.0.0 : 1.0,02 •
• 1.0"H : 1.0"H2 • M
• 1.0"OH : 1.0_H20 • M
* 1.0"CH$ 1.8SH2 • 1.8UCN2
• 1.0"CH3 : 1.0nOH • 1.0uCH2
• 1.0XCN3 : 1.0nNZO • 1.0,CH2
* 1.0,Cll2 = I.OnH2 • 1.0,CN
* 1.0"CH2 1.0.OH * 1.0"CH
1.0"CN2 : 1.0uN20 + I.OeCH
* 1.0"HO : 1.0,H02 • 1.0"OH
* 1.0.NO2 : 1.0.NO • 1.0.02
• 1.0"0 : 1.0sN02 * M
* 1.0"11 : 1.0"N0 • 1,0"ON
• 1.8"02 : 1.0.fl0 • 1.0"Q
* 1.0_N2 : 1.0SNO • 1.0xN
• 1.010H : 1.0nNO • 1.0UH
• 1.0"H2 1.0"HCN • 1.0mH
• 1.0nNCN : 1.0'N • 1.0mHCO
* 1.9"_N : 1.8nHNCO • I.O_H
• 1.0_0 1.0eC0 • 1.0nN
1.0"ON : 1.Q_NCO _ 1.0IH
• 1.0"02 _ t.0_NCO • 1.0"O
• 1,0,C02 : 1.0_NCO • 1.0"CO
• 1.0_,C0 1.0_NO • I.O=CD
* I.O"tlCO : 1.0_H2 * 1.0"C0
• I.O"NC0 : 1.0_NN • I+0"CO
• 1.0"IICO = 1.01NNCO • 1.0IH
• 1.0"N : 1.0_NH2 • 1,0uCO
• 1.0,OM = 1.0"N • 1.0"_20
• 1,0Wh02 : 1.0"0H • 1.0.011
• 1.0"HOZ : |.0n0 • 1.0nH2O
• 1,0_H02 : 1.0"0H • 1.0"02
* 1.0PH02 : 1.0"_20 * 1.0"02
• 1.0"O;t = 1.0"CH20 • 1.0"H2
• 1.0¢H02 1.0"H20 • 1.0iOH
• 1.0"02 = 1.0"CO • 1.0.llO2
• 1.0"H_02 : 1.0sH2O • L.0"H02
• 1.0"H202 = 2.0"H02
• l.0aH202 : 1.0XH02 • I.OIN2
• 1.0"H202 2.0"0N




3.2OOOOE 18 O.OOOO 80000.00
4.00000E 13 0.0000 50q00.08
4.00000E 12 O.0OOO 2O00.0O
1.60000E lZ 0.0000 2300.00
3.20000E 13 0.00O0 7000.00
S.00000E 12 0.00OO _300.00
2.08000E 11 8.0000 5600_OB
6._00O0E 12 0.000O 19400.00
2.50000E 13 0.000O 29000.00
1.00O0OE 12 0.0000 6000.00
Z.000O0E IS O.0000 104000.00
1.26800E lq 8.0080 llq08.O0
2.00000E 13 0.0000 9200.00
3.00000E 13 0.0000 6500.00
1.00000E 13 0.0000 0.O0
1.00000E 14 0.0000 3700.00
1.78880E 12 8.0&B_ 14008.00
6.80000E 13 O.OOOO 0.00
Z.00000E 13 0.0000 3300.00
S.00000E 13 o.0o0o _$7O.0O
_.000O0E IS 0.0000 I$000.00
$.08000E 15 0.0088 8.00
2.000O0E 13 0.0000 0.00
3.000O0E 13 0.0000 0.00
3.00000E 14 0.00OO lq?B0.00
4.00OO0E 12 0.0000 8000.00
2.&O0O0E 13 0.0008 -4§48.00
1.20000E 11 0.0000 3S000.00
2.20000E 1_ 0.0000 16700.08
1.80000E 10 1.0000 8900.00
S.20000E 13 0.0000 _00.00
4.30080E IZ 0.8808 1005.08
1.50000E 15 0.0000 -1000.00
$.70000E 13 0.0000 -L788.00
8.30000E 17 -1.0008 0.00
8.40000E 21 -2.0000 0.00
Z.70000E LL 0._708 25700.08
L.90000E 11 8.A800 2+700.00
2.70000E 11 0.6700 25700.00
2.90000E 11 0.7000 26008.00
3.20000E 11 0.$000 2A000.00
S.08880E LL 0.$000 60_0.00
1.20000E 13 0.0000 2380.00
1.00000E 13 0.0000 $9A.00
$.A20BOE IS 0.0000 -1160.00
2.90000E 14 0.0008 705.00
4.40000E 8q 1.0088 _ZS0.08
1.80000E 14 0.0000 782S0.00
4.00000E 13 B.0000 0.00
6.00000E 13 0.0000 5300.08
5.20000E 12 0.6800 8100.00
4.08880E 11 8.8080 2880.80
1.20000E 13 0.0008 0.08
2.S0000E lq 0.0000 8000.08
3.20000E 13 e.e000 lee|.08
3.70000E 12 0.0180 0.0B
2.00800E L$ 0.000& 8.80
1.00000E 13 0.0000 0.00
2.00000E I3 0.0000 0.00
1.00000E 14 0.0000 9000.00
1.00000E 14 0.0000 8500.00
S.80000E 11 0,$008 IS$$,88
1.40000E 14 0.0000 1070.00
1.00000E 13 0.0000 1000.00
1.60000E 13 0.0000 1070.08
7.90000E 12 0.0000 0.00
7.q0000_ 12 0.0080 0.08
7.20000E IL 0.0000 18700.u0
_.00000E 13 0.0000 0.G0
I.O0000E 1_ 0.0000 1800.00
4.00000E 13 0.0000 42A00.00
1.60808E 12 B.0000 3888.08
































, 33) : 2.00000 M(D2
, 5_1 : 52.50000 M(HZ0
, _) : 2.00000 MtCO
INITIAl STEP SIZE
ALL THIRD BODY RATIOS ARE 1.0 EXCEPT THE FOLLOMXNG
, 35) = 1.60000 MtN2 , 51) = 2.00000
• 36) : 20.00000 M(CD2 , 35) = 7.50000










mm kSSIGNED VARIABLE PROFILE nu
THIS IS A V=0 PROBLEM - AN ASSIGNED VARIAOLE IS NOT REQUIRED
THE VOLUME (DENSITY) MILL BE HELD CONSTANT FOR THIS CASE
AIR - FUEL COMBUSTION, EQUIVALENCE RATIO : 2.0000 OXYGEN FRACTION IN AIR : 0.2055



















STEPS FROM LAST PRINT 22
AVERAGE STEP SIZE 0.18162E-05



























































































































RATE CONST NET REACTION CONV RATE NET RATE/POSI-
CGS UNITS (MOLE-C_m_/GM_2/SEC) TIVE DIR RATE
2,5788E 07 4.76416E 03 O.BOq85
$._9682 06 -3.59050E 03 0.9772_
2.1121E 12 7,418S5E Oq 0.79899
7.57572 11 2.780_02 03 0.099q0
_._2S)E 12 2.56_802 Oq 0.99122
q.20_TE ll 6.qSq_E 03 0.00995
8.75082 0g 1.256182 03 0.0980_
1.2_56E 10 2._8_58E Oq 0.99230
2._19_E 09 1.25987E 00 0.99999
I.q72_E lI 9.13290E Oq 0.99970
7.5712E 00 -7.3392qE 02 0.099q7
2.8L95E 12 -].76372E 02 0.878_6
1.05992 12 6,128672 0O 0.63973
q.q165E 12 2.O0_05E Ol 0.05280
I.OOOOE 1_ 2,69718E-Oq I,OOOOO
3.0584E 13 1.9636_E O0 0.90986
1.9q55E IO 1.080202 03 I.O00OO
b.8000E l) 1.048292 05 1.000OO
6.9729E 12 2.q.i0_02 03 0,99982
1.16_IE 13 |.951122 03 0,99999
7.87_8E l_ 1.23271E 05 0.9999_
3,00OOE 13 1.12767E 01 I.OOO00
2.0000E 10 1.56735E Ol I.OOOOO
].OOgOE 13 l.ODqOq_ 02 l. O0000
2.7q57E 12 5._lqlSE Oq 0.99991
3.109SE II 1.99189E 03 0.99966
1.19_2E l_ 7.661532-0| 1.OOOO0
1.6810E 05 7,352ZSE O0 I.O0000
1.0331E 12 S.q]7IBE 03 0.99135
1.6Sq_E 12 1._qOZIE 02 0.93190
6.52582 12 5,233172 05 0,88087
4.4qqOE 12 -1.11422E 02 0.40850
2.06_E IS -8.lq3_gE 05 0,05010
1.0088E lq 3.652652-00 0.05566
5.265_E Iq 8.SqS_BE-O$ 0._$55_
_.$8182 IS A,699552-O| 0.05950
1.02_0E |0 $.28766E-01 0.99q_q
7.7_87E 00 1.19_55E-01 1.00O00
I.O230E 10 1.52998E O0 0.9900_
1.2q52E 10 2.091292-07 0.987_2
3.1SIIE 09 3.059_7E-08 0.0_914
2.9223E 12 2.T51_72-0_ 0.09855
5.512_E 12 7.85590E OO 0.86050
0.2571E 12 1.50864E-01 0.99990
8.1_95E IS -7.78161E-02 0.09696
2.2qqqE lq 8.S605qE OO I.OOOO0
MIXTUREMOLECULARMEIGHT
_..,.._.,.... . • •
• , .-. ,.:':"qOF. p,-",.+,L ,,"-:'"
28.57956
17 1.3710E 12 2,02404E-02 1,00000
48 4.8034E 03 6.09530E-0S 0.9917+
69 4.0000E IS 8.67S05E-04 0.90082
So 1.1046E 13 1.42654E-03 0.83162
S! 5.8493E 13 $.64488E-02 0.76416
52 1.6360E 11 -4.00322E-04 0.]6738
$3 1.2000E 13 7.69502E-06 1.00000
Sq 3.L&OSE 15 q.8272&E-O_ 0.42515
SS 2.3253E 13 9.796028-02 0.99507
36 3.7000E 12 -9.964158-02 0.9994|
57 2.00COE 15 1.12413E003 1.00000
58 1.O000E 13 A.25853E-09 1.00000
59 2.00008 13 2.267428-03 0.96?48
60 5.64888 12 4.96S04E002 0.64§71
61 6,6266E 12 2._1330E-01 0.¥5040
62 1.0484E 13 2.14319E-02 0.990?4
63 9.9483E 13 4+29761E 04 1.00000
64 7.2665E 12 3.13910E 0_ 1.00000
65 |.1369E )3 Z.355008 03 0.99999
66 7.9000E 12 |.58807E 04 0.99998
67 7.40008 12 1.10576[ 03 L.00000
68 1.8373E 09 9.21572E 01 1.00000
59 3.0000E 13 7.42985E 05 0.99795
70 5.6235E 12 8.12325E 02 0.86871
71 4.gS0_E 07 -5.192478 04 0.99982
72 4.7552E ]! -2.38383E C0 0.12313
73 6.3735E 10 6.14800E 04 0.00997
TOTAL EHERGY EXCHANGE RATE -9.661S8E 09 MASS FRACTTOH SUM 0.99999923
(CAL-CM"u3/GMum2/SEC)




























STEPS FROM LAST PRINT 26
AVERAGE STEP SIZE 0.769238-0&
























































































































































































NET REACTION CONV RATE NET RATE/POS|-













































































27.02887 TOTPL ENtXGY EXCHA_C_ _ATE
(CAL'CMuU3/GMnm2/SEC)













































3.587662 OS l. O0000
2.61053E 0_ 0.99009
1.qgO$6E 04 0.09983





































































DISTANCE-AREA VERSION GENERAL CHEMICAL KINETICS PROGRAM




















































































































































































I . 0 "1420
1 . 0 •C2H2





























































































































































































































• L .0"fro : t .0.H (,
• l .0,t;U : 1.0dO
+ |.0"0H I .0"CH20 •
• I . 0"_4U7 : 1.0.uZ0 *
• 1.0,02 [ .O"CO *
• I .0"0_ : 1.0'C_Hq •
Z.O'C_H5 : 1.0mC2H_
• t .Q,'CI4Z : t .O.C2t'lq *
+ I .0"C2H2 : 1.0"C_11 *
1.0'0 : 1.0"C0 •
+ 1.0"U2 : I .0iHCO •
• 1.0.02 : 2.O.HC0
• I . 0"C_ll2 1.0'CZH •
• I.OqC2H_ : ] .0JCZH *
+ 1.0"C2H$ : L.0_CZHq +
, 28) : 2.0a000 RE02
, 28) : 32.50000 R(H20






























ALL TH[RO 8O0Y RATIOS APE 1.0 EXCEPT THE FOLLOMING
INITIAL STEP 51ZE 0.I0000E-0_ CR
• 51) : 1._0000 R(_2 • 2S) : 2.00000 R(H2
, 31) : 20.00000 R(C02 • 28) : 7.50000 R(CH2
, 311 : 1.60000
INTEGRATION CONTROLS
flAXIRUR RELATIVE ERROR




































_ELL - STIRRED REACTOR CASE - AREA IS REACTOR VOLUHE
HEAT TRAHSFER CASE qOGI(CAL/_EC) : ( 9.00O0O)Te,2 + ( 5.00000E-QZ)T + (*¢.2ES00E 011
,x INITIAL CONDITIONS ,x

















AXIAL POSITION 2.O0000E-OI CR
HEAT LGSS(qOOT/TOTHA$) : -[.4325E-01 CAL/_
INTEGRATIOH INDICATORS
STEPS FROfl LAST PRINT
AVERAGE STEP SiZE
TOTAL HUR_ER OF STEPS
FUNCT EVALUATIONS
JACOb|AN EYA_U&TION5


































































RA1E COXST MET REACTIOH COHV RATE MET R&TE/POS3-
CO5 UH[TS (_0LEiCR,I3/_IIiZ/SEC) TIVE OIR RATE
2.?13AE-lq 1.81351E-1_ I.O0000
1.02?aE-OI 0.00000 0.00000
4.1SL_E 11 0,00000 0.00000
2,4721E 12 0.00000 0.00000
4.31_3E 09 0.00000 0.00000
6.AII6E 01 0.00000 0.00000
7.$2ZLE 09 0.00000 Q.00000
1.0625E 10 0.O0000 0.00000
2.1951E 11 0.00000 0.00000
1.0000E 13 0.00000 0.00000
4.81qbE 12 0.00000 0.00000
1.TATOE 07 0.00000 0.00000
A.8000( _3 0.00000 0.00000
1.$$79E 32 0.00000 0.00000
1.18lIE 12 0.00000 0.00000
1.1795E 11 0.00000 0.00000
3.0000E 13 0.00000 0.00000
Z.0000£ 13 0.00000 0.00000
3.0000E 13 0.00000 0.00000
1.7569E 09 0.00000 0.00000
5.6820E Oq 0.00000 0.00000
t.LS6$E 15 -l.d33qOE-)_ 1.00000
6.1796E-02 O.O000d 0.00000
2.3234E 08 0.00000 0.00000
}.S0_2E 05 0.00_00 0.00000
2.SZS6E 11 0.0c000 0.00000
2.SIZ|E lZ 0.00000 0.00000
3._004E IS 0.00000 0.00000
2.0678E 10 -7.6_Z_AE*3L 1.00000











MIXTURE MOLECULAR W_[GHT _9.85855
TI_E 0.00000 SEC
0.00000 31 2.2231E 16 0.00000 0.00000
O.0000a $2 l.qlAOE Oq 0,00_00 0.00000
0.00000 3) 1.06_OE 04 0.00000 0.00000
_q 1.4180E _4 0.00000 0.00000
_S _.7062E 12 0.00_00 0.00000
)6 6.135bE 12 0.00000 o.00000
37 1.4542E 16 0.00000 O.OOOO0
38 1.5115E 14 0.00_00 0.00000
_9 2._q2bE 10 0.00000 0.00000
40 1.)017E-13 0.00000 0.00000
41 q.OOOOE 13 0.00000 0.00000
42 2.5_91E 04 0,00000 0.00000
43 7.7920E 11 0.00000 0.00000
4q 1.0632E 07 0.00C00 0.00000
45 q.0310E 10 0.00000 0.00000
_ I._OOOE 13 0.00000 0.00000
47 I.B_5$E 12 0.o0000 0.00000
48 6.2589E 10 O.OGO00 0.00000
4q q.qZq2E 10 0.0000_ 0.00000
50 [.qlOgE 1_ 0.00000 0.00000
51 _.7000E 12 0.00000 0.00000
52 2.0000E 1_ 0.00000 0,00000
5_ |.0000E 1_ 0.00000 0.00000
5q 2.0000E I! 0.00000 0.00000
55 2.405_E 12 0.00000 0.00000
56 $.7000E 12 0.00000 0.00000
57 1.0372E 11 0,00000 0.00000
58 $.6780E 12 0.00000 0.00000
59 l.zSlBE 02 0.00000 0.000@0
60 2.50_2E t2 0.0000Q 0.00000
61 1.44_0E 04 0.00000 0.00000
52 4._125E 03 0.C0000 0.000=0
_$ q.O_SqE 10 0.00000 0.00000
64 1.0C00E lq 0.0_000 0.00000
6S I.O000E 15 0.00000 0.00000
46 7.4000E 12 0.00000 0.00000
67 1.5392E 05 0.=3000 0.00000
68 _.O000E 15 0.00000 0.00000
b9 2.7938E 10 0.00000 0.00000
70 q.8OOOE 1_ _.00000 0.00000
71 2.O0OOE i_ 0.00000 0.00000
72 1,9_4_E L0 0.00000 0.00000
75 1.0S90E 12 0.00000 0.00000
74 3.Z240E 10 0.00000 0.00000
75 _.]214E 02 0.00000 0.00000
?A 2.6_45E-27 0.00000 0.00000
77 6,0422E 07 0.00000 0.00000
7S 3.2620E 0& 0.00000 0.00000


















HEAT LOSS(qGOT/TOT_AS) : 7.5270E-_t ¢ALIG


























AREA 6.02600E 03 SO C_ AXIAL POSITION 2.00000E'01 C_
INTEGRATION INDICATORS
STEPS FRG_ LAST PRINT 0
AVERAGE STEP SIZE 0.00000




NET SPECIES PRODUCTION REACTION RATE CONST
RATE _OLE/C_a_]/SEC) HUMBER CGS UNITS
-1.23516E-05 l 1.73_E 08
-1.1_991E'05 2 2.92_3E 09
1.50621E-0_ _ 7.9_74E 12
2.4_6_0E-_$ _ L.Z204E L$
1.15914E°05 S 1.906SE 12
1.02426E-07 6 Z.0971E 10
$._qtO&E-09 7 B._TE 12
7._9043E-08 8 2.4504E IZ
$.4_57E-07 9 7.6292E 12
_.0620qE-08 10 I.O000E 13
-l.q_BqE-0$ II 4._9BqE |_
-I.lJo9E-06 IZ 6.qb55E 10
_.78653E-0_ 1_ E.BOOOE 1_
-2.91_5E-06 14 9.qlB_E 12
-q.3|874E-07 IS 1.7622E I_
6.2_89E-00 16 2.S7_&E lq
l.qT12_E-07 17 ].000OE 13
-l._ZqqIE-07 _ 2.0000E 1_
-[.90_70_-09 19 $.0_00E 1_
3.592ZOE-07 20 l.Oq77E 13
-$.66_25E-07 21 6.q_qTE 11
8.6_199E-09 2Z "7.890SE 13
2.170_2E-O& 2_ 4.76BVE 12
NET REACTION COHV RATE NET RATE/PO$I-
































r'!,rO ' _ _;'_!2[-08 2.q106_[-08
".':_ _.Z31/NE-09 2.5780_E-09
,..t41 2.7_.f._[-Oq 2.57_0_E-09
C_J _ _C_L-GI 2.5/8C_E-07
ORIG!,'_?,L T":.:..:. "._
OF POOR _._'.:."_,L:"[
MIXTURE _OLECULAR ;EIGHT 25.7B_36
+_.34255E-o6 25 S.20791 12 o3.078110-02 0.00004
I 5_4720-06 26 I.|195E I$ +S.2S6110 00 0.00002
-1._9216E-06 27 4.9095E 12 6._&750E*05 0.00002
_.295910-12 28 I.C_45E 15 -1.27656(-52 0.02707
2._6584E-0_ 29 8.$717E |$ -6.5576_[-I0 0.00008
-5.97_69[-06 $0 _.7630E 16 &._2724E-U6 0.00000
S.7_5670-C6 _1 [.7274_ IS -9.1_95_E-04 0.00002
-$.618]_E-08 _2 |._$I?E 11 -1.&198_E-02 0.98202
0.00000 _3 1.01210 lI -_.1q906[-05 0.$d202
$_ |.$$17E 11 -S._$_81E-05 0.&20Z
45 6.9112E 12 -_.207_E-05 0.91600
_b a.72qfiE 12 _.567B_E-OS 0.91827
_7 7.$252E 15 -1.569520-01 0.91828
_8 2._I_B[ 1_ 5.5585_E*01 0._1828
_9 $.$901E 12 1._8957E-0_ 0.0000_
_0 _.99_0E 05 -$.$5_$2F-07 0.00005
_1 4.0000E 13 S.77606E-0& 0.00000
42 1,953_E 09 _.0_1S90-05 1.00000
_ 1.7901E I$ _.28322E O0 0.98_$2
_ 5.5_50E 11 -5.291_[-05 0.9B_2
4S 2.11I_E II -!.q7_sE-e8 0.00000
_6 1.20_0E 15 6.7316_E-05 0.9&_2
_7 5._5770 I$ 2.$8_?_t-02 0_62_6
_& I 232_E I) $.O2_29E 00 b._7082
_9 1._)74E l) 6._9_9_[-_5 0.00002
50 2.5;71E I_ 6._95_E-0S 0._62_9
St $.70_0E _2 ],05711E-01 0.4+24_
52 2.0030E 15 I.I0656E-0_ 0 97082
S_ I.O0=OE 15 1.76351E-0" 0 97082
S_ 2.0000E 15 4.05_12E-02 0._70a2
SS 1._76E 13 -S.B5712E-L8 0._1000
57 1.53tPE 15 +2.59_10E-01 0.86_:_
58 4._OlE 13 -2.39_12E-01 0.B_7G_
59 2.9059E 12 1.127090 O_ 0.999_1
60 2+21520 15 l.llS_6E-Cq 0.87567
61 1.632_E I| -l.$7_1_E-02 0.9702'
62 3.9019E 10 -7._05050-06 0,970.7
6_ S._710E 12 -1,500_70-0! 0.97027
6_ I.OO00E I_ 1.21117E-02 I.O0000
65 1.0OG_E 15 1.21117E-05 _.00000
66 7._00_E lZ 5.96605E-3) 0.9_0_
67 1.0O9]E Io 6.651250-05 0.02705
68 $,0000[ 15 -1.$3_84E-0_ 0.02707
69 _.?_COE II 2.68_95C-06 0.99980
70 q.BOOOE 1_ 1.20100_-0_ 0.99080
71 2.0000E I_ -1._1967E-05 0.98611
72 1.21_S_ 12 -7.0985_E-02 0.98631
75 6.02_50 12 ].6£56;E-0S 0.9_277
7_ 2.02_2E 12 1.0_861[-05 1.00000
75 6.7152E O_ $.6_60E-08 0.99999
76 5.0_26[ 02 -1._06S6E-07 0.98651
77 &.SZC2E 11 -2.67756E-0_ 0.986]1
78 _.7_6_E I_ 1,860O70 O_ 0.99980
TOTAL ENERGY EXCHANGE RATE 1.652S4E 08 MASS FRACTION SUM 1.00001621
(CAL-CM_+_G_,,2/SEG)
_ELLSTIRREO REACTOR CALCULATIOH .... C_H_ - AI_ WELL-STIRRED REACTOR + ROCKET EXPANSION PROB. GCKPB_ CASE 9
|NITIAL SfAIE FINAL STATE FINALI_NITIAL RATIO
POES_UR_ ATM 5.0_000 S,00000 _.00000
T_:. DES K 61%0C0 2198.85 _.58119
E',_PY CAL/G_I/K 1.72+51 2.5_21_ 1._5579
:L'+_lry C:t/C:_''$ 2.9511_E-05 7.1_5370"0_ 0.2_117
E','+!_LP¢ C_L/G_ 3S._8 35.2553 0.97B150
::;C. tl+. Of ttlxT 29;5£_ 25.7ZS2
SPECIES MOLE FR_CT MASS FRACT MOLE FRACT MASS FRACT
C_+B 5.q1295E-02 8.7_2610-02 2.57882E-0_ _.40970E-09
C_H5 0.00000 0.00000 2,578_2E-09 2,q5620E-00
CH$ 0.0G_00 0.0_000 1.6040_E-05 9._56520-06
C2H_ 0.0_000 0.00000 1.175_:-06 1.27876E-05
H O.O_CO0 0.00000 1.1751_-03 q.S?_lTE-OS
0 0.0_000 0.0000_ S.1120_[-06 $.171610-0A
CH20 0.0_000 0.00000 5.25931E-07 6.10029E-07
C_,Z 0.00000 0.00000 _.78767E-06 2.060230-06
_CO 0.0_000 0.00000 l. Slql3E-07 1.70380E-07
CH_ 0.0_000 0.00300 _._9970-0S 2.1_005E-0S
C_H7 0.00000 0.00000 2.578_2E-09 q.$0_900-09
_+2 0.00000 0.00000 6.18211E-02 _.81_6_E'03
_ 0.00_00 0.00000 $.8291_E-0q 2._25_0E-0_
H2_ 0.00000 0.00000 I._1235E-OI 9.$6928E-02
CH 0,00000 0.00000 q.29721E-O8 2._69_2E-08
O_ 1.97115E-01 2.11252E-01 2.33939E-0S 2.?0265E-05
Cfl 0.05000. 0.00000 1.06415E-01 l. ISS88E-Gl
CO2 2.82$70E-rq 4.15200E-Oq q.6192_E-02 7.91727E-02
_CZ 0.00000 0.00000 7.85q97E-08 1.00532E-07
m_ 0.0c000 0.00000 S.q$31OE-O5 $.32171E-05
PI_2 0.00000 0.00000 2.57832E-09 _.60:60E-09
0.00000 0.00000 2.8757_E-00 1.56200E-08
r_2 7._qlOlE-OI 6.89289E-01 6._q5160-01 6.89256E-OL
HLH 0.00000 0.00000 2.277qqE-06 2._86d0E-06
CPI 0.00000 0.00000 2.57fi82E-09 2.601_0E-07
t+t'CO 0.00000 0.00d00 S.92112E-07 9.87979E-07
_C0 0.00000 0.00000 2.57C82E-05 q.Z0170E-0q
h,2 0.00000 0.0_000 1.3872_E-06 8.6193)E-07
P*_ 0.00000 0.010C0 2.2757QE-08 I._2]90E-OB
C_H$ 0.00000 0.00000 6.0_)qlE-08 5._$4SIE-08
C2++2 0.00_00 0.0#000 2.8_56_E-04 2.87_21E-0_
C_H 0.00000 0.00000 7.1q2_90-06 6,952_9E-06





(_!.o. _ • ,, ,,_
,OF P(."::., •
HEAT LOSS(QDOF/NOOT) : ?.8896E-01 CAL/G
VOLUME 6026.00 CHum3 HASS FLO 85.00 GM/SEC
MOOT/VOLUflE : 0.01411 RESIDENCE TIME : 50.6636 nSEC ZTERATZ0NS : It
MELLSTIRRED REACTOR CALCULATION .... C3H8 - AIR _(LL-STIRRED REACTOR * ROCKET EXPANS|ON PRO|. GCKP84 CASE 9
IN[T|AL STATE FIHAL STATE FZHALIINZTIAL RATZO
PRESSURE ATfl 5.00006 S.0000Q l.O0000
TEMP. 0EG R 61_ 00O 2182.60 3.55477
Er4IROPY CAL/GM/K 1.7275! 2.341_7 1,35563
OEHSITY GM/Cna.3 2.gAStgE-03 7.19134_-04 0.74769
[HTHALPY CAL/G_ 36.0_38 35.9796 0.997958
HOL. MT. OF MtXT 29.ASS& 25.7587
GAf,MA 1.21S4 1.2668
SPECIES HOLE FRA_T flASS FRACT HOLE F2ACT MASS FRACT
C3H8 5.91295E-0 8.7_261E-02 7.05912E-O8 1.20847E-07
C2HS 0.0000J 0.00000 ?.57587E-09 2.90670E-05
CH$ 0.000k0 0.00000 4.19402E-0S 2.44799E-05
C2N4 0.0O_00 0.00000 4.20580E-_6 4.58056E-06
H 0.00000 0.00000 3.2072,_*_$ 1.25S02E-04
0 0.00000 0.00000 3.Oqll_E-_S 2.385_E-05
CH20 0.00O00 0.00000 1.8&SOSE-U6 2.1740_E-0&
CH? 0.00000 _.00000 _.205?bE-_S _.2008_E-05
NCO O.O0000 0.00000 4.72258E-u7 S.32024E-07
CH4 0.0000O 0.00000 3.24704_-05 2.02231E-GS
C3H7 0.0OO00 0.00000 2.575_7_-09 4.30850E-09
H2 0.00000 0.00000 6.102_4E-02 4.77S82E-03
OH 0.0000O 0.00000 1.02721E-03 6.78207E-04
H20 0.00000 O.OOOO0 1.403_5E-01 9.81272E-02
Ct! 0.00000 0.00000 6.64732E*07 3._5969E-07
02 1.9711SE*OI 2.11232E-01 1.06SOVE-O4 1.32401E-04
CO 0.0000O 0.00000 1.0S727E-01 1.1496&E-01
C02 2.82370E-04 4.16200E-04 4.6587_E-02 7.?$975E-02
HO2 0.0O000 0.00O00 1.0709_-06 1.37228E-06
N0 0.00000 O.O0000 8.8597_E-0S 1.03206E-04
NO2 0.00000 0.00000 7.$758;_-@_ 4.60060E-09
H 0.09000 0.00000 1.92562E007 1.04710E-07
117 7.34701E-0_ &.89289E-01 6.3376r[0o| &.Oq2$1E-O!
NON 0.C0000 0.00000 6.29_t-06 _.604SAE*0&
CH 0.00go0 0.00000 1.4S736L-0_ 1.47202E-08
HHCO 0.00000 0.00000 1.3295_(-04 2.22068E-96
He0 0.00000 0.00000 2.12527_-03 3.46668E-08
HN2 0.00000 0.00000 &.7_72SI-06 $.4_11SE-0S
HN 0.00000 0.00000 _.0299_E-07 &.0038?E-08
C2H3 0.00000 0.00O00 3.4|6S3E-07 3.5872GE-07
C2N2 0.00000 0.00000 3.97843E-04 4.021S6E*04
¢2H 0.00000 0.00000 2.68655E-0S 2.61054E*05
AR 6.7726SE-0_ 1.17370E-02 7.$6812E'03 1.17_70E-02
HEAT LOSS(QOOT/MOOT) : 7._SSSE-R2 CAL/G
VOLU_E 6026.00 CHert3 HASS FLO 885.00 G_/SEC
_DOT/VOLUHE : 0.1468& RESIDENCE T_E : 4.8966 HSEC ITERATIC½S : 8
MELLST_RRED REACTOR CALCULATZON .... C3H8 - AIR MELL*STIRRED REACTOR + ROCKET EXPANSION PROS. GCKP86 CASE 9
IHITIAL STATE FZHAL STATE FINAL/INITIAL RATIO
PRESSURE ATH 5.00000 5.00000 1.00000
TEMP. 0EG R 514.000 2172.26 3.53788
EHfROPY CAL/GM/K _.7215| 2.34155 1.35545
UEHS]TY _:I/CM_u3 7.96319E-03 7.22007E-O& 0.24366
EHIHALPY CAL/G/'I 36.0538 3A.0153 0.998932
MOL. Mr, OF HIXT 29.858k 25,7391
G_I'IMA 1.2954 1.2577
SPECIES MOLE FRACT MASS FRACT MOLE FRACT MASS FRACT
C3H8 5.91255E-02 8.73751E*02 1.46744E-07 2.S1406E-07
C2HS 0,0O000 0.00500 1.0_IA7E-08 1.16486E-08
CH$ 0.0000O 0.O0000 5.15940E-05 $.01577E-0S
C7H4 0.00000 O.OCO00 S.89461E-O& 6.4247&E-OA
H 0.00000 0.0000d 4.$4917E*0_ 1.70518E-04
O 0.00000 0.00000 7.0Z47SE-05 4.3603+E-05
CH20 0.000O0 0.00000 7.AS920E-0A _.I0710E-Oi
C_2 0.00000 0.0G000 3.29aS7E-0S 1.7976ZE-0S
HCO 0.00000 0.00000 6._7362E-07 7.74_41E*07
CH4 0.00000 0.00000 2.92_6_E-05 1.87S41E-05
C_H7 O.00O00 0.00000 2.57_91E-09 4.30890F-0g
H2 0.00000 0.0C000 4.071_3E-02 4.7_510E-05
OH 0.00000 0.00000 1._71_2E-03 q,0649_E-04
H20 O.000O0 0.00000 1.39677E-01 9.775S7E-02
CH 0.0O000 0.00000 1.35003E-06 5.72738E-07
02 1.97115_-01 2.11232E-81 1.53462E-04 2.0_204E-04
CO 0._0000 0.00000 1.0S464E-01 1.14713E-01
C02 2.82370E-04 4.16200E-04 4.A6539E-02 7._7713E-02
H02 O.OGO00 O.O0000 2.3644_E-05 3.03197E-05
_0 O.OOOO0 0.00000 9.80938E-05 1.1435SE-04
NO2 O.0O000 0.00000 2.57351E-09 4.600AOE-O?
H 9.00000 0.00000 3.07919E-07 1.57567E-07
N2 7.34701E-01 6.8928_E-0L 5._3276E-0| 5,89223E-01
HCH 0.00000 0.00000 7.$4242E-06 7.qlSSSE-O&
CH 0.00000 0.00000 2.2_81_E-08 2.30281E-03
Hr_CO 0.00000 0.00000 1.44177E-_6 2.41004E-06
NC0 0.00010 O.00000 2.96390E-08 4.8383_E-0&
HH2 0.00000 O.00000 1.30_74E-05 8.1_469E-0&





























































_T[PS FROM LAST PR[HT
AVERAGE STEP S[ZE
TOTAL hUmBER OF STEPS
FUNCT EVALUATIONS
JACOBEAN EVALUATION5
CHPM_ER PRESS : _00.0 P_[A THROAT AR[A: 2.200000 00 _O [N
t225.3 METERS/SEC : 12S.3 L_-SEC/L& 1¥A¢ : 1_55.$ _ETERSISEC : 183.5 LB-SEC/LS
CSTAR : S/IJ.] FT/SEC THRUST COEFF : 0.7050 AREA RATIO : 1.339
HEAT LOSS(Q00T/_OOT) : 3.$0110-02 CAL/(G-Cfl)
CHEMICAL PROPERY|ES
5PECZES MASS FRACTION MOLE FRACY[0N NET SPECIES PROOUCTION
RATE (_OLE/C_3_SEC)
C3_& 2.$14_6E-07 |._7_[-07 -5.320_7E-0_
CZ,_ 2.z&_aAE-o8 Z.0_167E-08 -_.la_aeE-o5
C,3 3.01371E-05 5+L5_40£-05 1._1161E-0$
C2_ 6._2475E-04 S._94_[E-0b _.$q_?KE-0$
H I.?03lSE-04 _.3_917E-0] 2.05693E-05
0 _,_&036E*0S 7.014_4E*05 1.2_760-0S
CH2Q $.LQZLOE-04 2._sqz0E*04 Z,_lqsE-04
CH2 1.7976_E*0S ).29S570-05 -_._446]E-07
HCO 7.74941E007 6.A?)GZE*07 -B._I|A_E*CS
CH_ t.A2S4LE*OS 2._28&SE*05 -2,IAL_SE-O?
CJH? 4.30890E-09 _.$75910-09 -1.350_6E-03
_ 4.75510E-05 t.07153E-OZ -|.77006E-0_
OH q.054qJE*0_ t._TLgZE*05 -2,_$7_LE-03
H20 ?.77S57E-02 _.]1671E-01 ).0_281£-_]
CH 4.727_BE*07 1.3_003E*06 °1.6_$00E-07
02 Z.05Z0_E-04 |.6_62E-04 -|.6S601(*03
CO 1.147730-01 |.054640-0| 8.2S656[-04
C02 1.1771_E-02 4.66S$E*GZ 7.70424E-04
_O2 _._$1q70-06 2.$54_qEo04 L.lq_6_E-0?
NO 1.145S50-04 0.80937E-0S _.642_0E°07
N02 4.500ACEo09 2.5739|E-09 6._5_060007
N L.ATS47E°0T ].07qlqE*o7 -6._5758E-LQ
N_ 6.&9_2]E-01 6,]5276E-0| -5.93J?!E-07
NCN 7._19S_E*06 ?.$42_E°06 1.454710°07
CN 2.102_L_°G& 2.ZTAI$E-0_ -4.2SOZ_E-0&
HNC0 2.41004E-G6 1.4_1770-05 -2.641_7E°08
_CG 4._33|_E-08 _.76390E-_8 -1.09782E-07
NN2 &.15_490-04 L.3067_-05 2.5A5|50-07
NH 8.0S174E°08 1.44510E-07 1.50_30E°09
C2H3 6.0517qE-01 5.759_5[-07 -_.6_582E-05
C2H2 _.11_50E-04 _.125570-04 S.00_BLEo05
CZH 3.60795E-0S 3,712_1E-05 $.7_08E*07


























































HET REACTION CONV RATE NET RATE/POSE-




























































































































































































STEPS FROR LAST PRINT
AVERAGE STEP SIZE








CHARSER PRESS : 300.0 PSIA THREAT AREA : 2.20000E 00 SQ IN
1_28,_ RETERS/SEC : 16A.I LE-SEC/LB IVAC : 198S.3 _ETERS/SEC : 202.4 LB-SIC/LB
CSTAR : 5718.2 FTSSEC THRUST COEFF : 0.7346 AREA RATIO : 2.043
HEAT LOSS(QOOT/_OOT) : 2.7886E-02 CAL/(G-CR)
CHERICAL PROP(RIIES
_ASS FRACT]0N ROLE FRACTION NET SPECIES PRODUCTION REACTION RATE CONST
RATE (_OLE/C:_moS/$EC) tCURBER CGS U_IIS
q.2$IOiE-12 5.38821E12 717911E-11 1 21282E O&
6._$046E-09 5.51818E-05 4.51_3_[-08 Z _.$474E 08
1.9|284(-05 3.2/_7_E-0S -2._$0_2E-0S $ 4.1649E 12
LI_5$_E-0A !.087S7E-06 2.7_660E-0& 4 1.0611E 13
1191497E-04 _,8J00CL-0$ | 45251E-05 S l.llTq( 12
2.98611(-0S _.80_|0E-0S -6.9354lE-0S b $.772CE 0g
_._071E-06 2.8IZJ&(-C6 1.72:ZIE-06 7 4.4992E 12
L.ST_¥E*0S _+SqlSIE-OS 9.25914E-06 8 1.5211E IZ
7.840504-07 6.95_$74-0_ 2._49404*07 _ _.5902_ IZ
128243E-0S 2.O57S4(-05 -2.147_2E-0S 10 I,G030E lJ
S.ISSO0E°IS 3.;8SS&E-IS l.$$?8E-X4 11 $.S4SAE 15
4.74647E-0_ 6.060_,2[-02 1.727_84-04 12 $.$7|_E tO
S.00395E-04 7.575J2E-04 -1.63586E-03 15 6.30004 13
979152E*02 1._9)_SE-01 _.641)1E-05 14 7.93774 12
3._159_E-07 6.7S160E-07 -1.864_E-06 IS l._qO_E l_
IL_SISE-04 9.07_;E-0S -1.09577E-0_ lb |.II2IE 14
1.14_65E-01 ,.0SC_[*01 -_.519624-0_ 17 $.0000E l_
5.056444-02 4.71187E*02 1.6911_E-0_ l& 2.0000E 13
5.$4364E-06 _.167_4(-06 I ]19164-06 19 $.O000E 1_
I I_E-04 9.8;$_6(-05 3.46474E-08 20 4,GgCbE 12
¢.3_733E-09 2.706434-09 S.3_073_-10 21 4,257AE 11
1._9180E-01 Z.7*,L$;E-07 *1.$8614E-©7 22 9.ASAE 15
6.89_2_E-01 6.35_C_(-0| ?.58_4q_-08 _$ k.St,_E 06
7 9!_6_E-06 1.5_171E-06 -S.l_|IE-_8 24 1.991SE 12
I I_64LE-O& l.t+425E-Oa -Z.9$3OSE-O& :+ 2.67_3E lZ
1.5_286E-06 8.q5_iE-Ol -1.619_SE-0_ _S 8.42_6E 1_
2.1259SE*08 1._02_E-08 -4.07176E-08 27 4.65_94 12
"A_B466E-06 1.$629qE-3S 1.6709qE-06 _3 1.93484 IS
$6GYC_C°0& |.47574_-07 -9.72_464-09 29 9.40_$E 13
1.04057_-06 ?.901_1E-07 _.95a42E-00 $0 4.61_74 14
$.91106E-9_ 5.8662',E-04 -6._41S?E-0S 51 2.601|E |5



































NET REACTIQN COPIV RATE NET RATE/POSZ-











































































































































































































STEPS FROM LAST PRINT
AVERAGE STEP SIZE
TOTAL NUMBER OF STEPS
FUNCT EVALUATIONS
JACOBIAH EVALUATIONS






1531.7 METERS/SEC : 107.0 LB-SEC/LB IVAC : 2171.1METERS/SEC : 221.t LB-SEC/LB
CSTAR : 5715.3 FT/SEC THRUST CUEFF : 1.1089 AREA RATIO : 3.875
HEAT LOSS(ODOT/_DOT) : 1.703_E-02 CAL/(G-Cfl)



































HEY SPECIE5 PRODUCTION REACTION RATE CQHST
RATE (MOLE/CMu.3/SEC) NUHBER CGS UNITS
5.29215E-10 I t.0365E 03
2.19289E-07 2 1.0331E 07
-2.AI791E-0A 3 t.3122E 12
1.59255E-03 t 8.7490E 12
1.06431E-01 S S.3SSOE 11
-1.12512E-05 A 3.5431E OB
1.29A$tE-07 7 1.9225E 12
• .13792E-07 8 7.8826E IL
1.13650E-07 9 3.6511E 12
-I.55057E-O& I0 I.O000E 13
2.12115E-15 11 2.7250E 15
-5.55312E-0S 12 1.2309E tO
-2.07500E001 13 A.80OOE 13
A.75214E-05 14 6.2701E 12
-1.81815E-07 IS 1.0032E 13
-8.45129E-05 IA 5.1826E 13
-1.39525E-04 17 3.0000E 13
1.525ATE-04 18 2.0000E 13
I.O00SSE-06 19 3.0000E 13
-3.2_55SE-00 20 1.7108E 12
5._)064E-12 _L 2.4037E 11
-3.32_09E-08 22 1.381CE 14
2.103_2E-08 25 5.5514E 05
-6.57951E-00 2; 6.0182E II
-3.0aooaE-o_ _ 1.1287E 12
-1.83123E-0 ? 2_ 5.2911E 12
-3.28465E-09 27 _.2905E 12
1.89576E°03 28 2.1318E 15
-7,67135E-10 29 1.0686E I_
2.33321E-06 _0 S.7972E It
-7.516&4E-OA 31 4.0575E 15
-1.14222E-04 _2 t.1551E 05




































NET REACT|ON CONY RATE NET RATE/POSI-































































































































































































AXIAL POSITION 4.00OBOE §O C_
ZNTEGNATIQH INDICATORS
STEPS FROR LAST PRINT
AVERAGE STEP SIZS
TOTAL NURSER OF STEPS
FUNCT EVALUATIONS
JACOBIAN EVALUAT|ONS
CHAMBER PRESS : 300.0 PSIA THROAT AREA : 2.20000E 00 SQ IN
21n2.8 HETERS/SEC : 214._ LB-SEC/L9 IVAC : 2285._ HETERS/SEC : 233.0 LB-SEC/LB
CSTAR : 5714.1 FT/SEC T)IRUST ¢OEFF : 1.2073 AREA RATIO : $.693
HEAT LOSS(qDOT/MDOT) _ 9.8306E-03 CAL/(G-CM)





























NET SPECIES PRODUCTIQH REACTION RATE COHST
RATE (MQLE/CMUUS/SEC) NUMBER CGS UNITS
1.19028[-09 l I.I168E 0l
3.76604E-07 2 1.0441E 06
-4,62625[-07 3 3.0123E 12
_.12543E*08 4 7.2_2E 12
2.13772E-05 5 2.3575E 11
*1.93177E-06 $ 3.2_64E 07
-7.96075E-08 7 O.18SOE 11
-1.38327E-07 8 4.0738E 11
1.27327E*07 9 2.3674E 12
-1.652,8E-07 10 I.O000E 13
1.43743E-14 11 2.O_AOE 13
-1.52184E-05 12 4.5410E OB
-3.04452E-05 13 6.8000E 13
2.01492E-05 14 4.948_E 12
-l.AOSOIE-08 IS 7.2272E 12
"1.13747E-_6 16 2.0313E 13
-1.07034_-05 17 3.0000E 13
1.24370E-05 18 2.0000E 13
I.S?88_E-07 19 3.0000E 13
-2.12823E-09 20 5.9588E 11
-$.15331E-11 21 1.3539E II
"7.09134E-09 22 1.9127E 14
q.$q753E-QS 23 4.4251E 04
-4.35210E-10 24 1.8043E 11
"3.61216E-10 25 _.9497E II
"2.87627E-08 "26 3.320_E 12







NET REACTION CONV RATE NET RATE/PQSZ*














































1 l. OmN • 1.0.02
2 l.OnO * l. OnH2
3 l.OnH • l.OnO
6 |.OnO • 1.0nO
$ 2.OnH
k I.OnNO • I.OnO
7 M • 1.0uN20
B 1.0uO • L.0NN20
I l. OUNO_ • L.ONE
l0 1.0.O• • 1.0mE
lI l. OnOZ • l.OmE







ORiC_i_'" 'L . ,o









































































































GENERAL CNENICAL KINETICS PROGRAM
NIGH TEHPERATURE AIR IONIZATION CASE 10
NASA LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
REACTION
= 1.0nNO • 1.0mO
: 1.0.HO * 1.0UN
z 1.0"02 • M
• 1.0nN2 • M
: l. OmN02 • n
: 1.0uN2 • 1.0nO
: 1.0.H2 • L.0mO2
= 1.0UN • 1.0nO
: 1.0nO • fl
= 1.0.02- • H















• 3) : 2.25000
, 10) • 6.50000
ALL THIRD BODY RATIOS" ARE 1.0 EXCEPT THE FOLLOWING
MEN2 • 6) : 1.55o00 nIu2 , 11) : 0.00002



































































HIN , 10) z 0.03000
_AXIflUH RELATIVE ERROR 0.10000E-04
AREA (CHuu2) = (
nu ASSIGNED VARIABLE PROFILE an
THE AREA IS CALCULATED FROH THE FOLLOWING POLYNORIAL































02 ° 4.2_B_E-15 q.$$9_E-lO
O- O.OOOOO 0.00_00

































MIXTURE _OLECULAR ME_GHT 28._8171
AA BO
-0.2068_E OO 0.28_82E OO
VARIABLE DERIVAfIVES








ORICt++,T," ,o +.... - .
OF P_,_-'+. -
• " INITIAL CONDIT[OHS "u











STEPS FROM LAST PR[HT 0
AVERAGE STEP SIZE 0.00000


















TOTAL (HEROY EXCHANGE RATE
ICAL-C_xI/G_uu2/SEC)
RATE CONST HET REACTION COHV RATE NET RATE/POSI-
CGS UHITS (MOLE-CMxa3/G_naZ/SEC) TIVE 01R RATE
L,6063E 15 0.0000O 0.00000
6.2795E 10 0.00000 0.00000
q.2164E 14 0.00000 0.00000
6.8698E 19 -1.33989E 06 1.00000
4.BqOSE 1_ -S.2292_E 02 I.O0000
6.545AE IS 0,00000 0.00000
b. YL44E LI 0.00000 0.00000
4.BI61E 12 -I.SOIIIE 0S 1.00000
4.3331E IS B.00000 0.00000
I.Z_OOE 17 O.O000O O.OOO00
2.TBSIE LY -2.5194TE 01 1.00000
6.0000E IZ O.OOO00 0.00000
1.72299E It MASS FRACTION SUM 0.99999994











STEPS FROM LAST PRINT
AVERAGE STEP SIZE
















































































































ORIG;.: ": Y... ,..
OF P,+.,.,,, "5; .,;
RATE OF PRODUCTIOI4 OF ++PE¢IES I BY REACTION J
REACTION
3 q 5 6 T 6
11 12
0.S1016E*04 0.00000 O.DqS63E-05 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.00000 0.00000
0+00000 -0.14124E'01 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 "0.144480"02
-0.134960-09 0._9064E-10
-0.SISIbE-0q 0+00000 0.00000 "0.$27480-07 0.00000 0.09090
0.00000 0.00000
0.S13160-04 0.29248E-01 O.O000O -O.$2T4BE-07 0.153720-02 0.14448E-02
0.00000 -0.]9064E-10
0.00000 0.00000 -0.42281E-05 0+00000 0.15372E-02 *0.14448E-02
0.00000 0.00000
0.00009 0.00990 0.09099 0.$27480-07 0.00000 0.00000
0.00000 0.00000
0.00000 0.00000 0,00000 0,00000 -0.IS17_E-02 0.14448E-02
0000000 0.00000
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.00000 0.00000
0.09000 0.90000 0.00900 0.0_000 0.09000 0.0090_
-O.I]qOGE*09 0.00000
0.00000 0.00000 O.O00OO 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.00000 0.00000
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0._34900"09 "0,390040-10
0.00000 0.09909 0.00000 0.00000 0.09000 0.09000
0.00000 0.30064E-10



















EPECZE$ CONCENTRATION NOLF FRACTION NET SPECIES PRODUCTION REACTION
(_OLE$/Ctlq_3) RATE (_OLE/C_"m3/SEG) NU_OER
N 1.43253E-09 2.958070-04 -1.33947E-0§ 1
02 6.712040-07 1.3649LE-01 -_.46123E-03 2
nO 3.47193E-07 7.070S9E-02 1.11739E-02
Q 3.0376+E-07 6.Lf1409E-02 7.75595E-03 4
H2 3.586390*06 7._0411E*01 -5.57165E*03 S
NO2 9,L33580-1Z 1,8600AE-0_ 7,72607E-07 6
N20 1.594+1E-10 3.2466_E-05 -9.04746E-06 7
nO* 1.5q07?E'12 3.1_779E'07 1.070800*07 8
E 1.53462E-IZ 3.12S27E-0? l.ObDqlE-07 9
0* 2.773190-14 5.647610-13 8.23092E-14 10
O2- 3.46291E-lb 7.0S223E-10 2.4476SE-10 11
0- ?.44300E-1_ I.SIS77E-00 0.03378E-10 IZ
_ZXTURE _OLECULAR _EIGHT 27.95158 TOTAL ENERGY EXCHANG_ RATE
(GAL-CflnnS/GM'n2/SEC)
INTEGRATION INDICATORS
STEPS FRON LAST PRINt 8
AVERAGE STEP SIZE 0.2SO00E-OI
TOTAL NU_ER OF STEPS 143
FUNCT EVALUATIONS 210
JACOBIAN EVALUATIONS 44
RATE ¢ONST NET REACTION CONV RATE
CGS UNITS (_OLE*CMun3/G/'Iuu2/SEC)
1.2930: 13 3.036890 OS
2.118qE 10 2.7021_E OS
9.8273E 14 -6.71895E 03
7.0_71E 13 -1.838810 OS
5.3277E 14 -2.306330 Ol
_.4413E LS 4._OL?IE OL
3.2347E 11 1.31430E 04
3.39600 12 -I.26636E 04




3.723010 |0 _ASS FRACTION SU_
AA 88 D(AREA)/O(IVAR) 02(AREA)/O(IVAR)2



















v -0.34194E 04 RHO 0.11183E-04 T -0.3770AE 03
It -0.232_3E-0S N20 -0,15706E-05
02 -0.16425E-02 NO* 0,18591E-07
_o O.LO39_E-O2 E 9,1835LE-07
0 0.134640"02 0* 0,142890-13
H2 -0.967230-03 02- 0.424910-10
_02 0,136140-06 O- 0.136830-09
O_EGA(I,J) RATE OF PRODUCTION OF SPECIES TDY REACTION J
_PECIE5 REACTIOH
1 2 3 4 5 6
9 lO II 12
N -0.$7_10E-02 0.55803E-02 0.12_57E-03 0.00000 0,808950-00 0.04090










































(31: P'DG,_ _,: )ALIT'/
-0.$72100-02 0.00000 0.00000 -P.SSOITE-R2 _.OO00O O.0OOuO 0.00000
0.00000 0.00000 -O.]I*BIE-06 O.f_3]SE-O$
0.572100-02 0.55603E-02 -0.126570-09 o.ocooe 0.00000 -6.77270E-0A 0.00000
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0o000
0.57210E-52 -_.55803E002 0.126570-03 0.70036E-02 0.00000 +0.772700-06 0.247610-03
-@.IO?PSE-O_ -0._3090-13 0.00000 -0.903380-09
0.0O009 00.5;8G30o02 0.00090 O.OOHO -0.636470-06 O.ooo00 0.267AIE-03
0,0000_ 0.00000 0.0_000 0.0J000
0,00000 0.00000 0.00000 O.O00OO 0.00000 0.77270C-06 0.00000
0.00000 O.eO000 O.OOBOO 0.00000
O.O000G 0.=_900 0.00000 O.OGO00 O.OOOO0 0.00000 -0.247AIE-03
0.0OJ00 0.00000 0.00000 0.0DO00
0.00000 O.OOO00 0.00000 O.O000O 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0,107050-06 0.00000 0.00000 O.OOO00
0+00000 O.OOO00 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.10709E-06 0.S2309E-13 -0.114810°0a 0.00000
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 O,O000O 0.00000 0.00000
0.00000 0.8230_E-13 0.00000 O.O00OO
0.00000 O.O000O 0.00000 O.OOO00 O.O000l 0.00000 0.00000
0.00600 0.00000 0.116810-08 -0.903380-09
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 O.O00OO 0.00000 O.O000O
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.903380-09













GENERAL CHEMICAL KINETICS PROGRAM
GCKPO_ HIGH PRESSURE H2 - CO REACTION CAS_ 11
NASA LEMIS RESEARCH CENTER
REACTION
1.0"CH$ * 1.010H : 1.01CH2O + 1.01HZ
I.OnCH6 : 1.0iCN3 • 1.0"H
1.0"H _ 1.0"CN6 : 1.01CN3 • 1.01_2
1.0n0 _ 1.0.CH_ : 1.0uCN$ • [.0nOH
1.0[OH t l.O'Ch6 1.0_CI13 • I.OeH20
I.('"CH20 t I.OPH : 1.0uHC0 • 1.0"H2
I.fl'CH2O t 1.0_0 = I.O"HCO + 1.0nOH
1.0"CHZ0 t 1.0"OH : 1.0'HC0 • 1.0+H20
M * 1.0riCH20 = 1.0uH • 1.0uHCO
l.OuO • [.0"NC0 = I.O*H • 1.0uC0Z
1.01NC0 • 1.0"0 : 1.0"C0 t 1.0"0H
I.OmHCO + I.OUH : l.CICO • l.OuN2
I.OmHCO • 1.0"OH : 1.0"C0 + 1.0"HZO
H t I.O*NCO : l.O,N • I.OICO
|.0mE0 + 1.0m0H 1.0mC02 * 1.0uH
I.OnCO • 1.0_0 : I.OnCO2 * M
1.0.0 • 1.0uH2 : 1.0P0H • 1.0mN
1.0UHZ • 1.0"OH : 1.0"H20 • 1.0"H
1.0u0H • 1.0"0H L.OUO • I.OUH20
l. OuH • l.OnH = l.OaH2 • M
























ALL THIRD DOOY RATIOS ARE 1.0 EXCEPT THE FOLLOMING
_(H2 o 14) : S.00000 fl(H2 , 20) : 1.70000 H(H2 , 21) : 6.00000

























INIIIAL STEP SIZE 0.10000E-16 SEE
H(CO o 14) : 2.0_000
RAXI_U_ RELATIVE ERROR 0.50000E-OS
uu ASSIGNED VARIADLE PROFILE uu
THIS IS A V:O PROSLEH - AN ASSIGNED VARIABLE IS HOT REQUIRED
THE VOLU_E (DENSITY) MILL. BE HELD COHSTANT FOR THIS CASE
THE TEMPERATURE MILL BE HELD CONSTANT FOR THIS CASE
ua |HIY|ALCONDITIONSNm
,)I: :




























STCPS FRO_ LAST PR|HT 0
AVERAGE STrP SIZE 0.00000

















MIXTURE _OLECULAR HEIGHT 2.27585
NET SPECIES PROOUCTION REACTION RATE COPSI HET REACTION CONV RATE HE[ RATEIPOSI o
RATE (MOLE/CMe13/SEC) elU_IBER CGS UHITS (mOLE-C_ee3JGH_I2/SEC) /EVE DIR RATE
7.S244SE-IA I 7.4000£ lZ -9.781SSE-11 1.03000
2.?0900E-02 ? 3.7312E-_8 0.00000 0.00000
-$.O04SSE-OA 3 3.1S99E _l 0.00000 O.OOGO0
-$._93S7E-02 4 I.;51SE 1_ 0.00000 0.00000
0.00000 S 1.46_9C l_ 0.00000 0.00000
3.29754E-02 6 3.80O_E A2 0.00000 0.00000
-3.0S305E-02 7 2.0OBOE l_ 3.86137E-03 1.00000
Z.90298C-09 8 Z.3000E 13 4.44058E-05 1.00000
3.004S5E-08 + 9.1914E 00 1.77456E-O8 1.00000
S._7SOSE-O4 10 S.3000E 13 0.00000 0.00000
-5.37SOS[-06 11 1.2600E 1¢ °3.92327E-17 1.00000
IZ I.O000E Iq -Z.67088E-08 1.00000
13 I.O000E 14 0.00000 0.00000
14 3.SI99E 10 0.00000 0.00000
15 2.6744E 12 5.16335E 00 1.00000
16 Z.I_O]E lq 6.97106E 01 1.00000
L7 2.0q2_E 11 3.9041$E 03 1.00000
18 1.97_4E 12 3.77378E 02 1.00000
19 _.6347E 12 7.01762E-07 I.O0000
20 8.3000E 14 °l.67342E-08 1.00000
21 8.4000E IS 0.00000 0.00000
TOTAL EHERGY EXCHANGE RATE -4.73_95E OG MASS FRACTION SUM 0.99999988
(CAL-CMU.31GMnnZtSEC)
PREDICTOR TROUBLE FOR Y 2+ VALUE : °0.19087298312_16700-13o T: 0.¢21651957598521D-07, H: 0.2712903213976019D-08
TIME 1.O0000E 06 SEC AREA [.O0000E O0 SQ CM AXIAL P?SITION 0.00000 CN
FLOM PROPERTIES IHTEGRATZOH IHOIC*TOR5
PRESSURE 99.983Z3 STEPS FROM LAST PRINT
(ARM)
VELOCITY 0.00 AVERAGE STEP SIZE
(cm/sEC)




MASS FLOM RATE 0.00000
(GM/SEC)
ENTROPY 13.5434 FUHCT EVALUATIONS
CAL/G_/OEG K)



































mOLE FRACTIOH HET SPECIES PRODUCTIOH REACTIOH RATE COHST
RATE (_OLE/C_u3/SEC) HUMBER CGS UNITS
3,89958E-13 1.30S62E-1_ ! 7.4000E 12
4.30688E-17 3.77788E-16 _ 3.?31ZE-OB
1.3_181E°06 8.qk20E-18 3 3.1596E 11
5.89916E-01 "Z.87297E-13 4 1.9515E It
8.31896E-05 8.70655E-1_ S l.q6qOE 12
2.24956E*10 -3.65253E-1_ 6 3.8003E 12
1.12547E-26 1.13502E-26 7 2.0000E 13
8.21054;-05 9._301ZE-I_ 8 2.3000E |3
6.1_036E-12 2,22911E-iq 9 9.1914E O0
1.18_22E-06 1.2_262E-15 IO S.3000E 13









































_IXTURE MOLECULAR WEIGHT 2.27623







TOTAL ENERGY EXCHANGE RATE -6.90§21E-0q
(CAL-CMmx3/G:II'2/SECJ







HASS FRACTION SUM 0.90099576




























STEPS FROM LAST PRINT q6
AVER;GE STEP SIZE 0.LOS6SE 08

















_IXTURE MOLECULAR WEIGHT Z.32220
NET SPECIES PROOUCTION REACTION RATE CONST
RATE (MULE/CM_*$/SEC) NUI;BER CG$ UNITS
-2.521640-|$ I 7._0000 lZ
-$.688000-1S 2 3.73120-0S
-3.710000-10 3 3.1Sq6E II
-2.SSS3qE-I$ 4 I.OSISE II
2._2202E-1) S 1.46qqE 12
-1.00199E-15 6 ].80030 12
-S.Sq_70E-_S 7 2.00000 10
$.72S04E-IS 8 2.30C00 1_
_.560430-10 q 9.IDtqE O0
1.07361_-18 10 S._0OOE 13











TOTAL ENERGY EXCHANGE PATE -7._5104L-0q
(CAL-C_3/C_*e2/$EC)
NET REACTION CONY RATE NET RATE/PDSI-






















MASS FRACTION SU_ 0.90099Z6]

















TIME-AREA VERSION GENERAL CHEMICAL KINETICS PROGRAM NASA LEWIS RESEARCH CEHTER




















* 1.0*OZ = 1.0UON *
• l,_wtl2 1.0_OH *
• I,C'OH : 1.0'H:O *
* |,O_Qll = _.0_0 •
• 1,0"02 : I.O_HO2 *
• 1.0"_ 1.0"OZ *
1.0"H : |.0_HZ •
• 1.0"0H I,O'H20 *
• 1.0"X02 : l.O'tt2O •
• 1.0"H202 = 2.0nON
* I.O'OZ Z.0mON
* l , O'ltOZ : 1.0"0H •
t 1.0*HO2 : 1.0'OH *
* l.O_ttO2 : 1 .P'HZO *
Z.0iH02 = 1.0_NZ0Z •
* I.O'H202 1.0_)t20
• L.0"H2O2 : 1.0'OH •
• [.OmllZ • Z.0_H






























































M(HZ * §) : S.OOPO_ MrH2 7) : S.00000 fl(HZ 8) : t.0OO00 fl(fl2
M(O;" S) = Z.00000 MID2 7) : 2.00000 M(O2 8) : 1.60000 M(OZ
M:'430 5) : 3Z.50_00 M(NZO 7) : IS.00000 M(H20 8) : 20,00000 M(H20
M(HZ02 • 10) : 6.60000
• tO) : 2.30000
, 10) : 0.78000
• IO) : 6.00000
94
INITIAL STEP SIZE O.50000E-O5 SEC
INTEGRATION CONTROLS



















• a ASSIGNED VARIABLE PROFILE un
THIS IS k V:O PROBLEM - AH ASSIGNED VARIABLE IS NOT REQUIRED
THE VOLUME (DENSITY| MILL BE HELD CONSTANT FOR THIS CASE
.. INITIAL CONDITIONS m|
SPECIES CONCENTRATION MOLE FRACTION
(MOLES/CMmlI)
N 0.00000 0.0000e

























STEPS FROM LAST PRINT
AVERAGE STEP SIZE







MIXTURE _OLECULAR M_IGHT 11.99951
MET SPECIES PRODUCTION REACTION RATE CONST
RATE (MOLE/CMmn3/SEC) NUMBER CGS UNITS
1.39347E-01 I 1.2599E 09
-5.80ISSE-08 2 2.0973E 10
2,02323E-LO 3 4.BS97E 11
1.15949E-07 4 2.BII4E 12
-6.9174BE-08 S 3.0783E IS
0.O0000 6 2.0612E 14
O.OOOO0 7 I.IBSIE 15













TOTAL ENERGY EXCHANGE RATE 8.11_49E 04
(CAL-CMqu3sGt:uq2/SEC)
NEGATIVE CONCEnTRATIONS-HALVE STEP SIZE -SAVE1( &) : -0.71572910D-12
NET REACTION CONY RATE NET RATE/POSI-





















MASS FRACTION SUM 0.9599999_



















STEPS FROM LAST PRINT
AVERAGE STEP SIZE

















































































12.16265 TOTAL ENERGY [XC:tAhbE RATE
(CAL "¢MmnS/C_ImJ2/SEC)
KrLA_ : *_ FROM INTEGRATOR AT T : §.II474745E B|
ER_b_ TEST FAILED WITH DAOS(H) • HM|H
h _AS IEEN REDUCED TO b.5000000BE-G_ AND STEP WILL BE 0ETRI[O






























MASS FRACTIOH SUM 0.999999_0



















STEPS FROM LAST PRINT
AVERAGE STEP SIZE



















MIXTURE MOLECULAR WEIGHT 12.ZYZI]
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
NET SPECIES PRODUCTION REACTIOH RATE CONST
£ATE (MOLE/CM"'$/SEC) NUMBER C_S UqITS
1.01354_-02 l 1.2208E II
-S.30AOAE-02 2 _.B26_E II
1.74104E-03 1 2.86C2E 12
1t01043_-B3 _ 3.80_4E 12
-1.03_)6E-01 _ 2.34)BE IS
1.073SOE-01 k 1.2ASBE 14
4.71S|_E-03 7 7._95E 1_













TOTAL ENERGY _XCkA_E _;TE -3.08082E IO
I_ET REACTION CONY RATE NET RATE/POSI*





















MASS FRACTIdN SUH 0.0999_86Y
p
KFL_G : *I FROM INTEGRATOR AT T : O.IlqT4790E 01
ERROR "(ST FAILED WITH DABS(H) : HMIN






















SQ CH AXIAL POSITION 0.00000 ¢M
INTEGRATION INDICATORS
STEPS FROH LAST PRINT 90
AVERAGE STEP SIZE B.21|qSE-07
















(DeeP) END OF THiS CASE
12.83329
,._r'p,..
NET $PECZE5 PRODUCTION REACIEOH RA.T[ COHSt
RATE (MOLE/CMaa$SSEC) HUMB[R CG$ UNITS
4.$2825_ _t 1 $.2BgbE 12
-t,46656E 0| Z 3.891_E 12
Z.14097E Cl 3 1 0208E 13
1.42_S_E 91 4 _.Tql2E 12
-1o25208£ 02 S 1.9270_ 1$
-1._8427_-Qt 7 4.131)E 14













TOTAL ENERGY EXCHANGE RATE -1.02211E 13
(CAL-C_aU3/GMiu2/SEC)
READ DATA FOR NEXT CASE
HET REACTION COHV P_TE HET RATE/POSI-
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